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HAVE FUN WITH FIREWORKS

CONSTRUCTING A SPINDLE
MOULDER

THE PREPARATION OF
PROVISIONAL SPECIFICATIONS

RADIO CONTROL FOR MODEL
BOATS

A LIGHTWEIGHT TRAILER FOR
CAMPING GEAR

BUILD AN EFFICIENT TIMER
FROM AN OLD CLOCK

ETC., ETC.



Cut
production costs

with TERRY
Wire Circlips

(Square Section)

'I
No? Well, it would take all the pages of this
magazine-and a lot more-to show in full the
immense range of TERRY'S ASSORTED
SPRINGS in all their variety-compression, ex-
pansion, heavy, light, long, short, any gauge you
want. But in our BOXES OF ASSORTED
SPRINGS you'll certainly find the very spring
you've been looking for. Why not let us send you
our full illustrated list of BOXES-post free?

111:1a.

We make
first-class

Flexible Shaft
too.

o. d .

Interested in Spring Design? Send for 'Spring Design
and Calculations'-Post free 12/6

TERRY,S
ASSORTED SPRINGS

HERBERT TERRY & SONS LTD. REDDITCH, WORCS
(Makers of quality Springs,W reforms & Presswork for over 100 years)

No. 757.
Extra Light Compression, 1

gross Assorted, l" to r, to
r long, 27 to 20 S.W.G.

15/.. each.

No. 758.
Fine Expansion Springs. 1

gross Assorted i" to I", 1" to 2"
long, 27 to 20 S.W.G. 15/- each.

No. 753.
3 doz. Assorted Light Expan-
sion r to r diam., r to 6"
long, 22 to 18 S.W.G.

10/6 each.

No. 98A.
3 doz. Assorted 1" to 4" long,
1" to i" diam., 19G to 150.

5/6 each.

No. 388.
1 gross Assorted Small Expan-
sion Springs. i" to 11". 18G to
210. 0/6 each.

No. 760.
3 doz. Assorted Light Comp-
ression Springs. 1" to 4" long,
22 to 18 S.W.G., r tor diam.

6/6 each.

No. 1024.
20 Compression Springs

12" long. r to diam., 24G
to 18G, suitable for cutting into

shorter lengths; and 30 Expansions 14" to
12" long, 5/32" to i" diam. 22G to I6G. 24/- each.

ALBe
F

TALBOT TOOL CO
Grip ' Works, ROEDALE

SIMPLIFIES
MARKING OUT

X Durable, yet easily removed

.
As used by many big

engineering firms
Available through most engineers'
merchants and model making

shops

LTD Telephone : B'ton 55832
ROAD, BRIGHTON, SUSSEX

MUSCLE MECHANICS
The unique system of Muscle Control
known as MAXALDING gives its
followers mental control over the mus-
cular system. The mastery of various
fascinating muscle control exercises (two
of which are shown here) will ensure an
efficient functioning of the body, sound
health and good physique. Abdominal
Control (left) shown by a clerical
worker, corrects intestinal sluggishness,
indigestion and obesity.

PERSONAL POSTAL COURSES
Every Maxalding course is personally
planned for the individual needs of the
pupil. No ready -prepared or stereotyped
instruction is sent and results are attained
with only a minimum expenditure of time
and energy.

FREE ILLUSTRATED BROCHURE
Profusely illustrated and showing results
gained in pupils from 15 to 65 years of
age the brochure and folders will be sent
in a sealed cover on request.

PAAXALDING (PM11)DOVER
,

SHEPHKENT.WERDSELL,

SEND EXPLANATORY LITERATURE TO :-

Name Age

Address

(PMi
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Shafts and
Stern Tubes.

8, 9" or 10"--218 each.
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" BURRELL "
TRACTION ENGINE

Build this fine 1" scale working

model. Set of 4 sheets of drawings
-1416. Construction Booklet -1;-.

Post free.

WATER GAUGES

With screw
?d:),wn or lever handle

a
screwed

blow -off. to for all types.lar

small 40boi:ethrsp. cock

fitting wf

SYNTHETIC
WHEELSon axles for

Gauge " 0 " Fineor Standard
scale. Hard wearing and true running.

Perfect
Postage

7d,

for 2 -rail systems.
I/I per pair.

(12 pairs and
up post free.)
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ADDRESS

BLOCK LETTERS, PLEASE

v,. Try
JUST WHAT YOU NEED

FOR YOUR HOBBY-
FROM

BASSETT-LOW KE'S
COMPREHENSIVE

CATALOGUES

A A A

BABCOCK
BOILERAll parts ready toBarr assemble.

fittings and
piping (exc. pressuregauge). Price

£4.12.11.
Post free.

STUART DYNAMO
uct Per-

Heavily constr dyednamo."manent wag' 30 watts
Output nO Price 0 .1S-6
at 4 volts. rrice
with V pulley.

0710ace P

3 Post free

Send :Nor

MODELRAILWAY

and 00 up to 10'

RAILWAY
CATALOGUE

abgluaariultdgsiednig-taTil-rs
and

Ives details of s,mceeptssdpe'ol:on;

so

and

illustrates
all

your for

finished ready
-to -use models.

Price 2/6.

MARINE MOTOR
Powerful permanent
magnet type for model
boats up to 42" long.
6 volts for use on dry
batteries or accumulator.
Weight 12 ozs. Length

Price E3.3.0. Post
free

BASSET,t0WIte

61

mounslig

SEND YOUR ORDER TO YOUR NEAREST BRANCH

U

Kingswell Street, Northampton SESETT LOME II
LONDON :112 High Holborn, W.C.1 - MANCHESTER : 23 Corporation St., 4 Amomillons. N

61.111111.1111111110111111111,11111111111111111111 11/1511111111111111111011.11

Please send me the following

Quantity Cost Each
Name and Description

of Items Total

TOTAL

BASS ETT-LOWK E LTD.
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PURIMACHOS LTD.
St. Philips, Bristol, 2

ON TERMS FROM MONDEX
BSR MONARCH
4 -Speed f -
Autochanger 0:"/
for building er,,,*
into a IliFi cir I
Radiogram. ---s.
Brand new. LIfi
As advertised.
Guaranteed. Direct from B.S.R.'c
factory 29.15.0 cash or 2.5i- dep.& 8 m.ps.(P/P 41-).
ALSO AVAILABLE-Amplifiers.
R.C. Chassis, F.M. Tuners, Loud-
speakers and Cabinets.

THE NEW

Entirely re -designed
drill with helicali' geared chuck.
tone finish.
r.p.m. !Milt to
dards' yet costs
from Montlex,
of 18 9.

WOLF QUARTERMASTER
A brand new type
adaptability. Precision
Wolf Cub accessories.
teed. 29.9.0 or

ImprovedBR
Il G E versionlN

motor.ful
l2'1" 15u.fiLw.

pLv-
d SAW!

VII!s .,
52A3 each
or10/.. den.and 5 m.
ps. of 10/,

TO BUILD
HOME WORKSHOP
SELECTA DOME
Takes any standard
unit or drill
wider range of
carried out. 30/-
8m. ps. of37:8 (214.10.0

POWER
Very powerful
with Home -Master.
and 8 m. ps. of
cash).

SELECTA
716 dep. and 8 m.
ACCESSORIES

AVAILABLE
NEW MONDEX

' B & D' D.500 DRILL
power --

gears and
, 'RsSmart two-

Runs at 2,500
precision -tan- . ,

only 28.19.8 or
10 - dep. & 8 m. Ps.

of power unit of great power and
engineered. Takes most

Unconditionally Gowan -
15, den. & 8 m. ps. of 25%,
E of0 Nt

the versatile
f

andE1,11-erDy pRoiwLeri.
with neon sing;indicator in, circuiti7 w cash.ith

THE NEWEST ELECTRIC
COPING SAW

Improved design. More powerful.
Guts up to l' in hardwood or soft
metal. Takes standard Eclipse
Blades. Built-in switch. Adjust -
able.A.CN.Wito TV

4 blades.
interference. 200250

v. h

A MODERN 2-"zos,
IV .

-MASTER iv Ii,JI ,...-..,-.',)
_...;.-- r....; .,.

I' power lir.:-,- --- ..--
to enable a IIjobs to be

dep. and '.----",,
ca sh). ...11''
PAK " Iiii

--.--,--NO"'unit for use .,
20/- dep.

27/- (210.9.8 '........

30in. LATHE
ps. of 11/9 (24.9.0 cash).
FOR ALL ABOVE MAKES

ON TERMS
CATALOGUE FREE

BURGESS Electric BAND SAW
Fully portable.
Built-inotVr0 tuli

1 Tuts" intricatei
thkinl_lop. ro gmateer

,...,'PO

with ease.
On base-,.._ board.
219.7.8 or
40/- dep.
and 8 m.ps.
of 50,

HOBBIES TREADLE
FRET MACHINES

' OEM ' 25.17.6 or 10:- dep. &
8 m. ps. of 15:6.

A.I.' 59.9.0 or 15/- dep. & Elm. ps.
of 25/3.
Complete MOTOR DRIVE AT-,r,HmENT for motorising
Hobbies Treadle machines.

DORBIL24 ' MARVEL '
9..6 or 15/- dep. & 8 fit. ns. of3/6.17SELECTA

MOTOR DRIVEN
Bench Fret Machine, 212.5.0 or
201- dep. & 8 m.rps. of 32.0. MARVEL' without motor.
24.17.6 or 10/- dep. Sr8 ',Lys. of12'9.
Details of Hobbies lathes, tool
outfits, etc., gladly sent on
request. Detailed specifications
included in Hobbies 1959 Annual
2;- plus 7d. post.
 ULTRA LENS '
Illuminated Magnifier with built-
in battery and bulb, always in
focus. Complete with spare bulb
and battery In case. 26.5.0 or 10/-
dep. & 6 tn. vs. of 21/8.

MONDEX
PRODuc

TSua
(Dent. PM11(1), 87 Aldersgate Street, London, E.C.1

ENGINEERS'

PRECISION & HAND TOOLS

No. 950 P.
PLASTIC HANDLED
RATCHET SCREWDRIVERS

No.
374

SET OF
TOOLS

. '

0-1"MICRON41711

No. 295
TINMAN'S

SHEARS

MEASURE UP TO ANY JOB
The next time you buy tools, remember that it pays to buy
good tools, tools upon whose accuracy you can rely (Fl )Q tools
are made from the finest material and are guaranteed to conform
to British Standard Institution Specifications where they exist.
The next time you buy tools ask your dealer or , Engineers
Precision and Hand Tools.

Send told. in stamps for a copy of our catalogue, mentioning this journal.

MOORE & WRIGHT (SHEFFIELD) LTD., 14/28, NORTON LANE. SHEFFIELD. 8

STILL THE BEST BY ANY TEST !
The

" BRI T I NOL "

Spirit Blowlamp
Gives a hot clean flame 3-4 inches long, burns methylated spirit,

and has neat folding soldering iron supports. Completely automatic
action. Ideal for all soft soldering jobs, jewellery and lampshade
making, cane singeing on basket work and many other uses.

Price 7,'6 from Halfords branches and Model and Tool Shops.
Send for FREE illustrated leaflet showing other Easy Soldering

Products from the sole manufacturers :

BI -METALS (BRITINOL) LTD.
St. Mary's Works, Bridge Road, London, N.9. Tel. : TOTtenham 9413.

PARKERS

SHEET METAL

FOLDING MACHINE

HEAVY VICE MODELS

WITH BEVELLED FORMER

BARS

No. 1. Capacity 18 gauge mild steel x 36in. wide 27. 10. 0
No. 2. Capacity 18 gauge mild steel x 24in. wide ... ES. S. 0

No. 3. Capacity 16 gauge mild steel x 18in. wide ... ES. S. 0
End folding attachments for Radio Chassis, Tray and Box Making for 36in. model,

316 per foot. Other models, 2/-.
The two smaller models will form flanges. As supplied to Government Departments.

Universities, Hospitals.
* One year's guarantee. Money refunded if not satisfied. Send for details.

A. B. PARKER, Wheatcroft Works,
Wellington St., BATLEY, Yorks. Tel.: 426
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1.49 c.c. "PURIM I

The latest addition to the famous range
of E.D. diesel engines. Cleverly
designed, beautifully made and up to the
E.D. standard of quality and workman-
ship in every detail. An exciting,
compact power unit, with a high
performance, suitable for use in model
planes, boats or cars.
Twin ball race. Reed valve induction.
Bore .5in. Stroke .464in. B.H.P. .15 at
15,000 R.P.M.
Height 2fin. Length 31in. Width I /in.
Weight 3i ozs.

Price including Purchase Tax
AIRCOOLED

MODEL

£3.17.10

E.D. RADIO CONTROLS
E.D. now produce 6 models
demands of most enthusiasts.

E.D. " Eoomerang"
E.D. Mk. IV " Miniature"
E.D. "Transitrol "

WATERCOOLED
MODEL

LS.2.3

that will adequately meet the

E.D. Mk. V. "Everest"
E.D. "Airtrol"
E.D."P.C.1" Transmitter

Derails of all these models are contained in our Ile w illustrated lust.
free on request.

Order front your Model Shop.

1 -ELECTRONIC DEVELOPMENTS (SURREY) LTD
DEVELOPMENT ENGINEERS - GRAMS

MIDIASEY6 3,38 ISLAND FARM RD. WEST MOLESEY.I SURREY) ENGLAND. -o-s-

every door
teoki shift/

 SIMPLE TO FIX-
NO WOODWORKING ALTERATIONS

 PERMANENT IN POWER-WILL NOT
FATIGUE OR FALL

 SELF -ALIGNING FLOATING MAGNET
 NO WORKING PARTS TO OIL OR SERVICE
 ALUMINIUM CASING & PLATED KEEPER

AVOID RUST

No. 870 For use on kitchen or bathroom
cabinets & cupboard doors

No. 871 For use on heavier hinged or
sliding doors

........,............,,;.........

May
DOOR CATCH

Made by James Neill & Co. (Sheffield) Ltd
and obtainable from all tool distributors

PM51

Fluorescent Lighting

Complete lighting fittings. Built-inballast and starters-stove enamelled
white and ready to work. Ideal kitchen.
workshop-anywhere. Twin 20 approxi-
mately 27" long complete with two 20 W.
tubes 39/6. Single 40 approximately
4' long complete with one 40 W. tube
39/6. Inductor 80 aPProxiMately 5' long
complete with one 80 W. tube 5916.
Carriage and insurance up to 150 miles 5/6,
up to 250 miles 7 6.

The Saturn Spin Drier
A Spin Drier will
not only make
Washing Day much
less of a burden
but will also pre-
vent that dampatmosphere
created by wet
clothes drying in-
doors. The Spin
Drier illustrated
is the famous
Saturn which, al-though quite
small, actually

holds as much washing as the larger
floor standing type. The big advantage
of the Saturn is that it can be stood
on the draining board, rinsed-washing
from the sink is put into it and the water
spun out back into the sink-no mess.
no special emptying and, being light, it
can easily be put into a cupboard or stood
on a shelf. Your Wife or Mother will be
really pleased with one of these. Price
£21.17.6 or £1 deposit and 22 weekly
payments of £1 each.

Motorised Gear Pump

W 11 build up tremendous pressure for
operating hydraulic rams, lifts and
similar equipment. Geared to 21 -volt
D.C. motor, but this can be operated oft
A.C. mains through step down trans-
former. 217.10.0 each.

Latest AVO Test Meter
With a Free Gift.
Can be yours for
only 10/- deposit
and 19 payments
of 101- weekly.
Like all AVO
meters it is a very
fine instrument.
has a sensitivity
of 10.000 o.p.v. and
measures : D.C.

volts 0-1,000 (7 ranges), A.C. volts
0-1.000 (5 ranges), current 0-1 amp. (5
ranges), resistance 0-2 meg. (2 ranges).
Complete with test leads. Cash price
£0,10.0, FREE GIFT.-All ordering this
week will receive range extender Scale
and Data for measuring capacity and
inductance.
Don't Be Caught Like This

Car Starter Charger Kit
All parts to build 6- and 12 -volt charger
which can be connected to a "flat" battery
and will enable the car to be started
instantly. Kit comprising the following :
Mains transformer ...
5 -amp. rectifier - 17:6
Regulator Stud. Switch 3'6
Resistance Wire ...
Resistance Former ... 2/8
Mains on/off Switch ... 2/8
0-5 amp. Moving Coil Meter ... 12/8
Construction Data ... 1/6
or if bought all together price is 52,6
plus 3/6 post and packing.

Medresco
Hearing Aid

As supplied by
National Health.
completely over-
hauled and in good
working order with
six months' guaran-
tee. Only 22.15.0.
plus 2/6 post and ins.
Complete with ear-
phone and new ear
plug but not bat-
teries, these can
be supplied as an
extra for 5/- per set.
Special Offer.-Latest luxury model.
smaller, and with self-contained
batteries new and unused. Normalls
20 guineas, limited quantity, only £10
each, or 20,- deposit and 20 weekly
Payments of 10/-. Willingly sent on
approval against cash.

Tabby Complete Equipment
Complete equipment for seeing in the
dark, as fitted to Army vehicles for night
driving. etc., comprises : 2 infra red
radiators, adjustable binoculars, power
pack for 6 or 12 volts, control units and
inter -connection cables. Original cost
probably around £100. Unused and ln
perfect order. £10. plus 10/- carriage and
insurance. Mains power pack extra.

This Month's Snip
Stereo Amplifier outfit, comprising
8 watt twin channel amplifier for
A.C. mains working and two 8" P.M.
Speakers on veneered and polished
corner baffles. Whole outfit, giving
really terrific reproduction and
amazing 3D effects. £14 complete.
plus carriage and insurance. Or £1
down and 28 weekly payments of 10 -.

This Month's Special Snips
Welding Transformer. -12 v. 50
amp. Continuous rating-inter-
mittant rating for spot welding.
exceeds 2,000 amp. 45,-, carriage
and packing 5/-.Selenium Rectifier.-Rated at 36 v.
at 6 amp., full wave. Easily rebuilt
four 12-18 v. 3 amp full -wave charging
rectifier, 17/6, plus 2/- post and in-
surance
For Electrically Heated Carpets.
etc.-Waterproof heater cable, 11
ohms per ft. per yard.
Install 2 -way Switches.-Our outfit
comprises : 30 yards multicore
cable, 2 -way switches, two wood
blocks, foil instructions. 9/6 complete,
post and insurance 216.
Suppressor Condenser.-Stop you:
drill or other appliances interfering
with your or your neighbours' radio
or television. Simple instructions
given. 1'8 each, 12/- dozen.
Install Those Extra Power Points.
-Big purchase 7.029 3 -core cable
enables us to offer this at a real
bargain  price of 37/6 per 50 -yard
coil, plus 3/6 carriage : 100 -yard roll
75'- carriage free.
Wire -Ended Neon Lamp.-Midget
size as used in mains tester, dozens of
applications. 21- each.
Slidiok Fuses. -5 amp. or 15 amp.
1/6 each. 151- dozen.
28,000 Volt Mica Condenser. -
0.001 mfd., size approximately 31 x
31 x 21. 15,- each,
For Your Lab.-Resistance sub-
stitution boxes are great time savers
and you really cannot have too many
of them. Here. then, is an opportunity
to acquire these at a very low rate.
Our R.S. kit available for only RA
plus 1/6 postage, comprises a 50 -watt
precision variable resistor 0-100 K..
six 3-3 watt fixed resistors and one
6 -position switch, one pointer knob
and one ordinary knob and instruc-
tions. This unit when made up will
give an infinite variability over the
range 1.00 ohm to 2 meg.
31' Moving Coil Meter.-Flush
mounting, really beautifully made by
G.E.C.. two types available, one
centre zero 500-0-500 mA.. the other
standard 1 mA. fsd., scales need
re -lettering, brand new and unused.
37/6. plus 2/- post and insurance.

ELECTRONIC PRECISION EQUIPMENT LTD.
Post orders should be addressed to Dept. ft, Sutton Road, Eastbourne

en, ....al shoppers, however, please gall
42-46, Windmill Hill, Ruislip. Rides. Phone RUISLIP 5789-Hall day, Wednesday.
152-3. Fleet Street, 5.0.4, Phone : FLGet 2853-Half day. Saturday.
29, Stroud Green Rd.. Finsbury Perk, 5.4. Phone : ARChway 1049-Half day, Tborada.y.
249 Kilburn High Rd. Plante . MAI& Vale 4021-Halt day. Thursday.
266, London Rd., Croydon. Phone: CROydon 5538 --Half dlr., Wednesday.
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FINEST QUALITY Chests of Tools at Bargain Prices
Fully guaranteed, Money refunded in full if not delighted

"ZYTO No. 3"
20 TOOLS

Handsaw, Hammer, Pincers, Coping or
Fretsaw, 2' Boxwood Rule, 2 Bradawls,
2 Chisels r '1", Level, Smooth Plane,
Marking Gauge, Screwdriver, Wood Rasp,
Square, Radio Pliers, Carpenter's Brace,
2 Twist Bits, Mitre Block.

5/5/0 Carr. Paid

COMPLETE CATALOGUE OF TOOLS
& MACHINERY FOR WOOD AND
METAL WORK 2 6. Amount returned

with first order of 40/,

"ZYTO No. 2"
50 TOOLS

Handsaw, Tenon Saw, Padsaw and Blade, 3 Chisels Z'
" 'I", Ratchet Brace, 4 Bits I" Claw Hammer,

Pincers, Oilstone, Combination Pliers, Adjustable
Iron Plane, Surform File, Mallet, Mitre Block, Solder
Iron, Cork Rubber, 2 Sticks Solder, Gluepot, Tin
Fluxite, Square, Screwdriver, Handrill, Set 7 Drills,
Nail Punch, Wood Rasp, 2 Carpenter's Pencils,
2 Bradawls, 2' Boxwood Rule, Glasscutter, Level,
Woodworkers' Vice, Pointing Trowel, 2 Gimlets,
Footprint Wrench.

19/10/0
on First Payment 39/., Eight Monthly
Payments 48/3. Carr. Paid.

" ZYTO No. I "

29 TOOLS
Handsaw, Tenon Saw, Padsaw and Blade,
Hacksaw, 2' Boxwood Rule, 12' Adjust-
able Square, 2 Chisels !," and
Carpenter's Ratchet Brace, 4 Twist Bits ;1"

r I-, Marking Gauge, Adjustable Iron
Plane, Pincers, Combination Pliers,
2 Bradawls, 2 Gimlets, Claw Hammer,
Mitre Block, Mallet, Footprint Wrench,
Screwdriver, Electrician's Screwdriver,
2 9" Cramps.

on First Payment 21/-, Eight
1 0/1 0/0 Monthly Payments 28/-. Carr.

Paid.

S. TYZACK & SON LTD
341-345 OLD ST. LONDON E.C.1 DEPT. P.M. 22

THE

FAMIXIS
can train your mind to SUCCESS
THROUGH PERSONAL POSTAL TUITION

A FREE book vital to your career !

Read how the famous Bennett College can help you to success ! Send now for
this recently published FREE book, " Train your mind to SUCCESS," which
tells you about The Bennett College proven success in postal tuition . . . and how
it can help you to success in your career.

Agriculture
Architecture
Building
Carpentry
Chemistry
Commercial Art
Diesel Engines
Draughtsmanship
Electrical Eng.
Electric Wiring
Fire Engineering
Forestry
Locomotive Eng.
Machine Drawing
Mechanical Eng.
Motor Engineering

Plumbing
Power Station Eng.
Quantity Surveying
Radio Engineering
Road Making
Surveying
Telecommunications
Textiles
Workshop Practice
Book-keeping
Costing
English
Geography
Journalism
Languages
Mathematics

OR WHY NOT OBTAIN A
QUALIFICATION?

A.M.I.C.E. A.M.I. Struct. E. A.I.Q.S.
A.M.I. Mech. E. A.M.I. Mun. E. M.R.S.H.
A.R.I.B.A. A.M.S.E. A.R.I.C.S.

GEN. CERT. of EDUCATION

Modern Business
Methods

Police Subjects
Salesmanship
Shorthand
Short Story Writing
and many others

mm mom mm NM imm Odom mm mm mem mm mm
 TO THE BENNETT COLLEGE (DEPT. J76N), SHEFFIELD
I Please send me, without obligation, a free copy of " Train your

mind to SUCCESS " and the College prospectus on :

I SUBJECT

NAME

ADDRESS

AGE (if under 21) Please write in Block Letters
so am MO NM OM BM RN MR MI ORM I  MM OM mm - mm

ENNETT COLLEGE

Tifit COUPON
COULD BE YOUR

PERSONAL PASSPORT

TO SUCCESS.

SiMIMNOW
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The indispensable
adhesive for
instant use on

crockery, glass, wood, metal, celluloid
and the thousand and one things handled
by the hobbies enthusiast. Instant drying,
insulating, waterproof and heatproof. Durofix
is grand for repairs to electrical, sports and leather goods.
Large Tubes 1/, & 1/6d., Commercial Size 5/-,

lb. Tins 2/9d., I tb. Tins I0/6d.

A LIQUID CEMENT possessing very
strong adhesive qualities. For re-

placing tiles to walls, floors, fireplaces,
hearths, curbs, etc. in kitchens,

lavatories, bathrooms, halls, bedrooms,
reception rooms, etc.
Large Tubes I/3d. I lb. Tin 2/9d.

SOLDERING IRONS
MAKES SOLDERING CERTAIN AND SIMPLE.
This is a guaranteed electric tool which will
pay for itself many times over by repairing
and giving longer life to metal household
goods. In the workshop it is indispensable.

Supplied with Standard Bit 32/6d., Hatchet or Pencil Bit
33/6d. Voltages 100/110, 200/220, 230/250. Universal LC./
D.C. 6 months guarantee.

P5S8

A COMBINED SOLDER AND FLUX which
is non acid but easy flowing. It is the
best quality obtainable today and
highly recommended. 9d. per card.

PLASTIC METAL
A SCIENTIFIC PREPARATION IN PASTE FORM, which

can be applied in a few seconds and dries in a few
minutes. You can make quick repairs to many
household metal articles but it is not suitable for
electrical or wireless connections.

Handy Tubes 101d.

As recommended by
your Dealer

APPLIED LIKE PUTTY
DRIES LIKE WOOD

Can be cut, planed, polished and
painted like wood. Will take nails and
screws like wood. It does not blister,
crack or decay. Rawlplug Plastic
Wood is actually the best quality
product of its kind on the market.
Natural, Oak, Mahogany or Walnut.
Large Tubes 1/, Tins: f lb. 2/3d.,

lb. 3/9d., I lb. 6/6d.

DUROLASTIC
ELASTIC SEALING COMPOUND. Forms

permanently elastic waterproof joints with
great adhesive qualities to any dry surface.

Resists vibration or shock and will not break
away with expansion or contraction. Non -

crumbling, non -staining, does not exude oil. Can
be painted. Ideal for boat builders.
Very Large Tubes I/9d. Complete with roll -up key.

5 AMP, 10 AMP AND 15 AMP WIRE for lighting,
heating and power respectively all wound on
one card for convenience. Instructions are
printed on the card which is punched for
conveniently hanging near the fuse box.

3d. per card.

For drilling glass, pottery, vitrolite, etc.
with a hand or slow speed electric drill.
The arrow head has the angles ground to
the best degrees for quick clean penetra-
tion and long life.
Sizes from i" to 4" dia. in handy tubular

containers. Prices from 6/6d. to I0/3d. each.

The popular style of hook which can be
quickly fixed in soft brick, plaster,
wood, wallboard, etc., for hanging
light pictures, etc. Made in three sizes
with appropriate fixing pins.

Sold in handy packets at I/4d. per packet inc. P.T.

UNDILUTED ANIMAL GLUE OF INCOM-
PARABLE STRENGTH. Ready for instant
use for the many purposes for which
an extra strong glue is needed. Wood,

cloth. fabric, felt, leather and any greaseless surface can be
stuck with Duroglue.

Large Tubes I /-. Tins: f lb. 2/6d., I lb. 4/9d.

ONLY NEEDS MIXING WITH WATER AND HARD-
ENS VERY QUICKLY. It will repair all articles
of metal-iron, brass, steel, copper, lead,

aluminium, etc.-whether used hot or cold. When set and
hard it will withstand fire, water, steam, ammonia, oil,
petrol, and high pressures. I /9d. per Tin.

These chisels are made of self -tempering
chisel steel and hold a good cutting
edge which only requires occasional
re -grinding. They will be found
particularly useful, apart from ordinary
trade uses, on all kinds of construc-

tional and maintenance jobs. The chisels can be sharpened
with a second cut file.

High quality with durable chromium
plating in modern square design.
Single and double hooks, tumbler
holders, towel rails, toothbrush racks,
toilet roll holders, soap and sponge

racks, shelf brackets, etc. An illustrated descriptive folder
can be had from the Rawlplug Company on request.

Useful coppered steel wire r 'saddle'
type staples with fibre insulation for
securely fixing trailing wires for electric
bells, fires, telephones, radio and other
domestic and workshop equip -Bent.
Sold in handy packets of 24 at 9d. per
packet. White, Yellow or Brown.

Rawlplug Fixing Devices, Tools and Products are obtainable front Ironmongers,
Hardware Dealers, Builders Merchants and Stores everywhere. If you have any
difficulty please send details of your requirements to us and we will help you.

THE RAWLPLUG COMPANY LIMITED, CROMWELL ROAD, LONDON, S.W.7
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This model farm'
cost less than 216

It was made from a half-crown tin of Sankey's PYRUMA-
farmhouse, barn, implement shed, walls and gate-and there
was still plenty of this grand modelling material left to build

more farm features, by simple methods described in the
Instruction Book (see Coupon below).
PYRUMA, plastic and ready -for -use, becomes stone hard after
drying or baking, and can be painted in natural colours. For
permanent modelling-

MAKE IT AND BAKE IT IN

SANKEY'S

PYRUMA
PLASTIC CEMENT

Obtainable from your local Ironmonger or Hardwareman and many
Art Material dealers. Ideal for making-

Model Railway Buildings and Accessories. Harbours.
Ship Models. Airport Buildings and Features.
Houses. Bookends. Ashtrays. Animals and Figures.
Plaques, etc.

Post this Coupon today for your Instruction Book.

CUT OFF HERE

To 4. H. SANKEY& SON,1-:-.1Tr.. Dept. P.M., Ilford, Essex
Established over a century

Please send ILLUSTRATED INSTRUCTION BOOK with full colour
pages, on Pyruma Modelling.

Enclosed Postal Order value 6d. (not stamps).
NAME

ADDRESS

STAINLESS STEEL CONTAINERS
AT BARGAIN PRICES
PATTERN A

Capacity 6
gallons

Size : 16 x
11 x 11' deep

Grade 1
condition

57/6 each.
carr. paid

This container
is despatched
covered with a
film of protec-

tive grease.

STAINLESS STEEL VATS
Open tops. 28 x 8, depth 32',
BRAND NEW. Prier, 195/- each,

earr. paid.
Capacil y approx. 20 gallons.

STAINLESS STEEL TRAYS
Size 14 x 9
x 31" deep, done-piece
pressingfrom

18
gauge stain-
less steel.
Radius cor-

ners and no crevices. Brand new
or in grade 1 condition.

PATTERN B

Complete w'th lids With lids removed

Capacity 8 gallons - Size 16 x 11 x 11' deep.
Brand New and Unused -751- each carr.pald.
Grade 1 Condition - 57'6 each, cam paid.

PATTERN C
Capacity 3

gallons
Size : 8 x 11 x 11"

deep
These containers are
in original govern-
ment wrappings and
are either unused or
in Grade 1 issuable
stores category.
This size is a partic-
ularly handy size to
carry when full.

*"

35/- each, carr. paid, as illustrated. 50/- each, carr. paid.
CONSTRUCTION : Each container has two lids, the outer which locks in

position for security in transit and the inner which forms a tight anti -splash seal.
They are made of 20 gauge, 1818 stainless steel.
They have radius corners and so constructed without crevices for easy cleaning.

STAINLESS STEEL TANKS. 26" X 24" X 16' deep x 16 s.w.g. Complete with
removable inner rack and screwed outlet. Previous use photographic. Las each
carriage paid.

THOMAS FOULKES rate.: LEY sou
LANSDOWNE ROAD, LEYTONSTONE, LONDON E.11

These delightful gifts can
be made by any handy-
man with a fretsaw and
a few simple tools. Kits
from Hobbies branches,
stockists, or by post.

KIT No. 3250
12;6

(post I 6)

GRAND PIANO. Kit of wood,
materials (including printed key-

board).

Hundreds of other exciting
novelties in

HOBBIES 1959
ANNUAL

containing a free design to
make an

Illuminated Musical
Swiss Church

2.1- from branches, news-
agents or 24 post free

Ate
kits
outfits

KIT No.
3152

7/11
(post 1/3)

SWISS CHALET. Kit contains wood,
hinges, full instructions.

MUSICAL MOVEMENTS 15/6
extra (post 6d.) ... Choose from
these tunes : C Swedish Rhapsody
D Silent Night E Brahms' Lullaby
Y Anniversary Waltz

Send coupon for
FREE 20 -page booklet.

To HOBBIES LTD., Dept. 072, Dereham,
Norfolk.

Please send free 20 -page booklet and items marked x.
LI Kit No. 3152 0 Tune

VII (post 1/3) 15/6 (post 6d.)
fp Kit No. 3250 r 1959 Annual

12/6 (post 1/6) 2/6 (post free)

NAME

ADDRESS

(Orders value 30/- and over post free)
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F

-NEW

AN
IN IMPORTANT

BOOK
about YOUR CAREER  HOBBY...

...SPARE TIME WORK, etc....

PRACTICAL DO-IT-YOURSELF COURSES

YOU CAN MAKE AND SAVE MONEY IN :-

RADIO & TAI BUILDING & SERVICING

ELECTRICAL APPLIANCE REPAIR

CHEMISTRY  PHOTOGRAPHY

HI-FI EQUIPMENT, ETC.
All the above special courses include practical equipment

as part of the training.

 Personal and Individual Tuition given by named tutors

 All equipment yours to keep

 Courses for Beginner or Advanced student

1
E.M.I. Institutes

is associated with

"HIS MASTER'S VOICE",

COLUMBIA,

INSTITUTES ETC.

... IN ANY OF THESE SUBJECTS :-
Accountancy Maintenance Eng.
Advertising Mathematics
Aeronautical Eng. M.C.A. Licences
A.R.B. Licences Mechanical Eng.
Art (Fashion Illustrating, Metallurgy

Humorous) Motor Eng.
Automobile Eng. Painting & Decorating
Banking Photography
Book-keeping P.M.G. Certs.
Building Police
Business Management Production Eng.
Carpentry Production Planning
Chemistry Radar
City & Guilds Exams. Radio
Civil Service Radio Amateurs
Commercial Subjects (C. & G. Licence)
Commercial Art Radio & Television
Computers Servicing
Customs Officer Refrigeration
Draughtsmanship Sales Management
Economics Sanitary Eng.
Electrical Eng. Salesmanship
Electrical Installations Secretaryship
Electronics Servo Mechanisms
Electronic Draughtsmanship Shorthand & Typing
Eng. Drawing Short Story Writing
Export Short Wave Radio
General Certificate of Sound Recording

Education Telecommunications
Heating & Ventilating Eng. Television
`Hi-Fi' Equipment Time & Motion Study
High Speed Oil Engines Transistors
Industrial Admin. Tracing
Jig & Tool Design Welding
Journalism Workshop Practice
Languages Works Management
Management and many others
Also courses for GENERAL CERTIFICATE OF EDUCA-
TION, A.M.I.H. & V.E., A.M.S.E., A.M.Brit.I.R.E.,
A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.I.E.D., A.M.I.M.I., A.F.R.Ae.S., A.M.I.P.E.,
A.M.I.I.A., A.C.C.A., A.C.I.S., A.C.C.S., A.C.W.A., City &
Guilds Examinations, R.T.E.B. Servicing Certificates, R.S.A.
Certificates, etc.

PO ST T CO SAY
To :- E.M.I. INSTITUTES, Dept. I44K, LONDON, W.4.
Please send, without any obligation, your free Book to :-

NAME

ADDRESS

Subject(s) of interest

(We do not employ travellers or representatives)
IC.II8

(if under 21)

:tcho*.t}equipment

*Delete as required
NOV,58

71te 02f/9 Haine s'eateg aeeege 7w -ft 4 4/07fea-iPtde occeet.dttal orget.
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MAKE SOUND JOINTS SIMPLY

BY USING Multicore
ERSIN MULTICORE

Contains 5 cores of extra -active, non-
corrosive Ersin Flux. Prevents oxidation
and cleans surface oxides.

SIZE 1 CARTON
4 specifications for
radio enthusiasts.

51 -

HANDYMAN'S
CARTON

Suitable for 200
UUaverage joints. .

HOME CONSTRUCTOR'S 2/6 PACK

In addition to the well-known Home
Constructors Pack (containing 19ft. of
18 s.w.g. 60/40 alloy) a

similar pack is now
available containing
40ft. of 22 s.w.g.
60/40 alloy especially
suitable for printed
circuits.

Wherever precision soldering is essential,
manufacturers, engineers and handymen
rely on MCI.Ticelt,E. There's a MULTICORE

SOLDER just niadi' for the job you have
in hand. Here are some of them.

SAVBIT TYPE 1

ALLOY
A specially formulated
alloy to reduce the
wear of soldering iron
bits. Contains 5 cores
of non -corrosive Ersin
Flux and is ideal for all
soldering purposes.

SIZE 1 CARTON

51 -
Available in three specifications

BIB WIRE STRIPPER

AND CUTTER

The 3 in I tool. For strip-

ping insulation without
nicking wire, cutting
without leaving rough
edges, and splitting
extruded flex. 3/6 each

MULTICORE SOLDERS LTD.,
MULTICORE WORKS. HEMEL HEMPSTEAD, HERTS. (BOXMOOR 3636)

P. P. COMPONENTS, LTD.
Special Offer

RECORD CASES. Indispensable when going to parties or
record sessions, without getting your records damaged.
Make an ideal gift. Beautifully finished in leathercloth
with quick reference index. Clibice of colours : Black,
Blue, Red or Lizard.

I2in. records holding 25 records, 32/6
12in. records holding 40 records. 46/-
7in. records holding 25 records. 31/-
7in. records holding 40 records, 3246

Hinged lids, placed clip fasteners. Post & Packing 2/6 extra.
SPEAKER SALE. 8" P.M.

8/9. Standard 2-5 ohms. For extensions to kitchen, workshop
or wherever your hobby is, without missing that vital programme.
With O.P. trans., 10/, Post & Packing 2/9.
5/9. A bargain offer, but limited quantity of these modern speakers
All tested and " Money Back Guarantee ". They have a slight
cone fault which is repaired, not affecting the quality. P. & P. on
I, 2/9 : 2, 3 /6.

EXTENSION SPEAKER, 29/9. Fitted in attractive cabinet, with flex and switch.
Make an ideal present, keeps the lady of the house happy. Carr. 3/6.
MODULATOR UNIT 165, 8/9. Will give 10 watts audio. Contains mod. ;

trans. ; Class B driver trans. ; mic. ; trans. ; and host of condensers, resistors, etc.
Ideal for a low power TX modulator. Less valves. Carr. 3/6. (Valves, extra 5.
28/9).
TELEPHONE SETS, 7;9. X.W.D. Wireless
remote control unit. EMK.I I. New condition. Morse
tapper, switches, jack plugs. Less phone. Carr. 31..
TRANSMITTER TYPE 50, 6/9. X.W.D. V.H.F.
with coils, tuning conds., and a wealth of parts for
the amateur, needing a host of spares. Less valves.
Free drawing. P. & P. 21.

SOUND & VISION STRIP, 10/6. 5/Het., takes
6-EF9I, I -6D2, I -6F14. (Valves extra). Not tested.
Post 2/6.
PLESSEY SOUND & VISION STRIP, 25/6.
Superhet, takes 6-6F1, 2-6D2 (Valves extra). State

41 Channel, I.F.s 10.5 mc/s sound, 14 me/s vision. Post
2/6.
12 CHANNEL TURRET TUNER, 66.17.6, to fit

above. Will plug straight in. Incl. 2 valves, replacing 2-6F1s.
TIME BASE, 4/4. With scanning coil, focus unit, line trans. ; less valves. Free
drawing. Post 3/6.
POWER PACK & AMPLIFIER, 19/6. A MUST in every workshop. The
basis of nearly every experiment or electronic instrument you make. Smoothed
H.T. 325 volt, 250 m/a. L.T.s-4 v., 6.3 v. and 4 v. centre tapped. Post 3/9.
MAINS POWER TRANSFORMER, 15/6. 350-0-350 v. 250 mia. 6 v. heaters at
5 amp., 4 v. at 5 amp., 4 v. at 5 amp. isolated. Extra isolated winding for 2 or 4 v.
Drop -through type. Prim. 200-250 v. Size : 4)" x 5".x 5". P. & P. 3/9,
(Dept. M.11), 219, ILFORD LANE, ILFORD, ESSEX. ILF. 0295.

STAMP FOR FREE CATALOGUE. Regret U.K. only.

NEW

CABLES & FITTINGS
TOUGH RUBBER CABLES

P . 2.5 yd. 50 yd. 100 yd.
1 044 Twin 614. 12/8 22(8 43/8
1,044 3 -core 9d. 17/3 31/3 81/-
31029 Twin 8d, 15,9 286 55/8
31029 T. & E. 91d. 1843 33/9 88i-
7/029 Twin 1/1 25/9 48/3 95/-
7.029 T. & E. 1/4 31/3 58/6 115/-
7/044 Twin 1111 481- 88/- 1741 -
Twin Lead: 50 yds.. 3;029 56:3. 7/029 83/9,
VIR 50 yds., 3i02q, 11/8 : 7/029, 1813. Earth
Wire, 100 ft., 7;029. 111- : 7/020, 7/9. Twin
PVC Transp. Flex, 50 Yds., 10/-. Twin
Twisted, 25 yds., 12/8 : 50 yds., 2243. TR&
VIR, Lead Cables of all sizes. Holders C.G.,
8I-. Batten, doz., 12/, Roses, Brown, 8/ -
White, doz, 101- June. Boxes, Sml., :
Lire., doz.. 131-. Switches, 1 -way. 18/. ;
2 -way, doz., 24'-. White Switches. 1 -way,
24/- : 2 -way, doz.. 301-. Flush Switches,
1 -way, 18/- ; 2 -way, doz., 841-. Ceiling Cord,
do., 1 -way, 5/- ; 2 -way, 8/- ; 2 amp. 2 -pin
Sw. plugs and Tops, ea., 3/-. 5 amp. 3 -phi
Sw. plugs and Tops, ea., 5/8. 15 amp. 3 -pm
Sw. plugs and Tops, ea., 9/-. 13 amp. 3 -pin
ditto, A.C. only. ea., 7/8. Wood Blocks,
3)18.5/8 ;31x1.7'8-3x3x1,7/-;5}x31x1
doz.. 9/-. White, 3 x i, 6/- ; a+ x It. 71- 4 x 1,
91, Cable Clips, Sml., 2/9: Med., grs.. 3/3.
10 amp. D.P. Insulated Sw. fuse 8/-. 21 amp.
Ironclad 2 -way 15 A. Spltr., 13/6. 30 amp.
Ironclad D.P. Switchfuse, 19/6. Metal 5 -way
Consumer Unit, 42/8. Sw. gear, Fusebds.,
Spltrs., all types. Lamp Bulbs. 15,25, 40,
90 watt, 12/: 75 watt. 15/- ; 100 watt. 17/- ;
150 watt. 24/- ; 200 watt, doz., 30/-. Carbon
Bulbs. 230 v. 16 C.F., doz., 20'-. Immersion
Heaters, 3 Kw., 50/-. Single Car Cable, 10
Yds.. 3/- : 100 yds., 25/, Conduit and Fit-
tings, lin. and fin. Industrial Reflectors
Tubular Heaters, Fluorescent Fittings,
Time Switches and all electrical equipment.
Full lists on request. Single items sup-
plied. Satisfaction guaranteed. Terms :
Cash with order ; carriage paid if over £5
orders of 120 or over less 5 per cent. dis-
count. Open daily, Inc. Sat., 9 to 6 Thurs
9 to 1. Callers welcome

LONDON
WHOLESALE WAREHOUSE

165 (P.M.), QUEEN'S ROAD
PECKHAM, S.E.15

'rel. : NEW Cross 7143 or 1)890.

Refure

3%; LATHE
IN YOUR WORKSHOP

Better still send to DEPT. 4/43 for e
fully illustrated details and prices ofd
the most popular 31in. Centre Lathe
ever manufactured. Large range of
Attachments available for Milling,
Taper Turning, Dividing, etc.

MYFORD ENGINEERING CaLTD.BEESTON-NOTTINGHAM

IMMERSION HEATERS. 2 kW. or 3 kW.,I lin. and l6in.. £3.8.4.
Thermostat for either of above heaters, £1.10.0.
THERMOSTATS. BW/1, 5 amps, 15/6. Post 6d. SN/40 . amp., 5/6.
Post 4d. C. S. Convector Thermostat 15 amps, 25/-. Post 10d. Model
MB for Immersion Heaters, 15 amp., £2. Post 2/-. PF Room Thermo-
stat 15 amps, £2. Post 10d. M.L. Greenhouse Thermostat 10 amps,
35/-. Post ICkl. P.J. Miniature Thermostat for Hotplates, 5 amps. 9'3.
Post 6d.
FLEXIBLE ASBESTOS ELEMENT WIRE. 15 or 25 ohms/yd. 1,'-.
per yard.
REPLACEMENT ELEMENTS Send 4d. stamp for lists.
TELEVISION SUPPRESSOR KIT, for appliances up to 1 amp., 3,6.
Post Free.
BI -METAL. Hi -Flex 45 3/16in. x .010, 6d. per ft. Standard 6in. x in.
x .036, 6d.
NEON ILLUMINATED INDICATOR SWITCH. 2 amps, 240 v. A.C..
10/6.
MAGNETS. Sintered Bar Magnets of great power and stability gin, x
3/16in. x 1/16in.. 9d. each. 8/- doz. Post 5d.
We also supply Silver Contact Screws and Rivets. Porcelain Interlocking
Insulating Beads. Send 4d. stamp for list.

THE TECHNICAL SERVICES CO., Banstead, Surrey

WATSON'S SPECIAL OFFERS

ASTRO
COMPASS
22/6 Post 3/ -

These are very fine
precision instru-
ments useful for
many purposes com-
plete in transit case.

COIL SPRING BELTS
Ain. x 12M. long. Extends to 15in. Any
number can be joined together. 20 for 4/6

post 9d.

AIR
DRIERS
15in. overall, 21in. diani. 2ft. rubber
tubing. Useful where a supply of dry air

is required. 8/6, post 2/6.
SURVEYORS LEVELS

Mahogany with brass fittings. 4ft. long.
Built in spirit level and plumb bob. Two
extra 3ft. folding arms. Designed for gun
surveying but useful for many purposes. -

15/6, carr. 2/6.
DYNAMOS

14/32 v. 288 w.
Shunt wound ball bearing,
foot mounted. Price£3.17.6

carr. 5/-.
B.T.H. VERTICAL MAGNETOS TNE
Complete with screened leads. Suitable
for FORD 8 & 10 h.p. and similar engines.
BRAND NEW, £5.10.0, carr. 3/6. ALSO
LUCAS 4 -cylinder Standard type with
impulse and Vernier Coupling, Anti -clock.

NEW, £3.10.0, carr. 3/6.
ENGINEERS BALLPEIN HAMMERS

2 lb. NEW and BOXED, 51- each.
Hundreds of other Bargains available.
Send 6d. stamp for Illustrated List.

EASTERN MOTORS,
ALDEBURGH, SUF;OLK. Phone 51.
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For the man with a car
to maintain -the new

BLACK & DECKER

D.750 DRILL

has just the right speed
for all these jobs!

NEWNES PRACTICAL MECHANICS
69

POLISHING

The D.750 with a no-load speed of
1,750 r.p.m. is the only tool of its
kind with just the right speed to
give a really professional finish
when polishing. Simply fit a 5"
moulded rubber pad and lambswool
bonnet to your drill, apply it to the
polish-and in minutes a superb
new -car shine! The D.750 does the
hard work for you.

DECARBONISING

You do a better job quicker with
a D.750 in your hand. Special
Black & Decker Carbon Removing
Brushes, powered by your D.750
Drill, quickly clean carbon from
cylinder heads, tops of pistons,
valve ports etc., leaving a finely
burnished surface. This way you'll
get a really professional job result-
ing in much better performance
and more m.p.g.

DE -RUSTING
AND DIRT REMOVING
No longer a chore when you own a
D.750 Drill. It's just the job for
removing metal -destroying rust
patches and dirt from the chassis
or underbody of your car. The
attachment used here is the 3°
Wire Cup Brush. Spinning at 1.750
r.p.m. it very soon gets rid of every
speck of rust and dirt.

THE BLACK & DECKER D.750:Principal features include
big, new motor, helical gears for quieter smoother
running, with a special inter -gear that delivers excep-
tionally high torque at the chuck; 3 -jaw, precision -
geared -V chuck; fully suppressed against T.V.
interference; quick -release trigger switch can be
locked "on"; reversible side handle for complete
control; distinctive gold finish.
Hire Purchase terms available for D.750 and attachments.
Price f8 . 19 6.

REPAINTING
Sanding down is the secret of a
successful paint job. Simply fit the
5" moulded rubber pad and a Coated
Abrasive Sanding Disc to your
D.750, and away you go! Old paint -
work is sanded off smoothly and
evenly, ready for your fresh, new
paint job. And what a beautiful
paint job it will be! Apply a finer
grain sanding disc for sanding in-
terior wooden fillets ready for re -
varnishing.

GENERAL DRILLING
The D.750 is so handy for general
work on the car body. Jobs like fix-
ing new mirrors, interior mirrors,
windscreen washers, installing ash
trays, adding spot and fog lamps
etc., can all be attended to with
speed and precision. Make up your
mind to buy a Black & Decker
D.750, and learn to enjoy looking
after your own car. After all it is a
very special drill, yet it only costs
£8.19.6d.

CONVERSIONS
If you attempt any structural al-
terations to your car, a D.750 will
be a great help. It can be used when
converting a saloon to a shooting
brake, or fitting interior or exterior
panels in a car or side -car --even a
major job like building a trailer,
or trailer caravan (and why not ?)
can all be made easier by using a
D.750. Dozens of screws to fit? Save
your wrists by fitting a Black &
Decker screwdriver attachment to
your drill.

(001DM 11U1?" TOO L

BL 4,CE & DECKER LIMITED HARMONDS WORTH . MIDDLESEX Telephone: SKYport 241119
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VALUABLE NEW HANDBOOK

FREEENGINEERS
Have you had your copy of " Engineering Opportunities" ?
The new edition of " ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES "
is now available-without charge-to all who are anxious for
a worthwhile post in Engineering. Frank, informative and
completely up to date, the new " ENGINEERING OPPOR-
TUNITIES " should be in the hands of every person engaged
in any branch of the Engineering industry, irrespective of age,
experience or training.

We definitely Guarantee
" NO PASS-NO FEE "

This remarkable book gives details of examinations and courses
in every branch of Engineering, Building, etc., outlines the
openings available and the essential requirements to quick
promotion and describes the advantages of our Special Appoint-
ments Department.

WHICH OF THESE IS
YOUR PET SUBJECT ?

MECHANICAL
ENGINEERING

Gen. Mech. Eng.-Main-
tenance - Draughtsman-
ship-Heavy Diesel-Die
& Press Tool Work-Weld-
ing-Production Eng.-
Jig & Tool Design-Sheet
Metal Work-Works Man-
°gement - Mining - Re.
frigeration-Metallurgy.

AUTOMOBILE
ENGINEERING

Gen. Automobile Eng.-
Motor Maintenance &
Repairs - High Speed
Diesel-Garage Mngment.

ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING

Geri. Elec. Eng.-Elemen-
tary & Advanced Elec.
Technology - Installations
Draughtsmanship-Supply
-Maintenance - Design
-Electrical Traction -
Mining Electrical Eng.-
Power Station Equipment,
etc.

CIVIL
ENGINEERING

Gen. Civil Eng.-Sanitary
Eng.-Structural Eng.-
Road Eng. - Reinforced
Concrete-Geology.

RADIO
ENGINEERING

Gen. Radio Eng.-Radio
Servicing, Maintenance &
Repairs-Sound Film Pro-
jection - Telegraphy -
Telephony - Television -
C. & G. Telecommunica-
tions.

BUILDING
Gen. Building-Heating &
Ventilation -Architectural
Draughtsmanship - Sur-
veying - Clerk of Works
- Carpentry and Joinery
-Quantities - Valuations
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FAIR COMMENT
PROTECTING AN IDEA

AVERY high percentage of our readers is of an inventive turn of mind, judg-
ing from the large number of queries we deal with asking advice on how
to take out a patent. A useful pamphlet explaining how to apply for a

patent design or a trade mark is obtainable free from the Patent Office, but, of
course, that can only cover the legal requirements. It does not give practical advice.
The drafting of a provisional or a complete specification is a highly skilled business,
and I always advise readers to place this matter in the hands of a really competent
patent agent, for it is full of pitfalls. The patent specifications, when published,
are eagerly scanned by interested parties, and some simple omission in your specifi-
cation can enable them by a suitable disclaimer to obtain a patent which does not
infringe yours. A good patent agent will save you money by cutting claims which
he knows have already been covered in other specifications. He will improve
your specification by putting in fresh claims for your invention which you had not
thought of yourself. Remember that you cannot obtain a patent for an idea-
only for methods of carrying it into practice, and it is very essential to make quite
sure that your claims are as broad as possible, so that they cover practically every
known method of putting the idea into operation. There are many examples of
valuable ideas which have produced no reward to the inventor, yet which have
enriched others who have found a flaw in the specification. The patent agent
will make a search of previously published specifications to make quite sure that
your idea has not been anticipated. If he finds that it has, he may improve your
specification so that you may obtain Letters Patent for it.

An inventor may not have technical knowledge, although his idea is sound, and
he may make extravagant claims which cannot be justified.

Many inventors are very poor and cannot, in some cases, afford the Patent Office
fees. They think, therefore, that they should offer their ideas to manufacturers
in the belief that they will take out a patent for them. This is a very dangerous
practice. It is not unknown for the idea to be turned down, and for the
unscrupulous to obtain an independent patent on their own. Publication of an
idea before an application for a patent has been made can in certain circumstances
amount to publication, and invalidate a claim to a patent. The possession of a
patent is the only evidence that you are the proprietor of the idea, and that your
idea is, therefore, original. A provisional specification is not sufficient evidence
-it merely dates your application, and may give the unwary a false sense of
security. The official search does not take place until the complete specification
is filed. My advice, therefore, to all readers is to patent the idea, and then approach
manufacturers who might be interested. The question of foreign patents arises
here. A British patent only gives protection in this country and certain of our
possessions. Unless you have protected the idea in foreign countries, anyone in
those countries can adopt the idea, provided they do not export the product to this
country. Japan is notorious for filching inventions patented in other countries.

Where possible, in negotiating a patent, endeavour to obtain a sum down, to
cover initial work and expenses and a royalty, with a minimum annual royalty
clause. Otherwise the manufacturer may acquire the patent without exploiting
it. Many thousands of patents are bought up every year, but are not proceeded
with if they cut across a manufacturer's existing lines. Even big companies buy
up patents in order to kill them. The minimum royalty clause protects the inventor
against this unless he receives such a substantial sum that it is of no moment to
him.-F. J. C.

The December issue will be published on November 28th. Order it now !
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AN ELECTRIC qUITATZ
THIS guitar is designed solely for use

with an amplifier, the volume of
sound produced by the strings alone

is inadequate for serious playing, but suit-
able for practising. When amplified, the
volume is only limited by the output from
the amplifier.

Corner
block

Mitre
joints

The original is in regular use and proves
very successful. One possible criticism is
the fact that it is heavier than a normal type
Spanish guitar but, as it is usually played
in the sitting position and can easily be
fitted with a sling, the extra weight does
not matter.

The tuning heads should be purchased
ready made as it is hardly worth the trouble
making them.

Construction
The body is made from plywood, as shown

in Fig. t, firmly screwed and glued together
with strengthening blocks glued in the posi-

A further view of the
completed guitar.

J. E. Turner Describes the Con-
struction of a Contemporary
Styled Instrument and a Suitable

Amplifier

dons shown. One small panel is removable
to give access to the interior.

The neck or arm that carries the frets
is carved from a solid piece of wood Sin.
X tin. X 24in. long to the shape and

sizes given in Fig. 3. The shap-
ing should be accurately carried out

Fig. 1. - (Left)
Body construction.

(Right). -A
view of the
completed
guitar and

amplifier.

to ensure that the instrument is comfortable
to play.

The type of wood for the neck should
be a close -grained hardwood that is fairly
easy to carve. A well seasoned wood is
essential and not one that tends to move or
warp when a fresh surface is exposed. Fruit
woods are prone to this and should be

avoided. Beech
or mahogany
would be ideal.

Softwoods are
not really suitable.
The type of tim-

ber used for the neck is
important b e c a u s e, of
course, any movement due
to warping or to the pull of
the strings (which is con-
siderable) would be disas-
trous to the instrument.
The neck should be sanded
perfectly smooth on the
curved underside. The top
surface, also very slightly
curved as indicated in Fig.
3, should be true but as this
is to be covered with a
plastic a slightly rougher
surface is desirable.

Before the neck piece is
permanently fixed to the
body it should be tem-
porarily fixed with screws to

check the very slight incline of the neck
given by tapering the underside shown in
Fig. 3. The arm is now securely glued and
screwed in its correct position on the body.
The screws should be well countersunk and
Positioned to come between the metal frets,

the spacings of which are
'given in Fig. 3. A small
shaped block can be glued
between the arm and the
body as shown in Fig. z to
improve the appearance of
the instrument, but it is not
essential.

The body of the instru-
ment is covered with white
glossy " Formica " or other
laminated plastic to give a
hard-wearing surface and
professional -looking finish.
Of course, the covering

material and colour is a matter of choice.
Laminated plastic is not a difficult

material to work. It cuts easily with a fine -

2%;

Rivet
together

Stainless steel
4!;," or aluminium

Stiff metal
angle 1/2"),

Position of slots for
strings in meta/ angle

Chromium
plated dome
headed screw

ti

Fig. 2.-Derails of the shaped block, tail -piece
and metal angle.
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Fig. 3.-Details of neck and head.
Section through neck

toothed saw and the edges are easily cleaned
up with a small plane. The best cutting
action is obtained with the plane blade
reversed, although some of the small, cheap
planes have the blade this way round. Fig. 4
shows this point.

The best adhesives are the resin glues
and the impact adhesives. With the latter
great care has to be taken in placing the
plastic on to the surface as it is practically
impossible to move it without breaking once
the surfaces are in contact.

The top and bottom surfaces should be
covered first and the edges of the plastic
planed or filed flush with the sides. The
side pieces can then be fixed and the edges
flushed up with the top and bottom sur-
faces and finally given a chamfer, as shown
in detail in Fig. 4. This gives a neat -
looking arris and prevents chipping.

Chismfer,\ Laminated plastic.

Laminated
pkistk

Chamfer

'.!'1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111211 1111

114''PlY top and bottom

1/8Nply side

liiimomunaumflonnunimmommunummim

Section through body of instrument

Direction

of cut Plane
blade

Fig. 4.-Section through the body showing how
the plastic is glued and chamfered ; also the
arrangement of the plane blade for cutting.

The removable panel is also covered with
plastic and secured with four small
chromium -plated countersunk screws.

A pair of worm -geared tuning heads are
now required. These can be obtained quite
cheaply at most musical dealers. They are
left and right handed to fit on both sides
of the head, which has to be drilled or slotted
to suit. There are two general types, either
of which is suitable and both of which are
shown in Fig. 5.

Drill or slot the head to suit the type
being used and carefully fit the mechanisms
to the instrument.

The Bridges
Two bridges are now made, as shown in

Fig. 6. They can be in bakelite, plastic or

hardwood. The top edge
supporting the strings
should be very slightly
curved to suit the curve
of the neck. The grooves
for the strings can be
marked but the depth of
the grooves is best
decided later. The small
bridge fits in the slot
at the top of the neck,
but it should not be
glued in position until
the instrument can be
tested, when any slight
alterations can be made.

The Frets
These are made from

lengths of nickel silver
oo gauge model railway
line. They cross the
neck of the instrument
at varying distances as
shown in Fig. 3.
Shallow saw . cuts are
made across the neck:
a little experimenting on
a strip of wood will
be worth while before
the instrument is
touched to obtain the
right width and depth of saw cut. The
spacing of the frets should be very accurately
measured as the correct tuning of the instru-
ment depends on this. The shape of the
railway line is ideal for the purpose as it
forms a key for strips of "Formica "
cemented between them, as shown in Fig. 6.

The frets require to be curved slightly
to match the neck and this is best done
with the rail in a long length before being
cut. Small diamond shapes are cut in the
fret spaces indicated in Fig. 3 and are inlaid
after gluing in position with a darker
coloured plastic. These are mainly for
decoration but do offer some indication of
fret positions to a beginner.

The small plastic sections between the
frets require to be accurately fitted and
bound with string to hold them to the
curve of the neck until the glue is set. The
metal frets should all project up from the
neck the same amount and should all touch
a straightedge held along the frets.

If required, more frets can be added
using the following method for calculating
their positions.

The dimensions, given in Fig. 3 have
been calculated to the nearest 1/64in.,
which is quite accurate enough. The
method given applies to any fretted instru-
ment, irrespective of the length of the
strings, although this length must be known
or decided on in advance.

In this case the length is 24in., that is.
the free length of string from bridge to
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bridge. Four -figure logarithm tables are
required.

For the first fret position, that is the
fret nearest to the head, the logarithm of
"V 2 is subtracted from the log. of 24,
the antilog. then gives the distance in
inches of the first fret from the main bridge,
i.e., 1.38020 (log. 24)

.02508 (log. 1LV 2 )
1.35512
Antilog. of 1.35512 = 22.66in.

The second position is log. 24- twice
log.

12/
2 which is:

1.38020 (log. 24)
.05016 (2 X .02508)

1.33004
Antilog. 1.33004 = 2I.38in.

Drill to
spindiv

To screw on to
underside

Cut slots
to suit

Fig. 5.-Two types of tuning mechanism.

The same method is used for the
remainder of the frets. Each time the
logarithm of "'V 2 is multiplied by the
number of the fret position and this is
subtracted from the logarithm of 24, or
whatever is the length of the open string, in
inches. The antilogarithm then gives the
distance of the fret from the bridge in
inches.

The Tail -piece
This is sketched in Fig. 2 and can be

of any suitable metal. Stainless steel or
chromium -plated brass will give the best
appearance but bright aluminium or even
painted sheet steel will do. The strings
are provided with brass ferrules which hook
behind the stiff angle riveted to the tail-
piece. A chromium -plated, dome -headed
screw is ideal for securing the tail -piece to
the body.

The strings can now be assembled on
the instrument and the bridge heights
adjusted for comfortable playing and to
avoid any rattling of the strings on the frets.

Suitable clearances between strings and
frets are indicated in Fig. 7, which also
gives the exact position of the bridge. The
position is important, being exactly twice the
distance from the small end bridge to the
twelfth fret position.

It should be noted that all the strings
should be of steel to give the necessary

-7111111111,1111111111111N"-
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electro-magnetic effect for use with an
amplifier. The heavier strings are all
covered with copper wire but the inner
core must be of steel.

The Pick-up
This consists of six magnetic poles each

wound with a coil of fine wire all connected
in series and enclosed in an aluminium case.
Fig. 8 shows the requirements but the actual
construction and type of units used can
vary to suit available materials. The main
points to bear in mind are that the pole
pieces must be magnetic and spaced exactly
the same as the strings on the instrument
and that the outer casing must be non-
magnetic. such as aluminium or brass.

Nickel silver railway line
00 gauge .,?e

3/64

Neck

Splay off at ends

Plastic
1,4 thick

Shallow saw cuts Splay ends

/32
111/16il Fq

}'32
4416

3/4'

,

Fig. 6.-Details of frets and bridges.

3/
2 16 Eo

Eq

Splay ends

Notches to
suit strings

The units may be made up to suit or
satisfactory units may be obtained from ear-
phones or throat microphones that can be
purchased for a shilling or two at most
government -surplus stores.

It may be -found necessary to rewind the
coils to obtain the best results with any
particular type of input transformer although
a suitable transformer can probably be
obtained to suit the coils as they stand.

As the quality of the instrument's
performance is largely dependent upon the
pick-up it is well worth while spending
some time getting this just right. Some
form of amplifier is necessary, of course, to
test the pick-up but this can quite well be
done by using the gramophone pick-up
sockets provided on ordinary radio sets,
providing the input is matched with a suit-
able transformer. The volume will not be
great but it should be sufficient.

It is not possible to give any coil winding
data for the pick-up without full details
of input transformer, but generally if the
existing windings are of the low resistance
type, i.e., somewhere in the region of
sooll, then a high ratio transformer will be
required. If the windings are of high
resistance, say, 1,00012 or more each, then
the input transformer will require to be a
closer ratio type, possibly between 5 to I
and I to I. The resistance of earphone

NEWNES PRACTICAL MECHANICS
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Fig. 7.-Position of bridge and clearances for strings.

coils is usually marked on the actual wind-
ings or on the back of the case.

The separate coils are connected in series,
as previously noted, which leaves two con-
nections from the pick-up, the beginning of
the first coil and the end of the last coil.

When satisfactory results are obtained the
units are placed in the aluminium casing
which is made to suit, having slots cut in
the top surface through which the ends
of the pole pieces are inserted flush with
the outside of the case. The units are
wedged in position, avoiding damage to
the windings, and the casing
is filled with molten wax.
Melted candle grease is
suitable but care should be
taken when melting wax as
it very easily catches fire.
Stouter connections will
have to be soldered to the
coils for the lead -out wires.

When completed and
tested the pick-up can be
screwed to the body of the
instrument in the position
given in Fig. 7. A small
hole will have to be drilled
to take the connections from
the pick-up and should be
situated below the pick-up
to carry the wires inside the
body without being visible.

A point to note is that the
clearance between t h e
strings and the pick-up
should be as small as
possible without the strings
touching and rattling on the
pick-up when struck fairly
hard. If the depth of the
pick -tip is too great to fit
below the strings it might
be possible to raise the
bridge a very small amount.

Alternatively, the body will have to be
recessed and the pick-up sunk the necessary
amount. This should be avoided if possible.
Too much clearance below the strings can
easily be taken up with packing below the
pick up.

(To be concluded)

Next month's instalment will include the
final details of the guitar construction and
circuit, components list and notes on the
consnuction of a suitable amplifier.

2 8
Wapprox,

Aluminium,

Pole pieces,

Thicker wire
soldered to

coif

Magnet

This obtained from
one earphone.

3 units required

Top of pole piece flush---
with aluminium

'Slots to suit
magnet pole

pieces and
spaced the

same as strings

Connect coils
in series

Wire from
underside

View of completed
pickup

Fig. 8.-Details of the pick-up.
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motor -boat, potter's wheel, synchronised electric clock, midget camera; etc.
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not set fire to trellis or fir trees, both of
which will burn very quickly. On one
end is fixed a simple gadget for wheels and
the inverted tin lid is again arranged to take
the cone shaped fireworks. Note the holes
in the sloping top of the box and into
these small fireworks can be fitted and will
be safe in every way.

The Main Groups
Start your show with a real bang and

finish up in the same way. Smooth work-
ing with the gadgets made up should then
follow but reference to the list below will
help the planning scheme. Here are the
main groups:

(a). Rockets.
(b). Roman candles,
(c). Catherine wheels.
(d). All the usual silver rains and golden

flowerpots need careful arrangement.

Fig. 3.-A cane and taper for lighting fireworks.

How to Plan Your
November 5th

Celebrations

By Victor Sutton
WHY not organise your firework night ?

Make it a social event and give
pleasure to all. It takes a little

planning but it can be a great success and
appreciated much more than the haphazard
way of the normal display.

Fig. 1.-A
simple ar-
rangement forcatherine
wheels anda Roman

candle.

Early Preparations
Supports, nails and hammer, spills,

matches and flowerpots filled with damp
earth should be handy for the smaller
displays. A first -aid kit for any emergency
is wise, but if you are careful this will not
be needed.

Very simple, even crude, gadgets can be
made up in good time. In Fig. t is
shown a simple wooden strut with a cross
bar for two pin wheels for the Catherine.
wheels and an inverted tin lid on which a
set piece can be set off at the same time.
This is a little set to fill in spare moments
when other fireworks are being prepared.

In Fig. 2 is shown a box from the grocer's,
cut to shape and filled with damp soil. In
one end is fixed a bottle at an angle and
well -supported with a block inside the box
to take the thrust of the blast. This should
be well sited so that anything sent off will

BOA' pecked with earth
Block

Fig. 2.-A bottle supported inside a box for firing rockets, etc.

(e), Demons, rip -raps,
which slide off a flat surface.

A little wise -cracking and
cross -talk will increase the
fun of the evening and new
names will add to the effect,
Royal Salute, Mighty Crash,
Big Wallop, Star Spangles,
Atomic Squib, Space Rocket,
Devil's Squib, Eruption
Cone, Jet Rocket, Olympic
Cone and certainly Bomb-
shell, Martian Rocket and
Flying Saucer will cause
laughter.

Safety First
Always stand back when

fireworks are being let off
and if it says " Do not
handle." keep to these
instructions. Bottles make
good holders for fireworks
with a stick and recoil. You
will see the precaution

Fig. 4.-De-
tails of a
launcliing

platform.

for this in Fig. 2. Push Roman candles
well into the earth in the box. The holes in
the top of the box will not interfere with
" Little Demons," which will slide off the
surface and at the right height and safe
from the faces of the gathered children.
Anything from tin. to tlin. will be safe on
the upturned lid. All the equipment should
be above waist -line for safety and ease of
working. Always have the operating area
clear and not too many inquisitive youngsters
milling around and liable to handle fire-
works.

General Rules
Always turn the rocket apparatus to a

clear section of sky, if possible, into the
wind.

Light all items with a long spill and a
cane, hollowed out at the top to hold it
(Fig. 3). A lamp inside a biscuit tin
set in a doorway is a useful thing to have.

Fig. 5.-An arrangement for forming an
impressive set piece.
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If a firework apparently goes out, do not
stoop to examine it.' It is not wise to even
bend over it but stand away and tap with
a stick, Leave a little while and then re-
light.

A flop can be made with the display of
Catherine wheels if you are not careful.
Remember, these revolve in the opposite
direction from which the jet comes out.
This is useful to know when one starts to
burn and it needs a flick of the finger to
set it off.

Storage before the show is important
because dampness, however slight, is the
enemy of all fireworks.

Other Gadgets
A useful stand for operating the fireworks

NE\VNES PRACTICAL MECHANICS

can be made on the normal trellis -type
household steps. Tall ones can form quite
an effective stand for a display.

Odd bits of wood from orange boxes,
dowel rods and small nails can be used to
make up the simple idea shown in Fig. 4.
The centre strut must be securely fitted and
the platform on the top is about tain. square
X -in, thick. A centre dividing partition
from an orange box will do amirably for
this. The bottle needs a hole so that part
of the neck comes through the platform.
Nails can be put into the edges to hold
Catherine wheels.

The gadget shown in Fig. 5 can be
fitted on such a platform to give a very
realistic set piece. Two light triangular -
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shaped pieces of wood about 9in. high are
fitted at back and front and drilled to take
a length of dowel which goes right through
and acts as a propeller shaft. To this is
added one or two pieces of wood about rein.
long and tin. wide.  On these woodblocks
are fitted to hold the fireworks and the use
of bull -dog clips is a further handy idea.
In these the fireworks can be placed and
held firmly whilst the gadget rotates. On
the inner sides of the revolving piece you
can add Catherine wheels' and once these
are started you have the idea of the " wheels
within wheels." To make the idea work,
a handle is required. For this add another
piece of wood, about 6in. long to the other
end of the spindle and provide it with a
short length of broom handle.

Aluminium Bridge
AT Letten, in Sweden, one of the world's

first all -welded aluminium bridges has
been designed and constructed by AB
Svenska Metallverken. It is 53oft. long
and can carry a maximum load of 55 tons.

In America another welded aluminium
bridge is being planned. It will be 222ft.
long, will have a reinforced concrete deck
and is to be built near Des. Moines, Iowa.

Space Telescope
AT the International Astronautical Feder-

ation in Amsterdam- an American
scientist has said that it will soon be
possible to put a telescope on an earth
satellite so that the stars may be observed
free from the masking effect of the earth's
atmosphere.

Radiation from celestial bodies would be
focused by the telescope and an electronic
scanning device would provide a picture
of an area of the sky at a monitoring station
on the ground. Telescope operation would
be by means of remote control. It is
thought that the telescope could be con-
structed, launched and operated after only
simple modifications to existing instrumen-
tation.

Solar Flares and Satellite Connection
ASCIENTIST at Queen's University,

Belfast, has daily plotted the flare
activity of the sun and compared this with
the rate of decrease of the second Russian
Sputnik's orbit time, with the result that
the similarity of the two sets of fluctuations
suggests a connection.

Earth's Magnetic Field Can Reverse
CARBON-14, the radioactive chemical

which is used to date archaological
finds, may have had its rate of production
changed by a reversal of the earth's mag-
netic field (this means that a compass
needle would point to the South Pole).

This possibility has been investigated
mathematically by means of a computer,
and although it has been shown that such
a reversal could occur, the research is not
yet complete.

Differences in the rate of production of
Carbon -r4 would, of course, affect radio-
carbon dating, and any difference between
the historical or archaological date and the
radiocarbon date of specimens would indi-
cate that the rate of production of Carbon -54

before the specimen's death was not the
same then as it is now.

Radio Telescope to Track Lunar
Probes
WHEN the lunar probe was launched

recently in the U.S.A., only to fail
shortly after firing, the radio telescope at
the University of Manchester's Jodrell
Bank Experimental Station was ready to
track it through most of the time it was
above the horizon.

The lunar probe carried a small trans-
mitter and the radio telescope would have
received the signals emitted. The approxi-
mate position of the probe would have been
teletyped straight to America and then
worked out more exactly by means of a
computer. The second job would be to
pick up the information transmitted about
the scientific measurements made as the
probe approached the moon. The super
sensitivity of the radio telescope enables
these weak signals to be picked up at very
great distances, probably up to a million
miles, and the narrowness of its beam width
allows the probe's position to be determined
with considerable accuracy.

Visual Glide Path Indicator
RECENT research, has shown that many

aircraft accidents which occur on land-
ing are caused by the pilot's inability to
see the whole runway due to bad visibility
znd then landing short in consequence.
The glide path indicator, which is in pro-
cess of being tested, is designed to prevent
these accidents. It consists of two bars,
about 3oft. wide, arranged transverse to the
runway at the fore and aft limits of the
desired touchdown area. Besides marking

this area, the bars tell the pilot when he
is approaching the runway along a path
which is between certain safe limits, and
incidentally provide roll guidance just before
touch down. If the aircraft is too low, both
bars are red, and if the pilot continues to fly
"in the double red," he will touch down
short of the runway. If the aircraft is too
high, both bars are white, indicating a
touch -down too far down the runway, and
perhaps a run off the far end. If the air-
craft is within the desired limits, the pilot
sees the furthermost bar red, and the nearer
bar white. The indicator is easy to use
because, as the aircraft approaches the run-
way, the vertical width of the pathway never
gets so narrow that the pilot cannot keep the
aircraft between the limits.

British Centre for Rocket and Satellite
Data
AWORLD data centre for rockets and

satellites is now operating at the Radio
Research Station of the Department of
Scientific and Industrial Research at Ditton
Park, Slough, Bucks. This is the third of
three centres established under the Inter-
national Geophysical Year arrangements for
centralization of this type of information.
Previously there has been rocket and
satellite data centres only in Moscow and
Washington.

In most subject fields of the International
Geophysical Year there are already at least
three centres, one in the U.S.A., one in' the
U.S.S.R. and others in Australia, Japan,
Sweden, etc., according to the subject .con-
cerned. There is already a data centre for
the ionosphere at the Radio Research Station
and other centres in Britain are concerned
with visual auroral observations (Edinburgh)
and glaciology (Cambridge).
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until one is perfectly at home with the
machine, and even then it is dangerous
since suitable guards are difficult to make
and frequently not worth the trouble unless
a large quantity of inside curved work has
to be done.

Once the machinery has been bought or
made and assembled, its housing is largely
a matter of individual taste, subject only to
certain basic rules as to safety, collection
of the shavings, and the raising or lowering
of the table within quite narrow limits. The
reader may, therefore, improve, alter, or
elaborate the general construction to suit
his own needs and to accom-
modate it to his own particular
workshop.

The Working Parts
The mechanics of the job

(see Fig. 2) call for two good
quality ball -bearing units to
carry the spindle; a cutter head
to carry the various cutters and
a pulley of such diameter (not
under 2in.) as will ensure a
speed of between 4,000 and
6,000 r.p.m. The size of this
pulley will, of course, be
governed by the speed of the
motor and the size of the pulley
or pulleys with which it is
fitted. If the motor runs at
1,425 r.p.m. (as many do) and
has a 6in. pulley, then a 2in.
pulley on the spindle will do
quite well. If the motor is fast
-in the region of 3,000 r.p.m.
-and is fitted with multiple

CONSTRUCTION of this unit is based
on the horizontal machine advertised
largely as being one of the accessories

now available to the lathe user. It is not,
however, intended to be fitted to a lathe
(although it could be made to do so), but
it can be connected quickly to any general-
purpose motor and placed aside when not
required, thus releasing the motor for other
uses. Fig. i shows the machlhe ready for
action.

For the small workshop the horizontal
spindle moulder has the advantage of simpler
construction; it is easier to guard, and thus
safer, and its use does not involve a quarter -
twist in the belt which, with V -belting, is
not very practicable where space is limited.
It is almost as versatile as the vertical type
and possesses the advantage that work can
be fed to it either on edge or on the flat.
For inside curved work it is certainly at a
disadvantage, but this can be overcome in
many cases by removal of the straight fence.
It is not advisable, however, to attempt it

emstrackty a*hidle ifkader
A Useful Piece of Equipment for the Small Workshop

by Jameson Erroll
pulleys, it is an advantage to use the large
pulley on the motor and a medium-sized
pulley on the spindle rather than smaller
ones on both. The motor should be
1 h.p., although work can be done quite
well with * h.p. if it is fed to the cutters
without too much haste. It would also be
advisable, if the cut is a deep one, to run
the work through once with the table higher
than necessary and thus take off a half -cut
first, and then to lower the table to the
correct height to complete -the cut.

The Bearings
Those used in the machine being

described are a pair of Rota No. 6 carrying
a din. shaft; the cutter head comes from
the Coronet Tool Company and is their
larger one, 5*in. dia.; the pulley is for lin.
V -belt, and is 2in. in diameter. At the end
of the spindle a lin. capacity drill chuck
has been fitted with a view to carrying out

router work, but at present this stage
has not been completed. The plan
(Fig. 3) shows the set-up. The bear-
ings B are mounted on a steel bed -
plate A Sin. X 6in. X +in. which, in
turn, is mounted on two 6th. X 2in.
X wooden bearers. The whole
of the bearing unit, except the cutter
head and drill chuck, is totally
enclosed (see Fig. 12), partly by the
side walls of the main structure J
and partly by two inner walls K
of tin. hardboard and a top (not
shown in plan) of the same material

Fig. 2.-The working parts of the spindle moulder. lightly screwed down. This arrange-
ment keeps all the shavings from the

mechanical parts but gives ease of access.

The Baseboard and Main Structure
The baseboard L measures 2t1in. X

and is lin. good quality ply. This
size is arbitrary, merely being chosen as
reasonable for the class of work generally
undertaken, and fitting nicely on the base-
board on which the motor is mounted and
which is used to run other woodworking
machines. Built around the machine and
part of the baseboard is a box J made
up of ex. 7in. X tin. deal. This is fastened
to the base by a number of strong flin. X
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Fig. 3.-Plan of layout with table removed.

Described

Fig. L-The machine ready for action.

'lin. angle -plates E bolted through both
base and walls. Note that the top right-
hand corner is fitted with an L-plate since
a portion of the wooden back has to be cut
away to allow the belt to run to the motor.
Also, in the left-hand side of the box, a

Fig. 4.-Details of mechanism
lowering table.

for raising and

Fig. 5.-Alternative rise and fall movement.

Fig. 6.-Renewing cutter -gap in table.

hole is drilled to permit the drill chuck
D to protrude. The two bearers H
are 41in. X *in. X *in. and carry a box
I 'lin. X 41in. X 3in. in which the cutters,
Allen key and other oddments are kept; a
half -button on the back of the box falls into
a slot in the left-hand wall and prevents the
box working forward off the bearers owing
to vibration.

The remainder of the baseboard-to the
left of the main structure-is left clear
except for two guides, P, which will take
a thin steel plate on which a two-way tool
and/or work rest will be fastened; this will
be used when routing or groove cutting, etc.,
but, as already mentioned, has not yet been
developed.
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A

Fig. 7.-The
straight fence.

The Rise and Fall Mechanism
Designated M in the plan and shown

in more detail in Fig. 4 and in the photo-
graph (Fig. 13) this is elementary but quite
satisfactory. It will be seen that the moving
arms are connected to a threaded bolt
passing through the side of the box and
engaging in a drilled and threaded block
of steel or brass which is loosely pivoted to
one arm-thus, when this bolt is rotated
clockwise it pulls the arm towards the side
of the box and so heightens the roller on
which the hinged table -top rests. It will be
found in practice that very little adjustment
of the table height is necessary since the
normal height of the table is such that it falls
level with the upper surface -edge of the
cutter head and thus brings the full shape of
the cutters into operation without alteration.
However, when one side of some of
the larger cutters is being used, or
when it is desired to take a half -
cut, it may then be necessary to raise

Fig. 8.-Combined spring hold-down and top guard.

Fig. 9.-Froni guard or guide.

the table 4in. or so. But, unlike the circular
saw table, it will never be necessary to raise
it more than about in. An alternative rise -
and -fall movement is shown in Fig. 5 for
the benefit of those who might wish to
incorporate it. It comprises a bent steel
plate riding easily in two side bearers; on
the top of this plate the table rests. A
bush, centrally drilled and threaded for
2B.A , is fastened to the outside of the box
and a bolt threaded into this bush. Turn-
ing this bolt raises or lowers the steel plate
and thus the table also.

The small bolt and fly -plate 0 in the
plan acts as a guide when fixing the cutters
in the head and ensures that both are in
perfect alignment. It is essential that they
should be, since, if they are not, two serious
faults will develop: only one cutter will
really be doing the work and, if they are
moulding -cutters, the moulding will not be
true. While on the matter of balanced
cutters it might be well to mention that
should one of a pair become badly damaged,
do not attempt to finish the job by removing
the damaged cutter; lower it in the head so

NEWNES PRACTICAL MECHANICS

that it does not engage the
work, and complete the task
on the one good cutter by run-
ning the work through quite
slowly. There must always be
two equally sized and equally
weighted cutters in the head at
all times; if there is not, the
balance of the head will be
upset and, at 5,000 r.p.m., this
can prove dangerous.

The Table Top
This is of -lin. plywood and

measures 26in. X 17in. This, again, is arbi-
trary, but is a reasonable working area and
not too cumbersome for the small bench. It
is hinged to the box as shown at N in
the plan and can be seen in Fig. 12.

The gap through which the cutters will
protrude is best made when the =chine
is running for the first time and, subse-
quently, re -cut when different cutters are
used if the hole is not sufficiently large to
accommodate them. It is most desirable
that the gap should be kept as small as
possible, but it will be readily appreciated
that after considerable use of varying sized
cutters the hole will have been widened to
such an extent as to constitute a danger,
particularly when a narrow cutter is being
used and the wood being moulded is, per-
haps, on the short side. If the work is
allowed to " dip " into the over -large gap
results can be very serious: the wood will
be shot across the workshop at high speed
and one's hand-which was pressing on the

work-caught in the cutters-
so be careful!

Periodically, therefore, it will
be necessary to renew this part
of the table by the insertion of
a piece of in. ply. The best
method of doing this is to
square up the gap, rebate all
four edges of the hole and the
insert (Fig. 6), glue up and re-
cut the hole with the cutters
next being used. When doing
this it will be essential to cramp
down the new piece-by means
of a piece of thick waste-so
that the cutters do not force it
out of the rebates, which they
will certainly do if the insert is
not temporarily fastened down.

The Fence and Guards
Every precaution must be

taken to prevent accidents and,
whenever possible, the cutters
should be completely covered
either by the work being
moulded and/or by additional

Fig. to (Left).-
Plan of cutter

head.
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guards, hold-downs, and an adequate guide
fence. The writer uses the straight fence
shown in Fig. 7, the spring hold-down
illustrated in Fig. 8 and the front guard or
guide detailed in Fig. 9. See also Fig. 14.

The fence consists of two pieces of 4in.
X tin. deal of sufficient length to overhang
the table by .in. These two pieces are
joined at right -angles, noting that towards
the centre no screws are used. This is for
the reason that, according to the type of
work being carried out, part of the cutters
will engage with the centre of the fence and
carve out a segment from it. The method
of fixing the fence to the table is shown in
the larger detail at A, Fig. 7, and con-
sists of a pair of light cramps through the
sides of which has been bored a slot about
lin. long and wide enough to permit a No.
6 R/H wood screw to slide easily in it.
Two end pieces of lin. X -kin. hardwood
are fastened to the horizontal ends of the

Fig. 12.-Completed
unit showing table

raised for access.

fence to prevent lateral movement. These
pieces require to be slotted in order that
the bottom of the cramps can engage with
the underside of the table.

The front guard or guide serves the
double purpose of confining the work in its
forward motion and Of covering any part
of the cutters or the gap in the table which
might otherwise be exposed. It is of
X tlin. material to which, at one end, is
screwed an angled piece of kin. metal and,
to the other end, a hinge and straight piece
of metal drilled and tapped to take a lin.
Whitworth bolt with fly -head. As this bolt
is turned clockwise it tightens the free flap
of the hinge against the edge of the table.

The spring hold-down is r2in, long and
consists of two pieces of hardwood tzin. X
tin, rounded at the outside top and bottom
corners. These are bored, Sin, from each
end, with central holes, those at the top
being an extremely easy fit for lin. Whit-
worth bolts and those at the bottom being
a threaded fit. In addition, all four holes
are enlarged to a depth of about tin, to
take with ease a spiral compression spring of
moderate to slightly weak strength. The

bolts are dropped in
the top half of the
hold-down, the spring
passed over them, and
the bolts then threaded
into the remaining lin.
of the smaller holes:
they should be screwed
until just short of the
bottom by about
1/64in. The springs
are of such length that,

Cutting
edge

Fig. t t -A few examples of cutter shapes and end view of a cutter.
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when not compressed, they keep the two
pieces about fin. apart. Two holes are
now drilled al -in. from each end of the top
piece to take lin. X 2in. cup square bolts,
the square shoulders being forced into
the front. Washers and wing -nuts are added
so that the hold-down may be firmly
fastened to the fence. In order to take these
bolts it will be seen that two slots have been
cut in the fence, Fig. 7. The hold-down
is set on the fence so that it rests firmly
on the work but not so tightly as to impede
the even feeding. If the work has to be
forced through, not only is an even rate of
feeding impossible but a slightly thinner
section of the wood being moulded might
cause a sudden plunge forward which could
prove dangerous.

Use of Guards and Guides
With these three fittings it should be

possible to cover the cutters completely and
to take all precautions to protect the hands
and leave them entirely free to pass the

Fig. t3.-The rise and fall

work through the machine. Where short
lengths of wood are being moulded and the
length already passed through the machine
is insufficient to enable the operator to
" pull " the remaining work when nearing
the end, a pusher -stick should be used to
feed in the last 2in. or 3in. This can be
any piece of scrap of suitable size and, where
the hold-down cannot be used, should be
bird's -mouthed so that the stick can push

mechanism.
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downwards as well as
forwards. It will be
understood that when
the edges of
wood are being
moulded-as in
a table top-
the hold-down
cannot be used, but it will
be unnecessary to impro-
vise any substitute
since the work can be
held at sufficient distance
from the cutters to
ensure safety-but the
auxiliary guide should
always be used in these
cases. It helps to keep
the work against the fence and
up the unused gap in the table.

will cover

The Cutter Head and Cutters
Fig. 10 is a plan of the Coronet 5in. X

cutter head. A smaller one can be
obtained from
the same
source but
this will
accommodate
only thesmaller
cutters (12 innumber)
whereas the
larger o n e
will take all
their standard
cutters -24 innumber.
The wedges
shown deeply
shaded a r e

tightened by means of Allen screws-for
which a key is provided-and permit of fine
shades of adjustment coupled with vice -like
holding powers. The centre hole in the
cutter should be ordered of a less diameter
than the spindle so that a shoulder may be
turned on the latter to ensure accurate fit-
ting: the cutter head must be at a perfect
right-angle to the shaft.

A few of the cutters available are shown

79

Fig. r4.-The completed machine with fence in
position and hold-down and guide lying on

baseboard.

in Fig. ti and are given the Coronet Tool
Company numbers, but they are not neces-
sarily true either to shape or size. A leaflet
can be obtained from the makers giving
scaled illustrations. The cutters are
hardened steel approximately 3/ 16in thick
and have an acute -angled cutting edge; note
that the apex is the actual cutting edge and
that the cutters should be fixed in the head
so that this apex comes in contact with the
work to be moulded. These cutters can be
combined to cut almost any section of mould-
ing-not, of course, at the same time-and
it will be seen that even with those illlus-
trated a remarkable variety of mouldings,
etc., can be cut. No. 6 is for tonguing and
grooving and can be bought lin., 5/thin.
and tin.; No. i is is for bevelling, and No.
20 for stair nosing; No. 12 is a useful table-
top moulding, while No. to can be repeated
to give a pilaster effect. A straight -edged
cutter can also be obtained, and this is
extremely useful for the cutting of rebates.

Final Warning
The speed of the machine and the nature

of the work it performs places it in the
category of dangerous machines --so do
exercise the greatest care when operating.

An Electronic Photographic Enlarger
The First of its

ANEW electronic photographic enlarger
designed to produce perfect enlarge-

ments even from poor quality negatives has
now been developed by the Graphic Arts
Division of E.M.I. Electronics Limited.

The conventional methods of " dodging,"
or shading, certain portions of the negative
by hand to obtain correct exposures have
been replaced by a fool -proof electronic
system. The electronic enlarger uses a
scanning light beam from a cathode ray tube
to obtain automatic shading and exposure
control. When the exposing spot of light
from the cathode ray tube encounters a
dense region on the negative it instantan-
eously becomes brighter. Conversely,
brightness of the spot is reduced for thin
regions of the negative, thus producing
maximum print detail in both highlights and
shadows.

A special light integrating system termi-
nates the exposure automatically to produce
a uniform print density without adjustment
for widely varying negative densities.

The electronic enlarger is capable of
printing from 35 millimetre to half plate
size negatives, and provides a maximum
print area of 3oin. X 4oin.

Scie pee and industry will benefit from its

Kind in Europe
use because by effectively matching the
negative density range to the exposure scale
of printing paper it is able to produce
amazing clarification of detail.

For the commercial photographer the
electronic enlarger means greater detail in
catalogue, instruction manual and advertis-

rThe National Do -It -Yourself Magazine

ing illustrations, with great savings in re-
touching time. Automatic control means
increased production without the necessity
of increasing dark room staff.

Newspapers and photographic agencies
 will find the new enlarger of great value

because it enables news pictures, in which
circumstances do not permit good negatives,
to be printed perfectly. Normal negatives
produced on the electronic enlarger reveal
a wealth of detail, enabling blocks of a
higher quality to be produced.
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Build an Efficient Timer from an
aid Clock

Fig. i.-The completed timer.

THIS timer was made from an old alarm
. clock, the moving parts of which were

so well worn that it no longer
functioned. The modification required is
simple and makes so much more energy
available at the escapement that even well-
worn movements will run dependably. An
ordinary non -alarm type of clock may be
used, the only disadvantage is that
no audible warning can be given for
longer time periods such as those
involved in the tank development of
films.

The finished timer is shown in
Fig. r and it will be seen that the
large " minute " hand now revolves
once in four minutes. This presents
ample room for individual seconds to
be measured accurately. The hour
hand revolves once in 48 minutes
and this is very useful for measuring
film development times. One other
feature of the timer is that the
" ticking " is both slow and clearly
audible. This is particularly useful

Insert point of screwdriver and twist.

These Few Simple
Modifications Will
Provide a Useful
Darkroom Accessory

By D,

Escapement wheel.

rown

wedge shaped
teeth.

Fig. 4.-The es -
Escapement lever. capement wheel

meshing with the escapement lever.

Fig. 5. Modified clock mechanism.

Insert points of tweezers es wedges and gently push. during the shading
of selected areas of
an enlargement with
.the hands, since it is
unnecessary to have
one eye upon the
clock during the pro-
cess. The ticks of
the timer may be
counted while the
whole attention of
the eyes is given to
controlling t h e
shading.

The modification
requires that four-
teen of the fifteen
teeth on the escape-
ment wheel should
be removed. As a
result the hands
revolve at fifteen
times their normal
speed.

Having acquired
the necessary clock,
remove the winding

IC

Fig. 2.-Removing the hands.

Stout wire spring which just fits over Mainspring
when in fully wound position.

Fig. 3.-Securing the mainspring.

keys and other knobs from the back and take
the clock movement out of its case. The
hands must be removed with care and this
may be done either by levering with the
tip of a small screwdriver or by pushing
in the tapered end of a pair of pointed
tweezers as shown in Fig. 2. The move-
ment may now be separated from the face
of the clock.

Do not remove the back plate of the move-
ment without first securing the mainsprings.
If this is not done they will suddenly un-

wind, distributing the various parts
of the clock all over the bench! The
springs may be restrained by tying
thin wire around them (with the
springs fully wound to make them as
small as possible), or by making up
stout wire rings " C " to just fit over
the springs as shown in Fig. 3.

Pull out the taper pin which
secures one end of the hairspring
and slide the end of the spring, clear
of the slot in the regulating lever.
Remove the securing nuts and 'gently
prise the back plate up until the
mainspring can be secured as
described Above. The loose plate
may then be lifted up to reveal
all the separate cog wheels.

(Concluded on page 91)

Fig. 6.-New dial for the timer.
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ENDLESS varieties of picture frames,
both simple and ornate, deep show-
cases, decorated calendars and folders,

wall panda and designs, toys, lampshades,
trays and other items, may be made with
passe-partout for a few pence.

Fig. 1.-The materials for framing.

It undoubtedly excels as a picture framing
medium, and in this field of work alone,
all kinds of frames may be produced in
one or more colours, conventional and
shaped, including the deep display or show-
case which has so many uses in the club,
institute and the home.

The Material
These bindings are sold in all stationers

and handicraft stores in coils of tin. X some
izyds. in length depending upon the colour
and material. Gold, silver, fancy printed,
embossed, imitation wood grain and several
colours, are included in the range. The
binding is score lined so that it may be
accurately folded over the turn of the pic-
ture edge, thus ensuring a true and clean
edge to a framed picture. The strong cement
will stick to glass permanently and while
the tongue is perhaps the most natural
source of moisture to damp cut strips of
binding, if much work is contemplated a
small damper should be used. Among useful
accessories to have at hand are some metal
or linen hangers (these are used to hang
pictures from the wall), thick cardboard to
serve the purpose of a backing board, some
white or pale -tinted mounts (used to lay
the subject to be framed), some clothes pegs
(to hold work firmly in position while work
is in progress), some glass or Neerglass (the
recent substitute for glass), a pair of scissors
and a razor blade for cutting mitred corners
for the picture. In this connection a set
square will assist in obtaining a well -cut
mitred corner for the binding.

Any spots and specks of cement or mark-

The Range of Subjects Which May be Product
Using Passe Partout Cement -coated Binding is

Almost Limitless

ings from fingers may be
rubbed away with a piece of
rag and some spirits when
all work is completed. The
worker will soon determine
which of these items are
necessary for the work in
hand.

Mounting and Framing
Suggestions

In the make up of a
simple frame, one colour

binding is often sufficient. Black and
white photographs, designs, certificates,
sketches and club notices are best framed
in black, or a sepia. White binding often
makes a splendid contrast. When framing
subjects with several ,colours in their com-
position, the bindings used should be in
harmony with the subject and usually the
most predominant colour or colours may be
chosen. for the binding. Subjects with sky,

Fig. 2.-The parts should be held together with
pegs or paper clips.

sea or lake .motifs may well be framed with
a blue binding and landscapes with a lot of
green look first class in a similar colour
binding. Two predominating colours in a
picture may be matched by two similar
colours of binding, the second being applied
by superimposing the strip
over the first colour to give a
two colour effect to the pic-
ture's edge. Gold or silver
binding often suits certificate
framing work while matt black
or brown is best for etchings
and sketches.

A further point about
colour scheming is that when
the decoration of the room is
changed, the colour of the
frame may also be changed to
match. Old bindings need not
be removed, the new colour
being over-layed to cover up
the former binding.

Pictures may be framed to
hang or to stand, the metal
hangers being used for the
former. Most types of picture
hangers will suit. Framed
subjects made to stand can
be supported by a cut out
cardboard strut which is

By Frederick Day

glued to the back of the picture. Struts may
be purchased in the stores in various sizes,
ready punched and prepared so that the
picture may stand either vertically or
horizontally.

Any suitable clean material such as white
or tinted cartridge paper will serve the pur-
pose of the mount, unless white lined card
is available and such material" will serve
the dual purpose of both mount and backing
board. Many subjects and pictures will look
far better when placed upon a larger white,
grey or other coloured mounting material.
A good rule to bear in mind is to have the
margin narrowest at the sides of the picture
and widest at the bottom of the mount. The
placing of the picture on its mount is a
matter of some thought as good placing will
lend style and some dignity to the finished
frame. A single or double drawn line in
pencil or ink, as desired can be effective
in some cases, so that the subject include;
a border surround.

Simple Framing
With the subject to be framed and all

the necessary material to hand (Fig. a.), the
work may now proceed. The operation takes
far longer to describe than actually carry
out. Indeed, several pictures may be framed
in an hour.

Take a piece of glass, previously cut to
size with a glass cutter, or Neerglass,
which may be cut with a pair of scissors,

Fig. 4.-Mitre cutting using a set square
razor blade.

Fig. 3.-Unwanted ends of binding are trimmed off.

and



$2
and a piece of
cardboard for
the backing
board, each to be
the same size as
t h e mounting
material on to
which the sub-
ject has been
mounted. If a
hanging picture
is contemplated,
metal hangers
should be

Piz. 5.-A hhi,Iicci plaure.

Fig. 6.-Method of frame

pierced through the backing board at this
stage. A piece of gummed tape will hold
them down inside quite flat if affixed over
the turned -over pointed ends. Adhesive
hangers, may of course, be added later as
these are stuck to the back of the framed
subject. The hangers in both cases will be
applied suitably for a vertical or horizontal
picture.

It is a good idea to fix the subject to be
framed on to its mount with some adhesive
thus holding it in position so that it will
never slip down when hanging from the
wall.

With backing board, mounted picture and
glass all one size and in position, use two
clothes pegs or paper clips to hold all parts
together ready for the application of binding
(Figs. 2 and 3). Four pieces of binding will
be cut and, unless the picture is to be square,
there will be two long and two shorter
lengths to cut off the coil. Cuts should
be slightly longer than the length of the
glass to allow for trimming at the corners
(Fig. 2). It is advisable to deal with the
two long sides first as there is less likeli-
hood of materials slipping one from another.
Each strip should be folded on the score
line to ensure a good clean edge and then
each piece of binding should be thoroughly
moistened; some workers wet both sides of
the strip, thus making it very supple. In
the case of oval or other unusual shaped
pictures, the tape will be found most
suitable for pleating work round corners.

Well moistened tape in all forms of bind-
ing is most important and the cement
coating must be thoroughly tacky to ensure
a strong and permanent adhesion. Cut
strips are placed on the working table,
moistened side upwards and the peg -clipped
work is placed gla-gs face down so that the
width to be bound takes up the tape. The
worker then turns over the rest of the
binding and rubs it neatly over the back of
the picture. Every care must be taken not
to disturb the picture and firm, even
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rubbing of the binding strip when in its
position will ensure a clean straight edge
if the strip has first been score line folded
for the turnover edge.

The second long strip is dealt with in
the same way and any unwanted ends of
binding either cut with scissors or trimmed
off with a razor blade (Fig. 3). The two
shorter lengths of tape are now applied to
complete the four-sided frame. The corners
are not stuck down, but are left so that a
corner may be neatly cut for the mitre.
With the picture face upwards, a 45 deg.
set -square will enable the worker to pro -

build -up from cut cardboard.

duce an accurate mitre cut (Fig. 4) while
a good eye will be able to perform this
simple operation without any aid of this
kind. There will, of course, be four mitre
cuts, one for each
corner of the picture.
The binding will

soon harden off and
any cleaning up may
be carried out when
the work is quite dry.
The picture is then
ready for hanging or
standing on the table
as desired (Fig 5).

Such items as
unmounted mirrors
may be framed in
black pebbled binding
with good effect while
the edges of good
white cardboard may
be similarly treated
and used for notice
boards in the club
MOM

With the aid of a
glass cutter, all kinds
of fancy shapes may
be made from suitably
prepared glass. This

Fig. 7.-
A finished

moulded frame.
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work will probably be carried out by the firm
supplying the glass at a little extra cost.
Lantern slides may be suitably edged with
matt black binding.

The method of using a two- or three -
coloured binding as separate overlays,
revealing a multi -colour effect, has been
described. This is simple work, calling
merely for neatness and an even edge to the
work.

Deep Frames
Deep frames are very attractive and

have the finished effect and appearance of
A moulded frame (Fig. 7). The work is
quite easy to carry out and consists of
cutting cardboard strips in suitable width
and thickness, covering them with the
binding and affixing them down with
adhesive to the edge of the glass, so build-
ing up a frame moulding from the cut
strips, as shown in Fig. 6. The corners
are cut to give a good mitred fit and when
the moulded frame is ready, passe-partout
is overlayed to cover entirely the added
moulding and the backing board. Any
thickness of cardboard may be used and
one, two or more depths of card may be
applied to the edge of the glass to make a
really deep moulding.

The width across the moulding may vary,
normally a width of almost twice the
width of the actual binding itself, is the
sty:e most popular for this kind of frame.
Imitation wood grain binding will give an
added effect to the work and it is worth
noting that this binding is made in greater
width suitable for this type of work.

Wallcases and Showcases
This form of handicraft is well within the

scope of the material and such cases are
most suitable for holding awards,
floral motifs and posies, butterflies and
moths, stuffed fish and birds and other
dimensional objects which need a deep case
in order to display them to the best
advantage. A backing board and mount

are necessary in much the same
way as required for the
simple frame. A whole series
of, say, lin. thick cardboard
strips should be cut and glued
together until the desired
depth of the showcase is
reached. The depth will,
naturally, depend upon the type
of specimens to be exhibited ;
in the case of floral sprays or
artificial flowers (Fig. 8), a

showcase of some I lin. deep should prove
suitable. Four such completed glued
bundles of cardboard strip will be needed

(Concluded on page MI)

Fig. 8.-A display case for artificial flowers.
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Photographing
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B. Melville Nicholas
Tells You How to

Achieve Success

WHEN I embarked upon bird photo-
graphy, I discovered the ideal
recreation, for photographing birds

is a game where your skill is ranged against
the cunning of your quarry, and some birds
are very crafty. It is an absorbing hobby
and not as difficult as most people imagine.

The " Hide"
It is best to make a start with birds at

their nests and to have some sort of " hide "
in which to conceal yourself and your equip-
ment. Such a structure need not conform
to any particular design or pattern and
although some photographers often use
branches, heather, gorse, ferns, bracken and
leaves to make the finished object look a part
of its surroundings, I have had good success
with a small tent -like affair consisting of four
poles about 6ft. long, see photograph on

Hunting with a camera calls for a higher
intelligence than hunting with a gun or a
rifle. There are many difficulties to face and
snags to be overcome, but when at last you
succeed, and can show your photographs to
your friends, you will experience a thrill
that few other hobbies can give.

A carrion crow at nest.

right. These are driven firmly
into the ground and kept in
position by four shorter poles
fitted over the top. The frame-
work is then covered with a waterproof
hessian fastened at the back with tapes, in
which are peep -holes for watching the birds
and larger holes to accommodate the lens of
the camera.

If the birds I am trying to photograph
are very shy-and some are more nervous
than others-I first erect my hide some dis-
tance from the nest, bringing it nearer on
each alternate day so that they may get
accustomed to it gradually, and I have
occasionally camouflaged it with branches
and bracken. This latter precaution, how-
ever, is necessary only with the very nervous
species, for the majority of birds take no
exception to it provided it be erected quietly
and fixed firmly. It must not shake or
wobble with the wind, for birds are very
suspicious of anything that moves.

Barn owl at rest.

The Camera
The type of camera is a matter of

personal choice,
some experts
recommending one
type, while others
strongly advise
some other variety.
Some of the minia-
ture cameras are

(Left). -A
blue tit.

(Right).-
Moorhen's

nest.

wonderful little instruments and very
versatile, if expensive.

Personally, however, I began with
a quarter -plate reflex camera where,
by looking down through a hood, I
can see the object I want to photo-
graph, reflected on a glass panel.

That same camera is still in use
to -day. I also have a field camera
where the focusing is done at the

A whitethroat at its nest.

back (my head being under a black cloth to
keep out all unnecessary light).

But one of the most important parts of
any camera is its lens, and for photo-
graphing birds I prefer an anastigmatic lens
of not less than 8in: focal length, but a

(Top right).
-Greenfinch
with her

twins.

(Right).-
Author's
hide, used
for nests from
6 ft. to to ft.
from ground.

telephoto lens is also of immense value when
trying to snap birds from a distance.

One other essential is a tripod, but be

(Below).-A pair of song
thrushes at the nest together.
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sure that it is strong enough to keep the
camera steady and avoid camera shake.
The tripod I use is made of wood with
extending legs to a height of soft. and has
a central pillar, raised or lowered by a
handle. Attached to the pillar is a tilting
top (9in. X 7in.) to which the camera is
securely screwed. Once the camera is
focused and speed and aperture set, there
is nothing else to do, except wait for the
bird to get into the right position.

The time never drags, however, for
there is always something of interest to
watch. I always take a notebook with me
in which to describe the birds I am
photographing-their colours (whether the
male differs from his mate), how often they
feed their chicks, what kind of food they
bring them and so forth. If these details are
pasted in your album with the photograph,
you will soon compile quite an interesting
book of which you may be justly proud.
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Always try to get a series of photographs
of each bird. Perhaps first of all the nest
and eggs, then the bird incubating, followed
by the parents feeding their brood, then
the youngsters just before they leave home.
You may be fortunate enough to get both
parents at the nest together, or by placing
a perch nearby, snap one of the adults as
they alight on it. Some photographers
lift the tiny chicks from their nursery and
place them on branches to photograph
them, but this practice had perhaps better
be done only by expert naturalists, as the
chicks are easily injured.

Protect the Birds
The importance of giving every attention

to the comfort of the birds cannot be too
strongly stressed, and although to photograph
certain nests you may have to tie back
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protruding herbage, be sure to restore it
to its normal position when you leave.
Baby birds need shelter and shade if they
are to grow and develop, that is why most
birds build their nests in shady places.
They like to carry out their family affairs in
secrecy, and if you disturb the protecting
foliage around their homes you not only
expose them to wind, rain and sun (and
the direct rays of a hot sun will prove
fatal) but also make them an easy prey
for hawks, jays and carrion crows. For the
same reason, tell only those you can trust
about the nest.

Bird photography is a hobby which calls
for care and patience, but is well worth
while, for not only does it bring pleasure
and excitement, but it can prove profitable
as well. It more than pays its own way,
for good nature photographs are always
acceptable for use in magazines and news-
papers.

run the bulbs at a greatly
reduced consumption (and
intensity) till the last moment
before pressing the trigger,
when they are taken up to full
consumption and intensity.

The Sliding Resistance
Control of this nature can

be brought about in several
ways, but the most fully
embracing is to introduce
sliding resistances into the
circuit of each lamp. Several
firms turn out suitable resis-
tances, but they can often be
picked up from depots deal-
ing with Government surplus,
usually at quite a low figure.
Many of the resistances so
offered are extremely compact
and convenient to handle.

and the lamp burns at full intensity, while
between these two extremes there is a smooth
scale of intensity variation.

Using a Secondary Bulb
A second and quite practical way, of redu-

cing consumption till the last moment is to
wire each flood in series with an ordinary
bulb (even two). A switch is placed so that
the secondary bulb can be cut out at will
(A in Fig. 2) when the flood will receive full
current. When wired in series with other
bulbs the flood will burn with less intensity.
When these are cut out, full intensity is at
once restored. This method of life length-
ening is very sound and the wiring needed
well within the scope of any amateur.

Series/Parallel
Again two photofloods of the same grading

can themselves be wired together in series

MAKING PHOTOFLOODS LAST LONGER
THE life of a photoflood is very short

-somewhere in the neighbourhood
of two hours. This time can soon

be used up if the floods are switched on
while arranging, focusing, etc. On the other
hand, if the lights are but used for the
brief times of the exposures, they can seem to
go on interminably, as may well be expected
when they are burned for seconds only on
each occasion instead of minutes.

Fig. r.-A typical sliding resistance.

But there is a snag in using the lamps for
the exposures alone, and that is that one
never knows till all is over the exact effect
obtained, when, if the lamps were unsuit-
ably placed, it is too late to do anything.

There is a line of compromise, however,
between never using them till the moment
of exposure and burning them while all the
preliminaries are carried out, and that is to

John Dee Explains an
Efficient and Economical

Arrangement

Inserted into a circuit, these
additions give excellent rheo-
stat control, and the lamps can
be adjusted over a wide range
of intensities, which, quite
apart from the lengthening of
life, is just what is needed for
serious portraiture, where lights
of varying intensity are essen-
tial for good modelling.

The resistances are in the
form of a metal cage, see Fig.
r, along the top of which a
knob slides. Terminals permit
ready connection with the
two ends of a severed lead while
there are often loops so that the
resistance can be hung to a wall
or otherwise fixed in some posi-
tion if desired.

Inside the cage is a coil over
which runs a contact, the
current always passing through
this. The less coil the current
has to pass through, the less the
resistance and the brighter the
light. At the end of the coil
length of the wire has to be traversed
and the lamp dims to almost extinction.
At the other end there is no resistance

fzuotoifood

Mains

and also supplied with a parallel wiring, the
two types of wiring being isolated by a
" series/parallel " switch (obtainable at
about 3s. 6d.). With the switch in one
position the lamps are in series, and in the
other in parallel. In series both lamps burn
dimmer than normal as with the auxiliary

Secondary
lamp

Simple
switch

Photoflood

Series
parallel

switch

Photoflood

Fig. 2.-(A) Using a secondary lamp and (B)zeir' ig in parallel.

the whole bulb, and it may be found that one is dimmer
than the other, but in any case the time of
service d'f each is being greatly lengthened
as against any form of full current use.
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THIS trailer was designed to carry the
entire camping gear for, the family
behind a light car. With children in

the back seats of the small car it is incon-
venient to use that space for stowing very
much camp gear, especially if long journeys
are being made, when the children will
appreciate being able to move about a little.

In order to reduce the weight of the
trailer and to keep the centre of gravity low,
a pair of small industrial type pneumatic
wheels were used. The tyres are 4.00-8
46. X 4) of 4 -ply rating and have been run
successfully at a pressure of 501b. per sq.
in. Unladen, the trailer weighs a little over
i cwt. and, fully loaded, has proved very
stable at good touring speeds. As the trailer

CAMPING EQUIPMENT ,eighitv-eight

-Gear
F. Hook Describes a Carrier for the

Family's Tent and Luggage
made from a piece of 'lin.
X iiin, mild steel, For
the reader who has not the

Fig. x.-The completed trailer facilities for metal turning
hitched to an Austin 8. it is suggested that a local

garage or light engineering
works could undertake the

work. Due to possible variations in sizes of
other makes of wheels certain dimensions
have been purposely
omitted in Fig. 5,
which shows the sizes
relative to fixing on
the axle bar.

The stub axles fit
down in the 3ft. 7in.
length of 2in. X 2in.
X kin. channel. Due
to the radius and taper
on the inside of the
channel the axles will
have to be shaped to
bed down snugly as
shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 2.-A view of the completed trailer.

is under 2 cwt. unladen weight there is no
legal necessity to incorporate an automatic
brake in the towing hitch.

Two views of the finished trailer are
shown in Figs. i and 2. In Fig. t it is
shown hitched to an Austin 8. Incidentally,
the springs for the trailer were a second-
hand pair of front springs from a similar car.

Construction
Before starting on the trailer it is advis-

able to procure the two wheels as all work
depends on these. There are many sup-
pliers of such wheels, but those who do
not know of a source of supply can try
Pride and Clarke Ltd., Stockwell Road,
London, S.W.9, where those shown in the
illustration were purchased. Each wheel is
fitted with a pair of ball races when pur-
chased and the centre bore of the races
is sin. diameter.

Stub Axles
Next a pair of stub axles are required to

fit the hubs of the wheels, and these are

grease in the hub. When adjustment is cor-
rect a lock nut can be fitted. If no dust
cap is provided with the wheel, one must be
made. When the top rim of a 4 -pint Japlac
Enamel tin was sawn off it was found that
the tin just pushed on to the hub of the
wheels shown in the illustration. This was
a temporary measure at the time of con-
struction, but has been left as a permanent

Fig. 3.-One of the leaf springs and stub axles.

The stub axle
shaft must be a light
drive fit in the ball
races, and the part
of the spindle be-
tween the two races
is relieved as shown
to facilitate fitting. A
washer with tin.
hole is fitted on each
side of the wheel to
retain the grease in
the hub and to keep
out dust. Take care
that this washer

bears only against the inner part of the race
or else the wheel will not revolve properly.
The end of the spindle is turned down for
a -.',in. Whitworth thread, and the shoulder
thus formed must be such that undue pres-
sure cannot be exerted unintentionally on
the inner part of the ball race by the nut
on the end of the spindle. The pressure
should be only sufficient to stop the washers
being dragged round by the friction of the

A_-- 2P;X%; Whitworth bolt

Split pin holding nut

46

6" Lock\ nuts
Greasy nipple

fitment as it has answered quite satisfactorily.
The stub axles are held to the channel

section each by two fin. Whitworth X 21in.
bolts. It is recommended that these bolts
are secured with castellated nuts and split
pins to avoid any likelihood of their coming
adrift at any time. The wheels and axle ar::.
now completed.

Fitting the Road Springs
A pair of front springs from the Austin 8

car (now discontinued) was used quite suc-
cessfully in the trailer illustrated. These can
be quite easily procured new or second-
hand.

The ends of the springs are fitted to two
cross members each 3ft. Sin. long of
X X iin. angle iron. At the cross
member nearest the tow bar the springs are
pivoted by a bearing made from two small
pieces of the angle iron as shown in Figs. 3
and 6. The rear ends of the springs arc
secured to shackles which take up the varia-

.11;rehef

Ball racerace

Washer
Washer

Fig. 4 (Left).-The axle is shaped to fit inside the channel. Fig. 5 (Right).-Fitting the wheels.
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tions of the overall
spring length when
the trailer is on the
road. The shackles
are made from pieces
of mild steel each
4in. long X rlin. X
;in. Holes for the
bolts are drilled at
2-1 in. centres (Fig.
7).

The upper ends of
the shackles are
secured to the cross
members by mild
steel blocks, each

X fin. X Iffin.
sawn f r o m the
material used for the
stub axles. These
mountings, as for the angle iron pieces used
for the front member, are welded in
position, after having been drilled to receive
the securing bolts. These bolts securing
the springs must be high tensile type and
secured with lock nuts.

Fig. 8.-Method of fixing the springs to
axle bar.

the

The axle bar may now be secured to the
springs. The arrangement for securing the
springs is shown in Figs. 3 and 8. It com-
prises a top plate 31in. X 3in. X *in. mild
steel and two bottom plates 3iin. X tin. X

The top plate must be drilled in the
centre to clear the nut which holds the
leaves of the springs together. The axle Oar

5' o"

2"X2" bearer between
box and drawbar

/I; projection of angle
crosspieces beyond
box frame

Fig. 6.-Bearing for the front
end of the spring.

Fig. 7.-One of the
shackle plates.

will also have to be drilled to take the locat-
ing pin on the underneath side of the spring
assembly.

The cross members may now be braced
at their .correct distance apart by two pieces
of steel each 3ft. 3in. long and rain. X fin.
The distance apart of the cross members
can easily be found if the shackle bolts are
done up tightly, holding the shackle plates
vertical as shown in Fig. 9. This distance
apart is 3oin. to the outside of the angles
for the springs mentioned previously.
Remember to put a bolt through the inter-
section of the cross pieces to complete the
stability of the assembly.

The Tow Bar
The tow bar is made as

shown in Fig. 9 from two pieces
of angle iron each 6ft. 6in. X

< 'fin. X 3/16in.
The front ends of the bars

are secured as in Fig. to which
also shows the arrangement of
the hitch to the towing bracket
on the car. The two cross
plates could be varied in
position to take any of the
commercial hitches available.

When bolting the long angle
irons to the main chassis, make
sure that centre line through

2"X2"bearer between box
and drawbar

----

-
.-- 4 -

30" .-..,--- /8" ...i

1/2X 576 facing

,

1,4 X/Aft.facing

/5"
3"X4i"coach screw

"bolt

Detail of
corner

Joints

Maw._
CM11111C11111!INIID

H7

Cross bracing each
39"X / %'1X1(,,,3" steel

r* - 2
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the towing hitch is at right angles to the
axle bar at the mid -point of its length
as shown in Fig. i r. At the points where
these are bolted to the chassis, packing pieces
each 'fin. X t lin. X ;lin. are required to
clear the cross -bracing members. Use
5/16in. bolts to secure the framework.

The completed framework is shown in
Fig. 12.

The Box Part of the Trailer
For the sake of lightness the box of the

trailer is made of thickness resin bonded
plywood which, of course, will have to be
supported by a frame round the edges.

The foundation frame is constructed from
X rlin. deal planed to finish about

rein. square. The dimensions are shown in
Fig. 13. The various joints are of the half -
lap type, glued and screwed together.

Note that the box is not placed centrally
on the chassis but overhangs more at the
front than at the rear. This is to increase
the load on the front of the trailer so that
there is a certain amount of weight on the
tow bar, which for the car illustrated could
be up to 4o1b. or 5o1b. This forward weight
of a trailer makes for steadier towing proper-
ties of the trailer.

The two centre cross pieces of the wood
frame must coincide with the cross mem-
bers of the chassis, so mark out the position
of the half -lap joints on the sides with
reference to the position of the chassis cross
pieces.

../8 bolt

7"

11')( 16"
angle iron

ra Hole to suit towing
bracket f/are hole top
e bottom to prevent
binding on pin when
riding over uneven
ground

iii3" bolt 1
rrnfrnam

16 bolts 1546 "bolts
bracket on car

Fig. r o . -
(Above Right)
Plan and side
elevation of the

towing hitch.

Fig. 9. - (Left)
Side elevation of
the trailer and
plan view of box
floor frame
resting on chassis

frame.

7"

or to suit towing

Test the frame for squareness by measur-
ing across the diagonals of the framework
as soon as it has been assembled.' When the
glue is dry the frame can be cleaned up and
the covering of in. exterior grade plywood
glued and screwed into place. Use a water-
proof glue such as Aerolite. Clean off the
edges of the plywood flush with the frame-
work.

Next prepare the timber for the sides. Cut
out two pieces of plywood 5ft. X 'ft. 3in.
The top edges and the ends are reinforced
with a framework shown in Figs. 9 and 13.
Glue and screw the frames in place on the
plywood base. The bottom of the plywood is
glued and screwed to the sides of the under
frame.

The front end of the box is fixed but the
rear end is made to hinge down to form a
tailboard which is useful for loading and
unloading as well as for carrying long pieces
of equipment other than camping gear.
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Centre of
axle bar

Axle bar
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lowest part of the mudguard will clear the
tyre when the springs are fully flexed
upwards.

The body may now be fixed to the chassis
with four bolts passing through the floor
into the two cross pieces of angle iron. It
will be necessary to place a piece of wood
about rein. X iiin. in the angle of these

Tow hitch eye

Fig. I L-The centre line
through the towing hitch should
be at right angles to the axle

bar.

Note how, when making the tailboard, two
small grooves must be made in the frame-
work to take the T -hinges between the frame
and the plywood before the plywood is
secured to the frame (Fig. 13).

Fig. iz.-A view of the completed chassis.

The Mudguards
These can be of any design to suit the

ideas of the constructor and the illustrations
show a pair very simply contrived with odd
pieces of ;in. plywood left over from the
construction of the body. Ensure that the

Make slot for thickness
of hinge in red before
Poring on plywood

87
through the floor of the trailer, the 2in,
zin. and the angle iron.

At the front end of the box a shorter
piece of timber (only t3in.) is used for the
cross bearer. It may be necessary to plane
down these 2in. X 2in. pieces a little so
that the floor of the box rests evenly on the
whole four cross bearers.

Tml board

4bolts

cross members to form a pad on which
the floor of the box will rest as shown in
Fig. 9.

The rear end of the box rests on a piece
of 2in. X 2in. timber resting on the ends
of the two drawbar angles. Two bolts pass

Side

4X ficoach screw into
base framework

Fig. 13.-Construction of
the box trailer.

The construction of the trailer is now com-
plete except for the final rubbing down with
glasspaper and the application of a coat of
priming and the finishing coats of paint.

Remember that a number plate is required
and this may be secured to the rear cross
piece of zin. X zin. If the trailer is used
at night then a pair of reflectors and two
tail -lights will also be required.

The chassis part, less the box trailer, can
be adapted for use as a boat trailer.

1-Triangle Base
HERE is a triangle built up on a definite

mathematical plan. Work out the
figures for a fifth line.

z-6
2-8-6

2-1 o-14-6
2-12-24-20-6

2-The Tantalising Triangle
DRAW a triangle and put the figures r, 2

and 3, one at each angle. Then take the
figures 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 and put any two of
them along each side of the triangle. You now
have four figures (counting the angle figures)
along each of the three sides of the triangle.
Each set of four figures are to add up to 17.
Do not award yourself any marks if you take
longer than five minutes to do it, including
drawing the triangle.

3-The Three Macpherson Children
MRS. MACPHERSON has three children,

and if you add the ages of the children
together you get exactly the same result as if
you multiply their ages together. What are
the ages of the three small Macphersons ?

4-The Printing Puzzle
ABOOKLET consisting of eight pages is

produced by folding a large sheet of
paper longways in halves and then sideways
in halves. There is printing on each page, and,
of course, it is necessary that the pages run on
in their proper order. As the printer does not
print each page separately, but does the four
pages which come on one side of the large
sheet in one impression and then does the
same to the other side of the sheet-all before
the folding is taken in hand-he has to be
very careful where he arranges the matter for
each page. Otherwise, they might not follow
on correctly when folded.

Draw two rectangles, one to represent one
side of the sheet, the other to represent the
second side ; divide each into four to
represent four pages, then number the
divisions from t to 8 to represent the position
of the pages so that they will be in their

correct order when the folding is done. Also
indicate which way up each page is to come.
You are not allowed to experiment with a
sheet of paper ; you must think out the
problem first.

Answers
t-For those who are stuck the fifth line is
as follows : -

2-t 4-36-44-26-6
2-The three sides will be :

1, 6, 7, 3-
1, 5, 9, 2.
2, 4, 8, 3.

3-They are I, 2 and 3 years old.
4-First sheet :

Top left-hand division -page 5 inverted.
 right-hand ,, 4

Lower left-hand 8 not inverted.
right-hand ,, t /3

Second sheet :
Top left-hand division -page 3 inverted.

 right-hand 6
Lower left-hand 2 not inverted.

right-hand 7

Now, if you have checked and found your
answers correct, why not try them on you,:
friends ?
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THE general system used is that light
either causes a switch to go on or
off through the medium of transistors.

Countless possibilities will occur to readers
including, perhaps, the following : Burglar
alarms, shop customer warning systems,
customer counting, vibration or revolution
counting, automatic porch lights, fog or
smoke alarms, etc.

Besides various experimental suggestions
it is intended to give precise details for
the construction of the following units in
the order given:

1. Making a photo -sensitive transistor
from a " red spot."

2. A lamphouse and infra -red filter.
3. A photo -operated switch.
4. A photo -alarm.
5. A photo -counter.
6. A power pack suitable for this

apparatus, which is basically battery
operated.

7. Low light level " night -day " switch.

Light Sensitive Devices
The devices used are very simple and do

not require expensive H.T. supplies. The
simplest light sensitive device is the photo -
emissive cell, sometimes called the " barrier
layer " type. The cell, which depends
partly on the metal selenium for its action,
is sensitive but slow in action and the out-
put is low. A typical cell gives about
o.6 µA per sq. cm. of active area ift. way
from a standard candle. This output
falling rather more rapidly than the square
of the distance as the candle is moved away.
The output is not sufficient to operate cheap,
robust, easily obtainable relays. Rapid
counting is not possible, and on the whole
the cell is rather large, cumbersome and
easily damaged.

The Crystal Diode as a Light Sensitive
Device
An ordinary cheap crystal diode can be

In This Series E. V. King Gives Readers Some Ideas
used as a photo -device. Remove the rubber
cover if one is fitted and connect up in
circuit as shown in Fig. 1. Using a 41 -volt
torch battery and a resistor of about 4,000 St

the dark current will be about .02 mA, and
with a 6o -watt lamp held ift. away from
the diode the current will increase to about
.04 mA. Take care to connect the " cat's
whisker " to battery negative and the
germanium to the positive. Greater
sensitivity may be gained by using a lens
to focus the light on to the contact area
in the diode, in the same way as one uses
a burning glass.

Light source

Lens

60w lamp /ft
away

light
converging
on junction

Whisker

Germanium

Gaiety

Fig. r.-Germanium diode as a photo -cell.

It is quite possible to operate a really
delicate relay with this device, but the cost
and likelihood of trouble make it advis-
able to seek cheaper and more reliable
methods.

The Transistor as a Light Sensitive
Device
If a transistor is used in place of a diode,

and light is allowed to get to the junction,
very much greater sensitivity is easily
obtained. In fact the transistor behaves as
a resistor which has a value inversely pro-
portional (in some way) to the light intensity.

For the. apparatus described the Mullard
OCP7i is very suitable and is obtainable
on order from any Mullard stockist at
£2 7s. 6d. Two were used by the author
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With Many Items of
for experimental work. For anyone who
can afford the price they are probably more
permanent that the " home-made " equiva-
lents suggested later, It
must be emphasised that it
is useless to take an old and
faulty transistor and modify
it, although it is a good idea
to do so purely so that one
may gain practice in the
mechanical operations of
the modification.

Modifying an Ordinary
Red Spot to a Photo -transistor
The details given here apply to a red spot

purchased from Messrs. Henrys Radio Ltd.,
5, Harrow Road, Paddington, W.2, but
probably the same procedure will apply
to many other small audio type transistors.

Take the transistor (Fig. 2 A) and clamp

Fig. 3.-Red-spot transistor before and after modification.

File this
surface

Champ
nut a bolt

Fig. 2.-Modifying a red -spot transistor.

Vice

. Cemented-__
reads and --

cork ---==

Fig. 4.-Housing the modified red -spot
transistor and the 0C1371.

it very carefully in the vice so that only
one edge projects, as in Fig. 2 B. The leads
project sideways and part of the
flange with the red spot on it is
slowly filed away with a fine
flat file until it is just through
to the inner polythene -like
material. Do not clamp tighter
or file more than is absolutely
necessary.

Now loosen the vice and
move the transistor up a frac-
tion of an inch as in Fig. 2 D.
File away the newly exposed
surface until the metal cover is
through.

Turn the transistor over and repeat the
whole procedure. With the finger nails or
some tweezers carefully prise off the
metallic covering (F) making sure you
do not pull the wire connectors in so
doing. Do not remove the capsule cover-
ing as good results can be obtained without.
In fact the incident light is diffused some-
what so that the transistor is fairly sensitive
to light which is not actually falling on the
junction. This is a great help in optical
alignment. The transistor before and after
filing is shown in Fig. 3.

A small test or pill tube is obtained

Light
am

Lens

112 V.

Fig. 5.-Test of the photo -red -spot or OCP7i
transistor.

together with a cork. Three holes are
burnt with a red-hot needle so that the
transistor leads will pass through them.
The holes must not run together, but must
be parallel or the wires will short. The
tube mouth, cork and leads are smeared
with cellulose cement, which is allowed to
become tacky and then the cork is pushed
home in the tube so that the assembly is
airtight and looks as shown in Fig. 2 and
Fig. 4. Needless to say the tube must be
quite dry when this is done.

A small tin-plate clamp is made from a
piece of tin plate on the lines of a condenser
clip (Fig. 2 H and J and Fig. 4). About 8in.
of 16 or 18g. copper wire is soft annealed
by heating to redness and plunging into
cold water. The centre of this wire is

About Light -operated Equipment Together
Definite Apparatus

soldered in the middle of the clip. The
leads may be twisted (as shown in Fig.
2 J) or left free. The ends of the support-
ing wires are curled so that they may be
clamped down by screws.

When mounted, the transistor is free to
be moved in any direction by the bending
of the soft copper wire, the connecting wires
being connected freely with thin pliable
insulated flex wire.

There is a possibility that some
transistors may have an inner insulator of
opaque material. Such transistors would not
be suitable for this modification and an
OCP7i should be used.

Receiver
Photo transistor

_Skeet Lamp house
Bulb

\Lens Lens
Filament image

Fig. 7.-Basic principle of lighting system.

Testing
If you have purchased, or intend to use,

an OCP7r there is actually no need to carry
out these tests, but they will prove instruc-
tive and in any case it is as well to be
thoroughly conversant with a new article
of apparatus that is to be used.

When an OCP7I is viewed in the vertical
position with the white line on the left,
the. light should be focused to a few
millimetres from the top of the transistor.
That is, about 12/13 mm. up from the start
of the leads, from the observer towards the
transistor.

Many converted red spot transistors were
tested by the following proce-
dure. The transistor is first
mounted, as already described,
on a piece of wood. The circuit
in Fig. 5 is wired up using

a small r i cell, a
E 0 to 5 or o to to
8 mA meter and an
C optional variable

resistance of about

OCP71

Pexolin 3/4"x/1/4b
Fig. 8.-A view of two completed lamphouses,

one with hood and one without.

1,0°0 ft. The resistor is adjusted should the
current exceed 5 mA so as to safeguard the
transistor. The arrangement is taken to a
darkish place or the curtains are drawn.

The current should be very low and in
the region of only too µA but could be
used safely up to about 25o µA (tempera-
ture and the actual transistor affect this
figure). Now arrange a spot source of light
by using a magnifying glass and a torch
or, better still, say a 6o -watt lamp. Experi-
ment with the spot source of light and shine
it on the photo -transistor from all direc-
tions and at all angles, but always at the
same distance away. Note the point of
illumination on the transistor, and the
direction of incidence, for maximum deflec-
tion of the milliammeter. Make a diagram
of the results for further use, or paint a
circle on the glass tube round the spot
where illumination gives best results.

In the circuit suggested with too µA dark
current over t mA will flow with an
ordinary torch lamp held close to the
transistor with no lens used. With a lens
in use much more deflection will occur. An
OCP7i is even more sensitive than this.

Often, readers are advised that if they
connect transistors the wrong way round
they will be damaged. In this case it will
do no harm. In fact, it is worth while
trying the converted transistor both ways
round as sometimes the emitter works bet-
ter as a collector. As a general rule, when
connected as in Fig. 5 the best results are
obtained when the spot of light is at right
angles to the germanium wafer and shining
on the collector junction, that is, the larger
of the two pieces of p -type germanium.

Note that the base connection is not used;
if it were, the above notes about polarity
would not apply.

Nick for rubber
band

Nuts and bolts

Nut and bolt

floe ;bit mounts

Fig. 6.-Suggested mount for OCP7i.

The OCP7t
When purchased it is in a protective

packet much like a valve carton and it
should be left within after testing until it
is actually required. It could be mounted
exactly as the converted red spot (Figs. 2J
and 4) but it is better to mount it as shown
in Fig. 6.

A small piece of paxolin or varnished ply-
wood is fitted with three small screws to
hold transistor leads (which are not shor-
tened) and one larger hole to take a nut
and bolt to hold the assembly on soft cop-
per wires which serve as flexible mounts.
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THE general system used is that light
either causes a switch to go on or
off through the medium of transistors.

Countless possibilities will occur to readers
including, perhaps, the following : Burglar
alarms, shop customer warning systems,
customer counting, vibration or revolution
counting, automatic porch lights, fog or
smoke alarms, etc.

Besides various experimental suggestions
it is intended to give precise details for
the construction of the following units in
the order given:

1. Making a photo -sensitive transistor
from a " red spot."

2. A lamphouse and infra -red filter.
3. A photo -operated switch.
4. A photo -alarm.
5. A photo -counter.
6. A power pack suitable for this

apparatus, which is basically battery
operated.

7. Low light level " night -day " switch.

Light Sensitive Devices
The devices used are very simple and do

not require expensive H.T. supplies. The
simplest light sensitive device is the photo -
emissive cell, sometimes called the " barrier
layer " type. The cell, which depends
partly on the metal selenium for its action,
is sensitive but slow in action and the out-
put is low. A typical cell gives about
o.6 µA per sq. cm. of active area ift. way
from a standard candle. This output
falling rather more rapidly than the square
of the distance as the candle is moved away.
The output is not sufficient to operate cheap,
robust, easily obtainable relays. Rapid
counting is not possible, and on the whole
the cell is rather large, cumbersome and
easily damaged.

The Crystal Diode as a Light Sensitive
Device
An ordinary cheap crystal diode can be

In This Series E. V. King Gives Readers Some Ideas
used as a photo -device. Remove the rubber
cover if one is fitted and connect up in
circuit as shown in Fig. 1. Using a 41 -volt
torch battery and a resistor of about 4,000 St

the dark current will be about .02 mA, and
with a 6o -watt lamp held ift. away from
the diode the current will increase to about
.04 mA. Take care to connect the " cat's
whisker " to battery negative and the
germanium to the positive. Greater
sensitivity may be gained by using a lens
to focus the light on to the contact area
in the diode, in the same way as one uses
a burning glass.

Light source

Lens

60w lamp /ft
away

light
converging
on junction

Whisker

Germanium

Gaiety

Fig. r.-Germanium diode as a photo -cell.

It is quite possible to operate a really
delicate relay with this device, but the cost
and likelihood of trouble make it advis-
able to seek cheaper and more reliable
methods.

The Transistor as a Light Sensitive
Device
If a transistor is used in place of a diode,

and light is allowed to get to the junction,
very much greater sensitivity is easily
obtained. In fact the transistor behaves as
a resistor which has a value inversely pro-
portional (in some way) to the light intensity.

For the. apparatus described the Mullard
OCP7i is very suitable and is obtainable
on order from any Mullard stockist at
£2 7s. 6d. Two were used by the author
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With Many Items of
for experimental work. For anyone who
can afford the price they are probably more
permanent that the " home-made " equiva-
lents suggested later, It
must be emphasised that it
is useless to take an old and
faulty transistor and modify
it, although it is a good idea
to do so purely so that one
may gain practice in the
mechanical operations of
the modification.

Modifying an Ordinary
Red Spot to a Photo -transistor
The details given here apply to a red spot

purchased from Messrs. Henrys Radio Ltd.,
5, Harrow Road, Paddington, W.2, but
probably the same procedure will apply
to many other small audio type transistors.

Take the transistor (Fig. 2 A) and clamp

Fig. 3.-Red-spot transistor before and after modification.

File this
surface
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Fig. 2.-Modifying a red -spot transistor.
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Fig. 4.-Housing the modified red -spot
transistor and the 0C1371.

it very carefully in the vice so that only
one edge projects, as in Fig. 2 B. The leads
project sideways and part of the
flange with the red spot on it is
slowly filed away with a fine
flat file until it is just through
to the inner polythene -like
material. Do not clamp tighter
or file more than is absolutely
necessary.

Now loosen the vice and
move the transistor up a frac-
tion of an inch as in Fig. 2 D.
File away the newly exposed
surface until the metal cover is
through.

Turn the transistor over and repeat the
whole procedure. With the finger nails or
some tweezers carefully prise off the
metallic covering (F) making sure you
do not pull the wire connectors in so
doing. Do not remove the capsule cover-
ing as good results can be obtained without.
In fact the incident light is diffused some-
what so that the transistor is fairly sensitive
to light which is not actually falling on the
junction. This is a great help in optical
alignment. The transistor before and after
filing is shown in Fig. 3.

A small test or pill tube is obtained

Light
am

Lens

112 V.

Fig. 5.-Test of the photo -red -spot or OCP7i
transistor.

together with a cork. Three holes are
burnt with a red-hot needle so that the
transistor leads will pass through them.
The holes must not run together, but must
be parallel or the wires will short. The
tube mouth, cork and leads are smeared
with cellulose cement, which is allowed to
become tacky and then the cork is pushed
home in the tube so that the assembly is
airtight and looks as shown in Fig. 2 and
Fig. 4. Needless to say the tube must be
quite dry when this is done.

A small tin-plate clamp is made from a
piece of tin plate on the lines of a condenser
clip (Fig. 2 H and J and Fig. 4). About 8in.
of 16 or 18g. copper wire is soft annealed
by heating to redness and plunging into
cold water. The centre of this wire is

About Light -operated Equipment Together
Definite Apparatus

soldered in the middle of the clip. The
leads may be twisted (as shown in Fig.
2 J) or left free. The ends of the support-
ing wires are curled so that they may be
clamped down by screws.

When mounted, the transistor is free to
be moved in any direction by the bending
of the soft copper wire, the connecting wires
being connected freely with thin pliable
insulated flex wire.

There is a possibility that some
transistors may have an inner insulator of
opaque material. Such transistors would not
be suitable for this modification and an
OCP7i should be used.

Receiver
Photo transistor

_Skeet Lamp house
Bulb

\Lens Lens
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Fig. 7.-Basic principle of lighting system.

Testing
If you have purchased, or intend to use,

an OCP7r there is actually no need to carry
out these tests, but they will prove instruc-
tive and in any case it is as well to be
thoroughly conversant with a new article
of apparatus that is to be used.

When an OCP7I is viewed in the vertical
position with the white line on the left,
the. light should be focused to a few
millimetres from the top of the transistor.
That is, about 12/13 mm. up from the start
of the leads, from the observer towards the
transistor.

Many converted red spot transistors were
tested by the following proce-
dure. The transistor is first
mounted, as already described,
on a piece of wood. The circuit
in Fig. 5 is wired up using

a small r i cell, a
E 0 to 5 or o to to
8 mA meter and an
C optional variable

resistance of about

OCP71

Pexolin 3/4"x/1/4b
Fig. 8.-A view of two completed lamphouses,

one with hood and one without.

1,0°0 ft. The resistor is adjusted should the
current exceed 5 mA so as to safeguard the
transistor. The arrangement is taken to a
darkish place or the curtains are drawn.

The current should be very low and in
the region of only too µA but could be
used safely up to about 25o µA (tempera-
ture and the actual transistor affect this
figure). Now arrange a spot source of light
by using a magnifying glass and a torch
or, better still, say a 6o -watt lamp. Experi-
ment with the spot source of light and shine
it on the photo -transistor from all direc-
tions and at all angles, but always at the
same distance away. Note the point of
illumination on the transistor, and the
direction of incidence, for maximum deflec-
tion of the milliammeter. Make a diagram
of the results for further use, or paint a
circle on the glass tube round the spot
where illumination gives best results.

In the circuit suggested with too µA dark
current over t mA will flow with an
ordinary torch lamp held close to the
transistor with no lens used. With a lens
in use much more deflection will occur. An
OCP7i is even more sensitive than this.

Often, readers are advised that if they
connect transistors the wrong way round
they will be damaged. In this case it will
do no harm. In fact, it is worth while
trying the converted transistor both ways
round as sometimes the emitter works bet-
ter as a collector. As a general rule, when
connected as in Fig. 5 the best results are
obtained when the spot of light is at right
angles to the germanium wafer and shining
on the collector junction, that is, the larger
of the two pieces of p -type germanium.

Note that the base connection is not used;
if it were, the above notes about polarity
would not apply.

Nick for rubber
band

Nuts and bolts

Nut and bolt

floe ;bit mounts

Fig. 6.-Suggested mount for OCP7i.

The OCP7t
When purchased it is in a protective

packet much like a valve carton and it
should be left within after testing until it
is actually required. It could be mounted
exactly as the converted red spot (Figs. 2J
and 4) but it is better to mount it as shown
in Fig. 6.

A small piece of paxolin or varnished ply-
wood is fitted with three small screws to
hold transistor leads (which are not shor-
tened) and one larger hole to take a nut
and bolt to hold the assembly on soft cop-
per wires which serve as flexible mounts.
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They may be twisted, as in Fig. 2, if it
seems necessary. A small file will nick
the sides of the strip so that a rubber band
will hold the OCP71 firmly but harmlessly
in position. Adjustment is made by moving
the strip by bending the soft copper mount
and not by sliding the transistor about. This
latter would give rise to trouble with the
transistor leads.

Infra -red Rays
The photo -transistor is very highly sensi-

tive to infra -red radiation, which is invisible
to humans, but will cause chemical changes
in silver salts. i.e., photographs. Using
infra -red rays, apparatus will work with no
apparent illumination. Readers are advised
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Messrs. Harringay Photographic Co. Ltd.,
Green Lanes, Harringay, N.4. Ex -Air
Ministry Type No. 6, Ref. 14A/2651 (2/ -
plus postage).

General Layout
Apart from some units using barrier layer

cells, those to be described require a
parallel pencil of light for their operation.
The pencil should have the same cross sec-
tional area as the lens in the unit to be
operated. The amount of light required
is not great, 18 watts being ample even
for working distances of 25 yards, though
alignment at this distance is very difficult.

It is suggested that a 24 -watt lamp be
used, the smaller and more compact the

filament t h e
better. A 36 -
watt could be
used but it would
run rather hot
and have a short
life. Ther e
seems no reason
why a double
filament lamp
should not be
used giving
choice of at least
two, and up to
four wattages, by
suitable series
parallel switch-
ing. A motor
:.op/tail lamp
would probably
prove suitable.

As long as a

parallel beam is

projected t h e
design is not of

importance. One perfectly satisfactory
design is shown in Fig. 8 and the principle
of operation in Fig. 7.

The case consists of wooden end pieces
fitted into a tin plate metal cover. One end
piece contains the lens and the lamp is at
the far end of the " box " and is mounted,
like the transistor, on a heavy soft copper
wire for easy adjustment in any direction.
A side inspection door is fitted for this
adjustment and for bulb replacement. No.
cooling is required, as long as the outside
is painted black. The dimensions depend
on the focal length of lens used. Those
given assume the use of any of the lenses
already suggested.

If a lens of longer focal length is used
(this is not a good thing) the length of the
" box " must be increased in the same pro-
portion as the focal length. If calculating
by mathematics (see physics books on light),
remember to allow room for the radius of
the glass envelope of the lamp which lies
behind the filament. The lamp must not
actually touch the back wooden panel, as
it may burn it.

Head lamp bulb

I2volts
Solder

Support were

Optional IR r elter Wooden ends 4 ev

Plate with hole K4 Oa less than lens. Pen to end

Fig. 9.-Constructional details of the lamphozise.

in all cases to get the apparatus working
with "white light " first.

Infra -red rays focus at a slightly different
point to white light. Ordinary glass is
athermanous to infra red so that a transistor
mounted in a thick glass tube will not work
as well as one in a thin one, or one with
no glass cover at all. It seems that the
OCP7t is housed in a very thin tube;
whether this is diathermanous to infra red
is not known. Ordinary lenses are diather-
manous and so do not transmit infra red
very well, and while lenses are probably
designed which will do so the author was
not able to locate any source of supply.
The loss in ordinary lenses is not sufficient
to cause difficulty.

Making a Suitable Light Source
The parts required incude: Two pieces

of softwood, for front and back, 2' in. X
4in. X tin. thick. Body of tin plate, cut
and bent from one piece, 4in. X 131' -in.
Inspection cover of tin plate 2kin. X 2iin.
Sliding grooves of tin plate, Sin. X kin.
Cylinder black and/or black crackle.

A lens of short focal length and about tin.
to tin, dia. Suitable types are obtainable
surplus cheaply from Messrs. H. English,
Rayleigh Road, Hutton, Brentwood, Essex.
These are suitable types: No. 24, double
convex, F=21 -ii..; No. 65 piano -convex,
F=2:1 -in., which is also available with a
screw -on brass mount, probably making the
assembly easier to make up.

One 24 -watt, double -pole headlamp bulb,
small bayonet cap fitting complete with
holder obtainable from a popular walk
round stores. It is suggested that 12 volts
should be used if possible from a car bat-
tery or transformer from A.C. mains
(Messrs. Henrys Radio can supply a suit-
able type, 12 volts at 2 amps, is required).
Connecting flex, screws, solder, flux, etc.

Infra -red filter (optional), obtainable from

Construction
Refer to Fig. 9 and cut out the end pieces

from softwood. An aperture has to be cut
in one piece about lin, from the top. The
diameter will depend on the lens used; a
stepped hole enables the lens to be clamped
in with a tin plate lens retainer, as shown.

The best way to make the stepped hole is
to clamp the wood in a vice so that the
grain of the wood is compressed; mark the
centre of the hole and drill with a brace and
bit the large hole just over the diameter of
the lens and to a depth equal to the thick-
ness of the lens. If the point of the drill
has not come through continue the centre
hole with, say, a t/16in. drill. When through
turn the wood over and drill with the brace
and bit a hole kin. less in diameter than
that of the lens. Go carefully or the result
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will be a ragged break through. Clean up
the edges with a sharp chisel or penknife,
making sure that the lens lies flat in the
same plane as the front panel.

Take any piece of tin plate (i.e., cocoa
tin) and cut a hole in it -kin. less in diameter
than the lens. This may be done with
a tank cutter, curved tin snips, or a series
of small holes which are chiselled through
and filed smooth. Make four small panel
pin holes (see Fig. 9).

Clean the lens in methylated spirit with
cotton wool and finish with a leather. Mount
it carefully, fixing the tin on the inside.

The lens must be gripped and unable to
move about or the beam direction will alter
with vibrations, etc.

Cut the tin plate as shown in Fig. to.
Drill and chisel out the inspection hole
before bending the tin plate round the end
pieces. Keep the tin plate square as you
do this and fix each side with wood screws
as it is bent. Do not screw too near the
lens, Press the ends of the tin together on
the underside and solder with a large, hot
iron. Rivets or small bolts could be used
if a large iron is not available. Stick some
felt underneath if the lamp is to be used on
furniture. A suitable adhesive is available
from carpet dealers.

The Lamp Fixing
A few inches of thick (say, t6g.) copper

wire is annealed and then twisted round the
lamp holder leaving the two ends free for
an inch or so. The shade ring is then
screwed on and the ends of the annealed
wire soldered to the tin plate base, as shown
in Fig. 9, Leads are connected to the ter-
minals and are taken via a grommet in the
tin or a hole in the back panel to the
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Fig, I0.-Cutting and bending plan for the
tinplate cover.

7"

Pole for
inspection

Cover

-1

/3t

supply voltage. Make sure no shorts can
occur between wires or between wires and
tin plate.

When the bulb is inserted make sure
the filament support wire in the bulb is not
in line with the filament and the lens. If
it is, twist the holder round a little. The
filament should also be about level with the
centre of the lens, The outside of the case
should be painted black to help radiate the
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heat. It would probably help, too, if the
inside were similarly treated, but this was
not done in the prototypes.

Fixing the Inspection Cover
The tin. tin plate strips are cut to the

dimensions shown in Fig. t t, and are bent
to the shape shown. This can be done with
the vice and flat pliers. The strips are
soldered round the edges of the inspection
hole. The inspection cover is then inserted
and trimmed up if necessary. A 3/I6in. hole
is drilled through in the position marked
" T " in Fig. to and also shown in Fig.

An ordinary terminal is then taken to
pieces and one female portion carefully
soldered on the inside of the lamphouse in
line with the hole " T." Do not get solder
on the threads. If the terminal is tinned and
held in position a hot iron placed on the
outside of the tin plate will cause the solder
to run. On cooling it will be fixed in posi-
tion. The male portion is then " damaged "
a little at one end with a hammer and the
terminal head proper is forced on so that
it jams. This is now used to screw into
the threaded hole " T " fixing the inspection
cover.

Testing the Lamp
Wire up to the correct voltage on a trans-

former or car battery. Stand the lamp on
a level table three yards away from a wall.
Focus the lamp until you get a clear image
of the lamp filament on the wall by bending
the lamp supports towards or away from
the lens. Then adjust the lamp up or down
to get the beam parallel to the floor. A
small paint mark inside on the tin plate
bottom showing the filament position is
useful to act as a focusing guide when a
new lamp has been inserted. A vertical
movement of only I/64in. will make a lot
of difference to the position of the image.

If a lens exactly the same as the one in
the lamphouse is now placed somewhere a
few inches from the wall a very bright and
intense image of the filament will result,
it being the same size as the filament in
the bulb itself (see Fig. 7).

The lamphouse may be fixed permanently
by bolting through the base, using the
inspection cover for access. When finally
fitted up it may be possible to " tap down"
on the transformer so that it works on only
eight volts approximately. This often gives
sufficient illumination and greatly increases
the life of the lamps.

Fitting an Infra -red Filter
If fitted this should, in any event, be

removed during the lining up of the light
beam and the initial trials of any apparatus.

Although a suitable filter makes the light
invisible it only cuts down the effect on
the photo -transistor by about five per cent.
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The filter, when obtained, should be held
between two postcards and cut to the size
required while so held. Otherwise it will
tend to crack. Ordinary scissors are quite
suitable.

The lens is removed, the filter put in first
and the lens replaced on top of the filter.
The filter must be away from the lamp side
of the lens or the heat will damage it.

A better method of fixing the filter is
shown in Fig. 12, where a metal ring is used
to clamp the filter directly to the front of the
lens housing. If using any of the lenses sug-
gested, a suitable clamping ring would have
an O.D. of 21in. and an I.D. of ain, This

Mitred joints Tinplate inspection plate

1
Lamphoust 27/8"

Nut soldered on
inside of lamp house

Soldered

Fig. II.-Details of the
inspection cover.

Fig. 12.-Method of fixing
infra -red filter.

method has the advantage that the filter may
easily be removed without taking the whole
lamp to pieces.

Readers will observe that if they get
directly in front of the lamp with such a
filter they can just see the " red " filament
of the lamp. This is due to inefficiency in
the filter and cannot be easily overcome,
other than by fitting a long tunnel -like hood.
Fig. 9 gives details of the size of tin plate
required to be bent round a brpom stick, etc.,
and soldered to make a tube. This is then
soldered to a 2 -kin. O.D. ring like that already
mentioned. It is fixed as shown in Fig. 9.
The finished job is also shown in Fig. 8.

Try the outfit in the dark and use model-
ling clay or other suitable stopping to plug
up any cracks of light which show through
if the tin plate does not lie flat where it
meets the end pieces.

Messrs. H. English can supply surplus
a lens of about 31in. focal length, fitted with
an infra -red filter; it is mounted in a brass

PRACTICAL MOTORIST
& MOTOR CYCLIST

Edited by F. J. CAMM
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tube which could easily be adapted to make
the hood. (Item 422 or imperfect 422A,
8s. 6d. and 6s. 6d. respectively.)

New, non -ex -Government infra -red filters
are available from Messrs. Wallace Heaton
Ltd., 127, New Bond Street, London, W.I.

(To be continued)

Build an Efficient
Timer from an Old Clock

(Concluded from page 8o)

Unless the whole of the mechanism re-
quires cleaning it is only necessary to remove
the escapement wheel. This is easily recog-
nised since its fifteen wedge-shaped teeth
drive the two pins of the escapement lever
as shown in Fig. 4. With a very fine file
remove fourteen of the teeth flush with the
rim and finally draw the file around the rim
to remove all burrs and roughness. This
stage has' been reached in Fig. 5. Having
cleaned as much of the mechanism as is
necessary put a drop of clock oil on each
spring, do not be tempted to use ordinary
oil as apart from the fact that it may be
too thick it becomes sticky and will impede
the mechanism. The wheels may now be
replaced, lower the back plate carefully on
to its threaded support rods and feed the
top end of each pinion shaft into its appro-
priate bearing hole. Refit the end of the
hairspring, remove the securing arrange-
ments from the mainsprings and put a tiny
drop of oil in each bearing cup and the work
on the mechanism is complete.

The Dial
A new dial face is required, and for the

convenience of readers this is printed full
size in Fig. 6. This size will be found to
fit most clock faces. The dial should be
cut out and mounted on thin card before
being attached in place of the existing face.

More Radioactive Fallout
THE earth will be subjected to radioactive

fallout for many years to come, even if the
testing of nuclear weapons ceases altogether.
For how long it will continue is not known;
neither is it known how much radioactive
debris there is overhead or how long it will
take to dissipate. It is estimated that most
of it will come to earth within the next
five to ten years, but some will dissipate in
the stratosphere without ever returning to
earth. That which comes down is known
as stratospheric fallout, and consists chiefly
of Strontium -9o, which is, of course, dan-
gerous

The end of the testing of nuclear weapons
would enable scientists to improve their
estimates of the radioactive materials present
in the stratosphere, but it is thought that
provided no more is added to that already
present, the level is not enough to cause a
rise in the ground level of Strontium -9o.

The U.N Scientific Committee reports as
follows:

" Analysis of fallout material has shown
that Strontium -90 can remain in the strato-
sphere for many years before being
deposited on the earth. The depletion
mechanism of the stratospheric reservoir is
not yet adequately known. It has been
estimated from measurement of fallout rate
and stratospheric content that the annual
Strontium -90 'fallout is about 12 per cent.
of the stratospheric content. . . . The con-
cept of a constant fractional removal per
year of the stratospheric content is incon-
sistent with meteorological principle. How-
ever, nothing better can be offered at
present."
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THE principal function of a Provisional
Specification is that it should serve as
a proof that the person making the

Patent Application is in possession of the in-
vention at the date on which he files the
Application. It follows, therefore, that the
Provisional Specification must describe
the invention. At a first glance this may seem
a simple and obvious requirement and one
which needs no exceptional skill to put it
into effect. First impressions in this con-
nection are, however, most deceiving. A
considerable gulf exists between the popular
and the legal conception that the word
" invention " calls to mind, and it is the legal
conception of that word that matters as
regards the drafting of a Provisional Speci-
fication. This legal conception can only be
gleaned from the relevant provisions of the
operative statute, that is to say the Patents
Act of 1949 and the decided Court cases
which have shed light on the way in which
that Act is to be interpreted.

Defining " Invention"
Before describing an invention for the

purpose of a Provisional Specification, con-
siderable care must be exercised first to
determine whether the invention is of a

patentable nature and, if it is, great care
must be exercised in the wording of the
Specification to ensure that no objection is
eventually taken to the invention on the
ground that it falls outside the ambit of
the definition of " invention " in the Patents
Act.

The words of the Patents Act that the Pro-
visional Specification " shall describe the
invention " have to be construed in relation
to the definition of the word " invention "
set forth in the interpretation section of the
Act. In essence that definition states that
invention means any manner of new manu-
facture or any new method or process of
testing applicable to the improvement or
control of manufacture.

Taking first the words " any manner of
new manufacture " it is well established that
the question of whether an invention is a
manner of manufacture has to be considered
quite separately from the question of
whether the invention is novel.

Two Classes
Broadly, inventions fall into two classes,

namely, articles or products and processes.
Accordingly the words " manner of manu-
facture" have to be coastrued in relation
to each of these classes. Not very much
difficulty is encountered with articles or pro-
ducts, and perhaps the most authoritative
utterance on this subject was to the effect
that an article or product is a manner of
manufacture if it is made by hand or man-
made machines. From this it will be appre-
ciated that certain articles or products are
unpatentable. For example, agricultural
produce, though cultivated in a novel
manner is, generally speaking, unpatentable.
Also, new substances which occur in nature,
though they can be protected as synthesised
products of a process, cannot be patented in
respect of their natural occurrence. New
strains of living creatures are also unpatent-
able.

What constitutes a manner of manufac-
ture in relation to a process has been the
subject of a great deal of discussion in the
Courts. A method or process is a manner
of manufacture if it (a) results in the pro-
duction of some vendible product, or (b)
improves or restores to its former condition
a vendible product, or (c) has the effect of
preserving from deterioration some vendible
product.

The above rules undoubtedly cater for the
overwhelming number of methods or pro-
cesses since such processes do result in some
physical end product which is generally a
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PROVISIONAL
SPECIFICATIONS
By " Patent Agent"

Some Advice to the
Inventor and Prospective

Patentee

" vendible product." However, the mean-
ing of this expression has frequently fallen
to be considered by the Courts in special
cases. The general trend of the Courts has
been benevolent to applicants, and the words
" vendible product have been liberally con-
strued. It has been established that a ven-
dible product need not necessarily be a
physical article, and that, for example, a
process for the production of a complex
electrical oscillation constitutes a manner of
manufacture. Also, a method of extinguish-
ing subterranean fifes in a novel manner
resulting in a protected subsoil was held to
be allowable inasmuch as the protected sub-
soil might reasonably be regarded as a
vendible product. On the other hand, a
method of extinguishing incendiary bombs,
a method of treating the human body and
a method of pumping oil from a well have
been held to be unpatentable.

Two photographs of an actual
Complete Patent Specification,
showing the type of drawing

required.

On the question of novelty it would
appear from the decided Court cases that a
certain minimum quantum of novelty
is required, though the question of how
much novelty is necessary has never been
answered. Usually, however, the degree of
novelty required is quite slender.

Nevertheless, certain kinds of novelty are
insufficient. For example, mere novelty of
purpose, that is to say the discovery that a
knoWn substance or article may be used for
a hitherto unsuspected purpose, generally
will not be patentable. In this connection,
for instance, the use of rubber to make a
flexible razor handle and the use of a known
substance as a fertiliser have been held
unpatentable. Also a mere collocation of
parts, that is to say a mere putting together
of known elements which do not co-operate
to produce a single result, is not patentable.
An example of this is the placing of known
parts of a complete apparatus in a single
container instead of separate containers.

Lack of mechanical novelty is often a bar
to patentability. Thus a mere scheme or
plan, for example, a new way of arranging
houses in a row, is usually unpatentable as is
a mere arrangement of printed matter on
a sheet. If, however, the arrangement of
the printed matter results in some mechani-
cal advantage a Patent may be obtained.
In a well-known case, a theatre ticket was
held to be patentable where it was printed
to bear information in such a way that on
tearing the ticket in either of two directions
at right angles, the resulting ticket halves
each contained the appropriate information.

The Patent Office practice, which is regu-
lated by the statute and the decisions in
cases before the Courts nowadays, amounts
to the exclusion from patentability of certain
broad fields of human ingenuity and
endeavour. These may be summarised as :

(1) Processes which are non-productive,
including processes for treating the human
body.

(2) Mere schemes or plans.
(3) Agricultural and horticultural pro-

cesses and produce.
(4) Mere arrangements of printed matter

unless such arrangements fulfil a mechanical
function.

Before the Patents Act of 1949, applica-
tions were frequently refused for methods
of testing in the course of manufacture in
spite of the ingenuity of such methods
because these were held not to amount to

a manner of manufacture.
The 5949 Act has now en-
larged the area of patentability

7 by the inclusion of such
methods within the definition
of the word invention. As
yet the Courts have not
made any significant pro-
nouncement with regard to
the words " a new method or
process applicable to the
improvement or control of
manufacture." Thus, what
precisely may be included in
this expression is open to
doubt.

Tide
In so far as it regulates

Provisional Specifications, the
Patents Act, 1949, provides
that a Provisional Specifica-
tion shall begin with a title.
The function nowadays of the
title is merely that it should
act as a ready means of
identifying the invention for
the purposes of referencing
and indexing, and its accuracy
and suitability for these pur-
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poses is a matter for examiners at the Patent
Office to decide.

Description
Provided that the invention is of a patent-

able nature the next matter to be considered
is how much description of the invention
is required in the Provisional Specification.

A Provisional Specification in serving as
a proof that the invention was in the pos-
session of the applicant at the date the
Application was made must clearly fore-
shadow the monopoly which is to be claimed
for the invention in the Complete Specifica-
tion. If the Complete Specification contains
claims which are not adequately fore-
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carrying out the invention until he files his
Complete Specification.

This doctrine, although it is, without
doubt, good law must be applied with the
greatest caution. If an applicant describes
the invention in his Provisional Specification
only in broad terms and then in his Com-
plete Specification describes in detail an
embodiment of his invention, it may happen
that when the application is examined, which
occurs after the Complete Specification is
filed, the only novel features of the inven-
tion are features of the particular
embodiment described in the Complete
Specification only and not in the Provisional
Specification. In this case the priority date

Two views of an actual Patent Grant.

shadowed in the Provisional Specification,
the priority date, that is to say the relevant
date for the purpose of anticipation, will be
the date on which the Complete and not the
Provisional Specification was filed.

Danger of Insufficient Detail
One object of the legislature in providing

for the filing of a Provisional Specification
was to allow an applicant to perfect the
invention before a Complete Specification
was filed. Thus, it has been held by the
Courts that an applicant need only declare
fairly the nature of his invention in the
Provisional Specification, and he can leave
the description of the particular mode of

ANDY MANN

of the accepted claims would be the date of
filing of the Complete Specification. Further,
it will be understood that if the applicant
or anyone else published in documents or
by usage the embodiment of the invention
in the interval between the filing dates of
the Provisional and Complete Specifications,
the accepted claims of the Complete Specifi-
cation would be invalidated by such
publication.

Accordingly, the safest course to adopt
is to include in the Provisional Specification
as full a disclosure of the invention as
possible, including details of all embodi-
ments known at the time. However, the
Specification should preferably not set out
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any admission of prior art because the appli-
cant will be held to this admission and it
could, if made in error, eventually deprive
him of his rights.

Priority Right
There is another excellent reason for

making a thorough disclosure of the inven-
tion in a Provisional Specification. After
having filed a Provisional Specification in
Great Britain, the Applicant may wish to
protect the invention in overseas countries.
By an international convention the priority
right established by the British Provisional
Specification is respected by many countries
subject to the local law relating to what dis-
closure in the British Provisional Specification
is necessary for the. Specification to serve as
a priority document. In the United States
the law in this connection is somewhat
onerous and requires that a proper disclosure
of an invention shall include an embodiment
of the invention, illustrated where practic-
able by drawings, and it has been held by
a United States Court that if the priority
date of a British Provisional Specification is
to be proved, the disclosure in the Provisional
Specification must comply with this statu-
tory standard.

In the case, therefore, of inventions which
are to be protected in overseas territories,
and in particular in the United States, the
disclosure in the British Provisional Specific-
ation must, to be on the safe side, be as
full and detailed as possible and should
contain drawings where these are practicable.

Summing Up.
To sum up the position it will be appreci-

ated that a Provisional Specification must
describe an invention which is a manner of
new manufacture or a method of testing
applicable to the improvement or control
of manufacture. Also, it is desirable that
no disclosure of prior art be made and that
the description be as detailed as possible
and include drawings, where practicable, to
illustrate the invention. If it is possible,
statemenfs should be inserted which are
coterminous with the main claims eventually
filed with the Complete Specification so that
doubt is eliminated as to whether the inven-
tion claimed is properly foreshadowed in
the Provisional Specification.

From this brief account it should be
realised that the preparation of a Provisional
Specification is an important task, the
execution of which usually requires a stan-
dard of skill, normally outside the competence
of those who have not had special pro-
fessional training. An inventor by filing his
own Provisional Specification may deprive
himself of full protection for his invention
owing to neglect of important drafting
considerations.

THE PRACTICAL MECHANIC

Os
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THIS month an alternative type of speed
control switch is described which
gives more positive control, as it

enables the operator to change speed in
rapid, precise steps rather than by the pre-
vious method of watching the movement of
the model to ascertain when the correct speed
had been attained. Reversible sequence is
still used, however, as it is most desirable
for accurate control, particularly when
" docking " the model or carrying out
involved manceuvres.

Fig. 23 shows the essential operating parts
of the reversible sequence mechanism. The
heart of the unit is the ratchet wheel which
should be about 'lin. dia. and cut from

A Series of Three Articles Describing the
Necessary Equipment

Nov 3.-The Pulsed Pulse System
Form ID 'y D. W. Aldridge

brass sheet. A collar
from a well-known con-
struction outfit is used
for a boss and should
be soldered to the centre.
The teeth should be
carefully filed out as
shown. The two actua-
ting arms and their cross
arms should be built up from brass sheet and ,
the pivots should be arranged as indicated.!
A tension spring is used to reset the arms
after movement to the dotted line position
shown. In the original a dial cord spring
was used. The two small tension springs
used for the cross arms were made from very
light springs taken from an electric motor
brush gear.

The method of operating the two arms is
the very simple one of pulling them up with
string wound round extension shafts on the

two actuating motors. A small
---I-Plywood mounting board
Motor Brass Motor

extension
spindle

used

oStop
Arc of

movement

Bottom
stop

Brass
ratchet
wheel

Tension spring

Striker
pin

Pivot

4StoP -1.;;
Very light _

tension sprin9- -_

amount of slack in the spring
is necessary so that the motor
can be free to start turning
before taking up the drive.
Ever Ready motors are speci-
fied for this purpose. Wire
loops or other similar devices
should be provided to prevent
the strings from becoming
entangled with the remainder
of the mechanism and hence
stopping its action. The
positions of the two top stops
are particularly important, as
they decide the exact amount
of rotation imparted by each
motion of the actuating arms.
They should be set so that
15 degree steps are taken for
each movement. Fig. 24

Fig. 23.-Engine speed control switch-actuating side. shows a practical unit using
this principle, but with the

List of Principal Components. (Intergear
mechanism).

Relay x. --Receiver relay 3,400 (2 Siemens High
speed preferred.

Relays 2, 3 & 4.-Secondary relay Siemens High
Speed I x 145 11 coil preferred.

Relays 5 & 6.-Double pole changeover type-
Miniature type preferred-coil resistance 170 Q
Coil resistance up to 250 S2 will probably be
satisfactory so long as relay will close on 5 to
6 volts.

" Fail Safe " Relay.-Heavy duty type-to pr.ss
full current of main propulsion motor. Coil
winding to work on 4 volts. This may necessinte
rewinding coil (try 3z or 34 swg. enamelled).

Delay Condensers (Bias Electrolytic types).
Two too pF 52 volts working.
One r,000 µF 12 volts working.
One 3,000 pF 12 volts working.

Miscellaneous
Six 22 P i watt resistors.
Four o.i pF 15o volts working condensers.

two actuating motors mounted differently.
The action of this unit is rapid and effective.

The only parts turned on a lathe were the
small brass extension spindles on the motor
shafts. These are about Tin, long and ,as
small in diameter as possible consistent with
the need to have a small hole (1/16in.)
drilled in one end to fit the motor shaft.
A tight fit is needed here. If the spindles
are too large in diameter the motors may
not be able to wind up the actuating arms
against the reset spring.

The Bearing
A construction outfit wheel is used as a

bearing and another construction outfit collar
forms the centre portion of the contact
wipers on the reverse side of the switch.
Figs. 25 and 26 show the general arrange -

Fig. 24.-Speed control
umt-showing ratchet

loom wheel, operating arms
and string drives. The two four -pin sockets are
used to connect to two separate motors in a

twin screw model.

ments of the contact side of the switch,
together with the wiring for the two servo
motors.- The contact ring is cut from ;tin.
thick plywood and is fitted with contacts
made from brass or copper shim as before.
These are cut out as quadrants of metal
and then tacked on to the plywood ring with

Spark suppressors

Fig. 25.-Contact side of speed control switch.

Plywood
ring

,Copper contacts Contact fingers

Brass
boss

Shaft

rat
tochet

wheel

Brass brads Insulating board (Paxo/in)

Fig. 26. Method of snaking contacts.
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HIGHSTONE UTILITIES
SOLDERING
IRONS. Our
new stream-
lined iron is
fitted with

a Pencil Bit. 200/250 v. 50 watts, 11/6.
Post V-. Standard Iron with adjustable
bit, 200/250 v. 60 watts, 13/6, post 1/, Heavy
Duty Iron, 150 watts, 18/6. post 1/8. All
parts replaceable and fully guaranteed.
Small Soldering Irons, for use on gas, 1/4
post 84. Resin -cored solder for easy solder-
ing, 6d. packets or large reels 51-. post Eld.
Ex-R.A.F. 2 -valve (2 volt ill.) MICRO-
PHONE AMPLIFIERS as used in plane
intercom., in self-contained metal case ;
can be used to make up a deaf -aid outfit,
intercommunication system, or with crystal
set ; complete with valves and fitti....g
instructions, 20!-, post 3/-. Useful wooden
box to hold amplifier, 2/- extra.
AMPLIFIERS, less valves, but containing
resistances, condensers, transformers
switches, etc., 10/- post 3/-.
LOUDSPEAKERS. Tannoy tin. with
Transformer in case, 14/8. Parmeko Bin.
with Transformer in cabinet, new, 27/8.
Both post 2/6.
SPARKING PLUG NEON TESTERS,
with vestpocket clip, 3/3. and with gauge,
3/6, post 4d. S.B.C. Neon Indicator Lamps.
for use on mains showing " live " side of
switches, etc.. 2/8. post 4d. Neon Indicator,
complete with condenser (pencil type),
with vestpocket clip, indispensable for
electricians, etc., 7/6, post 5d.'

BELL TRANSFOR-MERS. These
guaranteed transfor-
mers work from any
A.C. Mains. giving 3,
5. or 8 volts output
at 1 amp., operate
bulb, buzzer or bell.

Will supply light in bedroom or larder, etc.
PRICE 9/9, Post 1/-. Similar Transformer
but with output of 4. 8 or 12 volts, 13/6.
post 1i6. BELLS for use with either the
above or batteries. 6/6, post 6d.
CRYSTAL SETS. Our latest Model is a
real radio receiver, which is fitted with a
permanent crystal detector, 12/6, poet 1/-.
Spare Permanent Detectors, 2/- each.
When ordered separately, 2/6. With clips
and screws. 2/10, post 3d. Special Crystal
Diodes, 2/6, post 3d. Headphones, brand
new, S. G. Brown. G.E.C., etc., 23/- and
super -sensitive, 30/- a pair, post 1/6.
HEADPHONE IN GOOD ORDER, 6!-.
Better quality, 7/6 and 10/-. Balanced
armature type (very sensitive), 13/6. All
post 1/6. New Single Earpieces, 3/6.
Balanced armature type, 4/6 (two of these
will make an intercom. set or Baby Alarm).
Ex-R.A.F. earpiece, 2/8, Head-
phones, with moving coil mike, 15/-.
Similar phones with throat mikes. 12/6,
post 1/6. Headphone Cords, 1/3 a pair,
post 3d. Replacement Bands, 1/3, Post
641. Wire Bands, 6d.
HAND MICROPHONES with switch in
handle and lead, 5/8. Tannoy, 7/-. Similar

 instrument, moving coil, 8/6. All post 1/6.
Mask type with switch, 3/6, post 6d. Mike
Buttons (carbon). 2/, Moving Coil, 3/6 :
Transformers, 5/, All post 4d. each.
Throat Mikes, 5/-, post 7d.
MORSE KEYS. - Standard size keys
wired to work Buzzer or Lamp, 3!-, post 1341.
Slightly smaller keys, 2/6, Post 6d. BUZ-
ZERS, 4/3, post 5d.
Terminals, brass 2BA, mounted on strip.
6d. pair. .0005 Airspaced Variable Con-
densers, 2/6. post 6d. 24 volt, 15 mm.
M.E.S. Bulb for model railways, etc.,
1/- each, 10/- doz., post 4d. Wander Plugs,
Brass, 1/6 doz.. post 4d. Fuses. -1 amp. ;
llin. packet of 10. 2/6. post 4d. Also 150 mA.
and 250 mA., same price. Ex-G.P.O. Tele-
phone Twin Bells, with box, 5/-, post 1/6.
Single Telephone Bell, 316. post 6d.
TELEPHONE RAND GENERATOR.
G.P.O. type. giving 70 volts for ringing
bells, etc.. 8/6. post 2/-. Telephone hand
comb sets, 1216, post 1/6.
Bargain Parcels of really useful equip-
ment, containing Switches, Meters, Con-
densers, Resistances, Phones, etc., 10!-,
or double assortment, 17/6 ; treble. 25/-.
All carriage 3/-. This country only.
METERS. 20 amp. Mn. m/c. 8/6 ; 25 v. 2M.
m/c, 8/-': 150v. Mn. m/c, 10/- ; 3.5 amp. tin.
T.C., 6/- ; 4 amp. 2iin. T.C., in case with
switch, 9/6 : 100 mA. 2in. m/c, -7/6 ; all
post extra. Meter units containing 2-500
microamp. movements, 9/-, post 1/6.
CATYLATORS for Starter Eratteries.
Are not very much larger than the Filler
Plugs they replace. but they automatically
condense the hydrogen and other corrosive
gases back into liquid, obviating the
necessity of continual " topping up " so
that your battery will give a more efficient
service, for a much longer period. There
is nothing to wear out, they will last
indefinitely : so the first cost is the last.
CATYLATORS are a must for Batteries of
House Lighting Plants, and in Boats, where
the risk of hydrogen explosion and fire is so
great.
CATYLATORS are 7/- each, 21!- set of 3.
42!- set of 6. Please state size of Filler Plug,
and make of Battery.
Money refunded if not completely satisfied.

HIGHSTONE UTILITIES
58 New Wanstead, London, E.11

Letters only.
New Illustrated List sent on request with

3d. Stamp and S.A.E.
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MACES
FAMOUS '16' Electric ARC WELDER

For Professional or Home Workshop Use
A New Standard of Value

DELIVERED ON FIRST OF
12 MONTHLY PAYMENTS OF A.A.

Suitable for garage and maintenance work,
agricultural machinery, heating engineers,
ornamental iron or blacksmith's work,
handicrafts or the home workshop.
Welds material from 1/16in. thick and if neces-
sary up to I in. by repeat runs. Robustly
constructed throughout. Air cooled. Dimen-
sions approx. 10 x 13 x 8 in. Weight approx.
50 lb. Incorporates a heavy-duty transformer
and is complete with cables, welder's equip-
ment, electrodes and instructions.
For 190/250 Welts single phase BARGAIN PRICE e=1030=606A.C. 5 to 10 amps domestic

L12.10.0supply. Runs 16 S.W.G. rods
continuously.
Carr. & Pkg. 7/6 in Gt. Britain if outside our extensive van delivery area.

FM65-A COMBINED ARC WELDING AND BRAZING MACHINE
The Ferrous FI.460 Welding Set (223/10) is now superseded by the FM65. Now welds light
sheet down to 26 S.W.G.-invaluable for work on car bodies. Even a novice can operate this
contact carbon brazing operation. aro, twelee Monthly A, in

Payments of '1.11 7 Can'. & Pkg. 10/6

American and
Whitworth Sizes

on each
spanner

Set of
UNIVERSAL
SPANNERS
Six CHROME VANADIUM, open end,
double -ended spanners in strong clip.
In combinations of sizes to suit the
Most popular Whitworth and unified
sizes encountered in everyday use.

A/F. x " W. A/F. x r W.
A/F* x -,6" W. t" A/F. x 1" W.

i l" x f" A/F. x 4," W.

Past & Pkg. 1/3. SET 3619

BARGAINS in ELECTRIC MOTORS
Split Phase Self -
start Motors for
use on Single Phase
A.C. only
114 h.p. Motors,
230/240v. 1,420

£7/ 1418
1/3 h.p. Split Phase
Start, 230/240v.
1,420 r.p.m. 1811315
1/2 h.p. Split Phase Start, 230/240v.
1,420 r.p.m. L9112110

Part Carr. & Pkg. 7/6 in Gt lirtta:n.*

Write NOW for Gamoges Tool and Car Accessory List and details of their CONVENIENT
PAYMENT PLAN.

GAMAGES, HOLBORN, LONDON, E.C.I. HOL 8484

It has got
everything !
FOR POSITIVE PRECISION IN ENLARGING

* Made to the precision standards set
by the world's best miniature cameras.

* Precision focusing device ensuring
needle-sharp enlargements every time.

* Glassless negative holder with sunk channel
protects emulsion surface.

* Visual projection of negative numbers.
* Pivoted condenser chamber clamps condenser

firmly into position and ensures flatness of
negative in carrier.

* Sturdily built 26" column with precisioned
machined bracket moves smoothly, and
is reversible for extra
magnification.

See it at your local
photographic dealer

Complete with
£22.2.0enlargement anastigmat £22.2.0

(Inc. P.T.)

jog N sowwRA 4**e

Complete with WRAY SUPAR F/4.5 2 inch focus
anastigmat in iris diaphragm mount.

JOHNSONS
OF HE NOON LTD

FOR CONFIDENCE IN
PHOTOGRAPHY

35
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LUNAR ROCKET LANDINGS

MOONSCOPES 11916!!
COMPLETE SET L9.7.0. Postage 15/-i

OR 60/- DEP. 10/- WEEKLY
See the Moon at close quarters.
Examine the huge craters and possible
evidence of coming rocket landings.
Observe Saturn's rings, Nebulae,
outer galaxies, Sputniks, etc.
Specification. 2 in. dia. Astro Re-
fracting Telescope, length 39 in., mag.
53X linear (equivalent to 2809X area).
weight 1 lb. 12 ozs. Superior hammer
beaten finish. Price 119/6. Regd. post
and packing, including strong stowing
cylinder, I2/-.
Accessories. Altazimuth Portable
Clamp Stand, 37/6, p./p. 2/6. Fixes
anywhere. High Power Eyepiece 80X
Linear, 30/-, p./p. 2/- (brings Moon
within approx. 2,875 miles range).
Inclusive Postages for Complete
Set, 15/-. Stamp for full particulars,
photographs 1/- set (returnable). Made
to order.

J. K. M. HOLMES & CO. LTD.
(Formerly trading as Holmes, Wilson

& Co.),
Scientific Instrument Makers,

(Dept. PM40), Martins Bank
Chambers, 33, Bedford Street,
North Shields, Northumberland.

SCREEN FABRIC
MAKE YOUR OWN

PROJECTION SCREEN
High Grade Fabric as used by Commercial
Clue Screen Manufacturers.
48in. wide, any length cut at 18/- Per yard.

Or -
CUT PIECES

48in. x 36in 18!- 48in. x 48in 24/.
60in. x 48in 39/- 721n. x 48in 361-
Send 3d. stamp for samples and instructions
for malcing your own ' Roll Up ' Screen.
SPRING ROLLERS (Self Acting), Din.
dia. Swedish Manufacture, complete with
Brackets.
36in. 9/6 ; 42in. 10/3 ; 48in. 111- ; 54in. 13/6.

SAWYERS LTD.
ST. SEPULCHRE GATE

DONCASTER

ELECTRONIC FLASH
Condensers, Pulse Coils. Resistors, etc.,
surplus to requirements but guaran-
teed new and unused. Send S.A.E.
for full list and circuit diagram for
50 -joule instrument.
Longhorn Photographic lnsts, Ltd.
132, Stanley Park Rd., Carshalton,

Surrey.

93, 250 PIANISTS
have learned to play the piano beautifully

with the aid of my POSTAL
lessons. Everything is so
clearly explained that,
even if you do not know a
note, you will. with only
half an hour's practice
each day, become a pro-

ficient ' pianist in 9-12 months.
Ordinary music : no freakish
methods. I have taught over
93,275 pupils and I CAN TEACH
YOU. Free Book and advice. Say
if Beginner, Mod. or Adv. pianist.

Please add stamp for pos-
tage. Mr. H. BECKER,

158, The Hall,
Centorioa Road.
Drightea, Sussex.

(Tool Dept.)
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11011FISAFEITYMASTEWHOME POWER UNIT

First with

the NEW, Bigger

SUPAPOWER
EQUIPMENT

Sawing, Sanding, Woodturning,
Bench Drilling, Comb Jointing,
Jig Sawing, Grooving, etc., etc.

TO: WOLF ELECTRIC TOOLS LTD.-
Dept. C.22/SM Hanger Lane, London, W.5

I NAME

I ADDRESS

Please send illustrated explanatory leaflet.

Ins
* DoiThe greatest advance in

t -Yourself Equipment

* Makes an earth wire obsolete-
can be used with 2 -pin plug

* Absolute protection outdoors when working
in damp conditions or on earth or concrete

* Packed with extra power-fully guaranteed

awe /DRAYS dr/ON
only the WOLF SAFETYMASTER has it.
Your guarantee of ABSOLUTE SAFETY

*The International Sign denoting Double Insulation.

0
See your Dealer or send for explanatory leaflet NOW
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Low speed resistors (Fire spiral) To Propulsion purpose and uses afor Armature P
(Reid energised reversing relay instead ofdirect from making the switch con -Battery)

tacts carry out the
reversal of current. It
will be obvious that the
basic idea of this type
of switch can be modified
to suit different require-
ments and that a greater
or smaller number of
contacts can be fitted as
required. The seven -
position switch has, how-
ever, been found to be
adequate for boat control.

This new type of speed
control switch
improves on the
screwed rod type
previously
described but

Yr

Stop
Lamp

Effect
Channel

Effect
Channel

2

To Main Propulsion Battery

Fig. 27.-Suggested wiring of speed control unit. A-Full speed
ahead ; B-Half ahead; C-Slow ahead; D-Stop (mast lamp
on); E-Half speed astern; F-Effect channel t; G-Ditto 2.

brass brads. The cutting into individual
contact segments is left until later, as it is
then simple to saw across with a fine-toothed
saw. A suggested method of wiring is given
in Fig. 27 and this permits three forward
speeds to be obtained, plus stop, astern and
two additional positions for special effects.
The wiring of the switch unit shown in
Fig. 28 is not the same as the circuit sug-
gested in Fig. 27. This unit was developed

To
Radio
Receiver

RI

.3000pF 000®
12k

Relay 6

Speed Controller
Relay 5

for a slightly different

it does in-
herently throw
away the " fail
safe " character-
istics. The
screwed r o d
switch w ould

automati:ally run to the " stop "
position in the event of radio
failure (or of going out of range),
but this is not now the case and
the new switch will simply hold
on with one of its two servo
motors energised. To counteract
this and to bring in additional
circuits the following system was
devised.

Relay 4 (Siemens 145a)

olpF

4 Volts

-

2

P2

A
Limit _21

Switches

Steering
Motor

PI and R2
are safety
resistors
about 1 to
21 -leach
or 8 turns

of
electric

fire spiral

Relay S
and

Relay 6
are both
double -

pole
changeover

r6lays
of 170
resistance

1 -looter

000Q.0)-1
Cut -Out

Relay
(Double -pole)

Details of the Pulsed Pulse Circuit-
Final Form

The final circuit is given in Fig. 29. This
is a development of circuits previously given
in this series and consist essentially of the
use of an additiona,1 delay-Relay 6-plus
its associated delaying condenser 3,000 p.F
12 volts working and a charging resistor
22 ohms, T, watt.

The same control box is used as described
last month and the pulses used are also the
same. The difference lies in the fact that
when a continuous Mark or Space is sent
to operate the engine speed control switch,
the effect is only sustained in the model
long enough to permit the function to be
carried out and then power is switched off

ticissist
Fig. 28.-Rear view of speed control switch showing
contact assembly, reversing relay, suppressing
condensers and tag strips for connecting inputs

and outputs.

the speed control unit and into two new
circuits. These new circuits are (a) where if
a Mark is sent then a hooter will blow and
(b) where if a Space is sent the result is
that a master " fail safe " relay cuts off all
power to the propulsion motor and effect
channels, thereby stopping the model and
saving current until pulsing is resumed,
whereupon all circuits reset and the model
proceeds on its way.

Circuit Operation
The full functioning of the circuit is as

follows (refer now to Fig. 29):
First we shall consider Neutral Condition

(i.e, steering and engine speed control servos
at rest). The receiver relay (Relay 1) is
made to pulse at a rate of about 3o per
second. Relays 2 and 3 are, therefore, held
on all the time by the action of the delaying
condensers connected across their coils.
Relay 4, consequently, holds on and this
holds on Relay 6. Relay 5 is off. No power
can therefore pass into any of the external
circuits.

Fig. 29.-
Pulsed pulsecircuit-
final form.

Steering
Assume that a Mark is transmitted and

that the receiver relay is closed by this
action. (i.e., current rise type of Rx) Relay
2 will therefore remain closed but after a
very short time delay (about r/2oth second),
Relay 3 will open and current will pass
through the contacts of Relays 6 and 5 into
the steering motor causing it to turn. Whilst
this is happening, Relay 4, although no
longer energised by the battery, is being held
on by the r,000 I.LF condenser which is dis-
charging through its coil. Relays 6 and 5
are in consequence unaffected. Before the
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I,000 µF condenser across Relay 4 becomes
discharged, it is necessary to boost it up
again if steering action is to be continued.
High speed pulsing is, therefore, resumed
momentarily which causes Relay 3 to close
and hence current to pass into Relay 4 and
its condenser. Another short Mark can
then be sent which causes steering action
to continue. The steering motor, therefore,
runs in a series of surges with power on
about 75 per cent. of the time and power
off for the remainder. The transmission of
a Space causes a similar action to take
place but with Relay 2 opening and Relay 3
remaining closed. The steering motor will
then run the opposite way as reverse battery
polarity is applied. Interspaced bursts of
high speed 50/5o pulses must, of course, be
used here to maintain Relay 4 closed whilst
steering.

Engine Speed Control
If a continuous Mark is applied then the

NEWNES PRACTICAL MECHANICS

As soon as
Relay 4 opens
Relay 5 closes
and the pulse
of current
passes into the
appropriatecontroller
motor. At the
same time
power to Relay
6 is cut off and
it is only main-
tained closed
by the discharg-
ing of the
delaying con-
denser. This
has a large
value and the
relay will there-
fore stay on for
about a second

Fig. 3L-Plan view of complete intergear and steering gear unit
by the author-all connections are made by plugs and sockets for

withdrawal of the unit for maintenance.

receiver relay will close and Relay 3 will drop
off. A short spurious steering signal will
then pass into the steering gear which as
stated last month can be counteracted if
desired but which is not normally of any
importance. Relay 4 will then drop off,
immediately closing Relay 5 but leaving
Relay 6 held on due to its large delaying
condenser. Motor x of the speed control
mechanism will, therefore, become connected
to a battery and will operate. As soon as
this has carried out its function, high-speed
pulsing can be resumed. If a continuous
Space is sent instead of a Mark then the
same general pattern of events takes place
except that Relay 2 will drop off and it
will be Motor 2 of the speed control
mechanism which operates.

By these means it is possible to increase
speed or reduce it at will, and, as the
reversible sequence is used, no unwanted
speed positions have to be passed before
arriving at the required speed.

Fail Safe and Hooter Controls
In describing the operation of the engine

speed control by the transmission of con-
tinuous Marks and Spaces it will have been
apparent to the reader that once the speed
controller motor has been energised, current
is needlessly passing through its armature,
as the action of winding up the arm takes
only a fraction of a second. By arranging for
an additional delay circuit it is possible to
make the action automatically terminating,
even though the operator holds on a pulse
of much longer duration than necessary.
This is the function of Relay 6 and the
3,000 µF delaying condenser.

used
easy

radio control-a
peace of mind !

The hooter used in the model described
here is a bicycle type, intended for If volt
operation, but it can be used on 4 volts if
a small safety resistor is used in series
(another piece of the ubiquitous electric fire
spiral).

November, 1958

Fig. 32.-View of speed control unit and connection to propulsion
motor. Note half -speed resistor spiral between two servo motors.

V

(depending upon the
relay used). After this
time, however, Relay
6 will drop off and
power will be applied
either to the hooter or
to the master " Fail
Safe " relay.

The circuit should
be wired so that the
hooter blows when a
long Mark is sent and
So that the " Fail
Safe" relay is
energised when a long
Space is sent. The
model will now stop
in, the event of radio
failure. It also means
that so long as it is
moving, it is under

very useful effect for one's

Radio
Receiver

Resistors t and 2 in Fig. 29 are for
safety purposes in case Relays 2 and 3
should by any chance fall out together.
This will cause a battery short circuit but
these two resistors limit the current to a
safe value without noticeably affecting the
operation of the servo motors.

Battery Supplies
The entire circuit is built round the use

of two 4 volt batteries. These can be two
4 volt blocks of Varley dry accumulators
which in addition to supplying the whole
of the intergear requirements also supply
power to drive the model. For this to be
a satisfactory arrangement it is essential
that the batteries used be able to maintain
a reasonably uniform voltage over the
normal operating time it is expected to use
the model-say one hour actually in motion
on the water. The Varley cells used will
do this admirably and are intended for
heavy discharges such as are encountered
in this kind of work. The type used is a
VPT 9/ 14 which is rated at 14.5 ampere
hours at the 20 hour rate and at 9 ampere
hours at the one hour rate (supplied by
Varley Dry Accumulators Ltd., By -Pass
Road, Barking, Essex).

Radio
Batteries

Receiver & Secondary
Relays (lntergear)

Main
Battery

al.I

Cut -Out
Relay

Servo Motor and Gear to Raise and Lower Anchor
B Servo Motor and Gear to lower Lifeboat

Control
switches
actuated
by Rudder

Speed
Control

Unit

Steering
Gear

Rudder

.4

a

w
Propulsion

Motor

Stop
Indkator Lamp

Fig. 30.-Block diagram of system.

Propellor
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iton°(ince NEW PRACTICAL WAY
OF LEARNING AT HOME

NEW-completely up-to-date methods of giving instruction in a wide
range of technical subjects specially designed and arranged for self -study
at home under the skilled guidance of our teaching staff.

NEW-experimental outfits and lesson manuals are despatched on
enrolment and remain the student's property. A tutor is allotted to
each student for personal and individual tuition throughout the course. Instructional lesson

manuals

Radio and television courses, with which specially prepared components
are supplied, teach the basic electronic circuits (amplifiers, oscillators,
detectors, etc.) and lead, by easy stages, to the complete design and
servicing of modern Radio and T/V equipments.

If you are studying for an examination, wanting a new hobby or
interest, commencing a career in industry or running your own
full-time or part-time business, these practical courses are ideal
and may be yours for moderate cost. Send off the coupon to -day
for a free Brochure giving full details. There is no obligation
whatsoever.

Courses with Equipment
RADIO SHORT WAVE RADIO

TELEVISION MECHANICS
CHEMISTRY PHOTOGRAPHY
ELECTRICITY CARPENTRY

ELECTRICAL WIRING
DRAUGHTSMANSHIP  ART, etc.

E.M.I. Factories
at Hayes,
England.

r MINI I= MN Ili =I Ell MIN MI= NMI
Fill in for FREE BROCHURE

 E.M.I. INSTITUTES, Dept. 144x, London, W.4.

I

I

INSTITUTES:

NAME

ADDRESS

Age
(if under 21) BLOCK

CAPS
'PLEASE

I am interested in the following subject(s) with/without equipments

(NOV/58) (We shall not worry you with personal visits) - tc.scry

I
I

The .59sey flernte S'Occeeg College sZ Gy a Itiorae-ipgde preteartrari argeotz;ra,
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Telephone: MUSEUM 9594

H. FRANKS 58-60 NEW
LO

OXFORD ST
DON , W.C.I

One min. from Tottenham Court Rd., Stn.
CLOCKWORK DRIVEN PROCESS

TIMERS, variable 5 mins. to 30 mins.,
fitted 5 -amp. make or break contacts.
totally enclosed, 3M. diam., 21in.,
high. 18/6.
SATCHWELL " AIR THERMO-
STATS. Type WTO 15 amps. A.C.
contacts, three -contact type (single
pole changeover), length of tube 17in.,
lin. diem., 1501250 F., unused. 411- each.

IIORSTMAN GEAR CO. 8 -DAY NINE -
JEWEL LEVER MASTER CLOCK-
WORK MOVEMENTS, Admiralty
pattern A.3236. final speed 1 rev. in 3
mins. with contacting point once per
minute, in metal case 31in. diam., 21in.
deep, stop and start device, with wind-
ing key. New 65/-.

WESTERN ELECTRIC BLOWER MO-
TORS. Fitted centrifugal fan, available
12 volts D.C. or 110 volts A.C./D.C.
Suitable for car heaters, projectors or
miniature vacuum cleaners, etc. Size
41in. x 31in. approx. 29/- each.

NEW SEWING MACHINE MOTORS,
100/130 volts A.C./D.C.. 1/15th h.p. fitted
pulley, adjustable fixing bracket, needle
light lamp with switch, rubber driving
belts, connecting lead, etc. Less foot
control. 37/6 each.

PRESSURE PUMP UNITS. Operated
by 24 volt A.C./D.C. motor, develops
10Ib. pressure or vacuum. Complete
with 10ft. length of pressure hose,
cables and connectors. etc. Compact
unit fitted in metal case, 6in. x 4in. x
lin. Made in U.S.A. Ideal for laboratory
use, etc. New, in maker's cartons.
£4 each.

MOTOR - DRIVEN SELF - PRIMING
PUMPS, Ref. 511E16261, 24 volts 2 amps.,
giving 7 g.p.h. at 151bs. sq. in., will give
Proportionately less at 12 volts, overall
length 9in. x 21n. wide approx., ideal for
pumping water or oil. etc. 30/- each.

FRACTIONAL H.P. MOTORS, 1/100th
h.p., 200/250 volts D.C./A.C., length
311n., diam. 2fin., double -ended spindle
tin. thick, unused. 27/8.

SOLENOID OPERATED OIL DILU-
TION VALVES, Ref. 50/3013, 24 volts,
suitable for air or oil, maximum air
pressure 401bs. p.s.i., overall size 31in.
long, llin. diem. approx. 7/6.
Ditto, 12 volt, Ref. 5U/1566, 9/-.
Special quotation for quantities.

" DRAYTON " TYPE R.Q.R. CAP
INDUCTION MOTOR UNITS. 230
volts A.C., 50 cycles, 25 watts. Cont.
rating,final speed 1 r.p.m. 25.5.0. each.

OIL TEMPERATURE GAUGES, mer-
cury in steel. 0/100 deg. C., Ref. 6A/722.
with 20ft., 30ft. or 50ft. capillary tube.
32/8 each.

" HYMATIC " -COMPRESSORS, ex-
R.A.F., gives 451bs. per sq. in. when
coupled to i h.p. motor. Fitted spline
shaft. Ideal for paint spraying, etc.
47/6 each.

NEW " KLAXON" CAPACITOR IN-
DUCTION MOTORS, 230/240 volts
A.C.. 50 cycles, 1/40th h.p., 1,500 r.p.m..
mounted in metal frame 9in. long, 4in.
wide, 41in. high, diameter of motor
3 fin., length 6in.. with 1 lin. long spindle.
diam. tin., complete with capacitor,
fan cooled. 2117.6.
ZENITH " TOTALLY ENCLOSED
SLIDING RESISTANCES, 270 ohms.
0.8 amps., in original packing. 40/ -each.

REDUCTION GEAR BOXES, made
by Werle-Korff Gear Co., U.S.A., fitted
in die-cast case, 31in. diam., Din. thick,
base plate four -hole fixing, input spindle
3/161n. diem., output lin. diam., re-
versible, ratio 296 to 1, max. trans-
mission capacity. 1/30th h.p. 20/- each.

DITTO -Ratio 108 to 1, input and output
spindles 3/I61n. diam. 20/- each.

" CAMBRIDGE " DIAL CONTACT-
ING THERMOMETERS, variable
20I80 degrees Centigrade, 4in. dial, 15ft.
capillary. 75/- each.

D.C. RECTIFIER UNITS, Type 13. Input
200/250 v. A.C. 50 c.p.s., output 12/24 v.
D.C. 3 amps., continuous rating. Fitted
in metal case 19in. x 6in. x 7in., with fuses,
switch, etc. 24.17.6 each.

LT. HEAVY DUTY TRANSFORMERS.
Ex -Admiralty, with 230 v. 50 cycles
primary. Secondaries 5, 10, 15, 20, 25,
30 v. at 5 amps. 32/6 each.

AIR TEMPERATURE GAUGES, Ref.
No. 6A/510, fitted mercury in steel ca-
pillary tube, transmitting type. Read-
ing : -30/0/50+ Centigrade. Suitable for
greenhouses, etc. 18/8.CAPILLARY RADIATOR THER-
MOMETERS, with 20ft. 30 or 50ft,
length of capillary tube, Ref. 6A/1313,
scaled 40/140 deg. C. 27/6.

ROTARY VARIABLE RHEOSTATS,
300 -ohm, 250/300 watts. overall size 31in.
x 4f in. x 4in., on twin former with
Din. spindle, tin. diam., new boxed.
27/6 each.

SLIDING RESISTANCES, enclosed
type, 33 ohms, 2.3 amps. 17/8.

" BIRCO " SLIDING RHEOSTATS.
Twin former 26 ohm, 61 amps. Length
14in., width 7in. Ideal for stage dim-
ming, charging, etc. 48,6 each.

91.2 -VOLT A,C./D.C. MOTORS, U.S.A.,
coupled to gearbox, final speed approx-
imately 100 r.p.m., tin. diam. spindle,
overall size 31in. x Sin. x ltin. 15/-
eaCh.

STEP-DOWN TRANSFORMERS, input
180/230 v. A.C. 50 cycles. output, 2, wind-
ings 4.2, 4.2 v., 10 amps., ideal soil heat-
ing, spot welding. 22/6.

RECTIFIER UNITS, type 2D, maximum
D.C. output 10 amps., 22 volts, supply
voltage 200/250 volts A.C., 50 cycles,
fitted in metal cabinet 21in. x 14in. X
10in., with 41n. diam. meter. fuses.
variable 9 to 22 volts. 215.10.0.

HYDRAULIC PUMPS, Ref. IHC/mark
IA, suitable for water or oil, flanged
mounting, spline shaft, new. 47/8
each.

ROLLS-ROYCE COOLANT PUMPS.
diem. 5in.. fitted 4in. diem. gear -wheeled
drive, gunmetal impeller, suitable for
water or oil, lin. diam. intake and
outlet. 65/- each.

EX -AIR MINISTRY GEAR PUMPS.
Type RFP/1, made by Rolls-Royce, size
approx. Gin. x 5 lin. x 5in. 27/6.

NEW SOUND POWERED TELE-
PHONE HANDSETS, G.P.O. Pattern,
will make efficient 2 -way intercom., no
batteries required. 50/- per pair.
VENNER " SYNCHRONOUS CLOCK -
MOTORS, 200/250 v. A.C., 3 watts, final
speed 30 r.p.m. 18/8.

LANDING -LAMP MOTORS, 12/24 volts
D.C., fitted with 4geared tangent drive
and limiting switches. Ideal for open-
ing and closing garage doors, etc.
25/- each.

MINIATURE 12/24 VOLT D.C. MOTOR -
GEAR BOX UNITS, final speed 6 to
10 r.p.m., overall size 411n. x Sin. x 3M.
32/8.

U.S.A. AIR FORCE 12/24 - VOLT
BLOWER MOTORS, size of motor
3M. long, 1 fin. diem.. size of fan housing.
which is made of bakelite, 3in. diem.,
Din. deep, outlet fin. diam., intakeIf in. diem. 25/- each.

EX -NAVAL SIGNALLING LAMPS,
pattern W.1060, complete with 15ft. of
cable 3 -core, with plug, 110 volts, 240
watts. projector type lamp, heavy duty
watertight switch and plug, gunmetal
switch box, transit case, etc. 70/- each.

U.S.A. SPERRY BOMBSIGHT COM-
PUTORS, unused, ex-R.A.F., contains
hundreds of components, gears, motors.
etc. Total weight 781b. Ideal for model
makers, experimenters, etc. 804- each.

NEW 6451I GUN CAMERAS, for
16mm. work, fitted with tin. f3.5 lens.
cassette taking 25ft. of film, gearing and
gate mechanism for 24 v. D.C. operation,
can be used as a tine -camera by slight
modification, unused. 26.15.0.

TYPE P60 AIRCRAFT CAMERA.
originally designed to photograph
Cockpit dials, uses 35mm. film fitted

f1.9 lens, hand or electrical wind,
no shutter or iris diaphragm, will take
single shots half-Leica size pictures,
ideal for modification, new, in maker's'
cartons. £5 each.

AIR -POSITION INDICATORS, fitted
with approx. nibs. of useful parts, in-
cluding 3 sets of infinitely variable
speed gear boxes, two 27 volt D.C. 1.5
amp. motors with pulley shafts.
23.12.8 each.

WESTINGHOUSE RECTIFIER SETS.
Style 288 G.P.O. Input 200/2.50 volts
A.C. 50 cycles, output 50 volts D.C., 11
amps. 80/-.

VISUAL INDICATORS TYPE 10/Q4.
new condition, contain 2 high-grade
movements, 1 horizontal, scale centre
zero to 30 microamps f.s.d., the other
vertical movement 0/750 mieroamps
f.s.d. 7/6 each.

NEW NEGRETTI & ZAMBRA, 200/250
volt A.C. operated control units, fitted
step-down transformer to rectifier
giving 12 volts D.C. which operates two
relay -operated single -pole change -over
10 amp. mercury switches, housed in
metal cabinet Silo. x 81in. x 3in. 55/ -
each.

SELECTOR UNIT, 12 volt, ratchet
operated, one pulse on -and -off, fitted in
diecast case, ideal for remote control,
etc. Ref. 5D/1746. 10/6 each.

AUTO -SELECTOR UNITS, Ref. 50/1270.
12/24 volts D.C., 2 -way ratchet operated.
housed in metal case 31in. x 31in. x
limo., unused. 12/6 each.

MAGNETIC CONTROL UNITS, Ref.
5D/609, 12/24 volts D.C. operating rotat-
ing cam, selecting 5 sets of contacts in
sequence, ideal for radio control, etc.,
fitted in diecast case. 15/- each.

HEAVY DUTY DOUBLE -SPRING -
WOUND CONSTANT SPEED MO-
TORS, governor controlled, adjustable
speed, 60 rev. in 45/46 secs., precision
built, ideal unit for recording, overall
size 7in. x 7in. x 6in., approx. weight
111bS. 45,-.

SELF -PRIMING IMMERSION
PUMPS, 12/24 volt operated, overall
length approx. 18 or 27in.' pumps
approx. 100 galls. per hour. Ideal for
pumping water fuel for tanks. 42/6.

S.T.C. METAL RECTIFIER SETS,
input 200/250 volts A.C. 50 cycle, output
220 volts D.C. 11 amps.. type 10D/1786,
housed in metal cabinet 12in. x 131n. x

unused (carriage paid). 210.0.0
each.

SOLENOID OPERATED MAGNETIC
RELAY, type "S," Ref. 5CW/3544. with
4 make 4 break 10 amp. contacts D.C.,
coil resistance 160 ohms, 24 volts opera-
tion, housed in metal screening can
21in. x lin. x Din.. made by Pullin Ltd..
Hendry Relays Ltd., etc. 8/6 each.
Special quotation for quantities.

ILLUSTRATED MAILING LIST
PRICE 1/6, POST PAID.

METALS
AND ACCESSORIES

ALUMINIUM, BRASS, COPPER, STEEL, ETC.
Angle, Sheet, Tube, Foil, Strip, Channel, Rod, Bar, Wire, Moulding, Etc.
Tin Plates, Silver Steel, Expanded Metal, Blanks, Rivets, Springs, Etc. Tools,
Drills, Taps, Dies, Screws, Etc.
Formica, Perspex, Pegboard, Paxolin, Ebonite, Curtain Rail and Rod, Adhesives,
Etc., and many other items for use in Home, Workshop, Etc.
LARGE or SMALL Quantities COMPARE our PRICES
MAIL ORDER SERVICE (2d. stamp for list) IMMEDIATE DESPATCH

CLAY BROS. & CO. P.M.,
6a SPRINGBRIDGE ROAD, EALING, W.5

Phone: EALing 2215
2 MINS. EALING BROADWAY STATION, OPPOSITE BENTALLS

WHAT SECRET POWER
DID THIS MAN POSSESS?

BENJAMIN FRANKLIN (A Rosicrucian)

WHY was this man great? How
does anyone -man or woman -
achieve greatness? Is it not by
mastery of the powers within our-
selves?

Know the mysterious world within
you! Attune yourself to the wisdom
of the ages! Grasp the inner power
of your mind! Learn the secrets of
a full and peaceful life! Benjamin
Franklin -like many other learned
and great men and women -was a
Rosicrucian. The Rosicrucians

(NOT a religious organization)
first came to America in 1694. To-
day, headquarters of the Rosicru-
cians send over seven million pieces
of mail annually to all parts of the
world.

THIS BOOK FREE!
Write for YOUR FREE
COPY of "The Mastery
of Life" -TODAY. No
obligation. No salesmen.
A non-profit organization.
Address: Scribe B.G.Y.

973e ROSICRUCIANS
25 GARRICK ST. (AMORC) LONDON W.C.2, ENG.

-SEND THIS COUPON -
Scribe B.G.Y.
The ROSICRUCIANS (AMORC), 25 Garrick St., London W.C.2, Eng.
Please send me the free book, The Mastery of Life, which explains how I may
learn to use my faculties and powers of mind.
NAME
ADDRESS

CITY 7ONE STATE

"11
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As a propulsion motor, the writer uses a
Hoover rotary generator of ex W.D. origin
(Type HTir Watt No. 1). This is altered
so that its two field coils are run in parallel
instead of series as supplied. This enables
full energising to be obtained from the 8
volt supply and, in consequence, adequate
performance at this voltage, although it is
really a 12 volt unit. Current requirements
are quite high and a discharge of 8 amps.
has been measured on load. The motor
drives twin screws through 3 : t step-down
gearing.

The block diagram given in Fig. 3o should
assist readers in getting a clear picture of

the positions of the various items of equip-
ment in the circuit. In this diagram the two
effect channels, wired into the speed control
switch, are shown as actuating anchor and
lifeboat via switches controlled by the rudder.
The anchor winch can be arranged so that
the anchor runs out and is then rewound
by the same direction of rotation or, alterna-
tively. the circuit can be wired so that full
Port rudder lowers anchor and full starboard

NEWNES PRACTICAL MECHANICS

Fig. 33 (Right).
-Stern section
of model showing
intergear and
steering unit in

position.
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Fig. 34 (Left).-
Centre section of
author's model
showing four two -
volt Varley cells
which supply
power for pro-
pulsion and for
all servo gear ;
also speed
control unit,
propulsion
motor and gear-
ing and radio

batteries.

rudder raises it again. Similarly, the lifeboat
can be raised and lowered. By arranging
extra sets of contacts on the speed control
switch it is possible to light navigation lamps
or fire a gun, etc., whilst the vessel is under
way.

Operation of the Model
As only steering and speed control levers

are available to the user it takes a little
practice to make best use of the facilities
offered by this system. Steering will be
found to be very effective, which is a good
thing as this is obviously the primary con-
trol of any remote -controlled model. Speed
control is also very good and the slight
interaction with the steering will' only be
found to be noticeable when travelling at
full speed and changing to a lower speed.
The hooter can be operated in any speed
position and follows on an increase in speed
if a Mark is held on. If it is desired to
stay at the same speed and to hoot, the speed
control lever should first be operated so as
to cause a slowing down by one step in the
sequence, e.g., front slow ahead to stop, and
then immediately the opposite order is given
and held on, i.e., the model then reverts to
slow ahead and the hooter blows. In the
case of full speed ahead this procedure is
not necessary as the sequence switch will not
go any further having once reached its limit.
This may sound complicated, but it is quite
simple to use once the requisite practice has
been obtained.

Passe Partout Frames
(Concluded from page 82)

in suitable length and width, all mitred at
the corners to give a good final fit. Cutting
may prove difficult en masse and this is
best carried out before gluing pieces
together. The four edge pieces are now
glued down to the backing board and the
mounting material is placed into position.
The decoration or specimens are carefully
placed into a good composition on the mount'
and the whole is then bound with strips of
cut passe-partout binding from front to back
as in the ,case of the simple framing
operation.

For added strength in the case of large
wallcases, two strips of binding may be
applied, one on top of the other to give
a double bond.

Such showcases are used for displaying
all kinds of materials in public and else-
where, suitable title strips being added to
the bound case to name the subject with
any detail. Small cuts of gold passe-partout
make excellent name plates for wall cases
and neat lettering may be added for titles.

Panelling Work
Artistically cut strips of binding may be

used to decorate plain wood boxes, fancy
boxes, the covers of books and other work.
In addition, many home decorators use
these bindings to make all kinds of fancy

and decorative panels and borders on walls
in various rooms in the home. Gold and
black, red and brown and other colours
harmonising with the general colour scheme
are used. One, two or more colours which
blend together, overlapped, make a first-
class panel or border for many types of
wall.

Curves, shapes, corner motifs on both
walls and wood furniture may be obtained
by thoroughly moistening the binding when
it will be found that it becomes very

pliable in the hands. First work out the
design, sketch or draw the basic pattern or
line and then follow the outlines with the
wet binding. Hall and stairways may be
considerably improved with a suitable
border and the width may be built up to
suit available space and proportions. Plain
distempered walls and others covered with
plain plastic papers, may be considerably
changed in character by the application of
some strips for borders and general
decoration.

 -- BOOKS FOR
By F. J.

Gears and Gear Cutting, 6/-, by post 6/9.
Workshop Calculations, Tables and

Formulae, 7/6, by post 8/7.
Wire and Wire Gauges (Vest Pocket

Book), 3/6, by post 4/2.
Practical Mechanics' Handbook, 16/-, by

post 17/1.
Screw Thread Tables, 6/-, by post 6/8.
Refresher Course in Mathematics, 8/6, by

post 9/9.
Capstan and Turret Lathe Handbook, 25/-,

by post 26/3.
Newnes Engineer's Manual, 35;'-, by post 36/3.

Published
GEORGE NEWNES LTD., TOWER HOUSE,

ENGINEERS
CAMM

Mathematical Tables and Formulae, 6/-,
by post 6/9.

Newnes Metric and Decimal Tables, S/-,
by post 5/8.

Practical Motorist's Encyclopaedia, 25/-, by
post 26/3.

Newnes Engineer's Pocket Book, 10/6,
by post 11/3.

Diesel Vehicles : Operation, Maintenance
and Repair, 7/6, by post 8/6.

Motor Car Principles and Practice, 12/6,
by post 13/7.

by
SOUTHAMPTON STREET, STRAND, W.C.2
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Reducing Waste of Electric Light
SIR,-I have noticed in the September

issue, in Science Notes, a paragraph
describing an electronic device which would
give the alarm when there is sufficient day-
light to enable the artificial light to be turned
off.

I felt you might be interested to know
that it is now many years since Sargrove
Electronics designed a controller for artificial
lighting, the object of which was to
actually turn the lights off when there was
sufficient daylight and to turn them on
again as darkness falls. Over the years this
system has been expanded to take care of
rooms receiving a varying amount of day-
light, each having a preset individual adjust-
ment. That is to say a multi -channel system
extendible up to 30 remote control stations,
so that in a large factory area, for example,
the artificial lighting can be so divided that
as it grows lighter first one-third of the
total lighting is taken off, then another third
of the total lighting and finally all the
lights go off to provide a smooth transition
from artificial lighting to daylight conditions
completely automatically.

Just recently this principle has been
applied to the control of shop fascia and
display lighting, also to the control of shop
blinds which come out automatically to
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The Editor Does Not Necessarily Agree with the
Views of his Correspondents

protect the articles in the shop -windows
against the damage from the rays of the
sun.

Obviously, if a system only gives the
alarm when something is required to be
done it is of little help, as someone must
be available to take action and there is no
guarantee that the lights will be turned off.
Whereas, with the automatic control system,
once preset adjustments have been regulated
to suit everyone's requirements, no further
action is needed, and any wastage of artificial
lighting is avoided. At the other end of
the scale, artificial lighting is provided
automatically whenever it is needed so that
operatives will never be working with
inadequate light.

Our first lighting control system was
installed for the Swiss power stations about
seven years ago and there are now a number
of large industrial undertakings making use
of this new development in electronic
controls.-R. D. CARTER-PEDLER (Sargrove
Electronics Ltd.).

Diagram Correction
SIR.-In J. C. Lowden's fine article on

the camera lens (August issue, page 77)
Fig. 14 shows three negative lenses as a
photographic triplet.

The normal construction of a camera lens
of this type is one bi-convex lens followed
by a negative lens and then by another
bi-convex lens. The system shown is
entirely negative and, as Mr. Lowden will
know, cannot produce an image.

The metalwork design is wrong in many

respects. The iris actuating ring is divorced
from the iris. The flange is screwed half-
way on to the lens mount and half -way
on to the rear cell. The front lens cell has
no shoulder.-W. T. RICKETS (Devon).

[We regret the errors referred to and below
is given a new diagram which shows the
Zeiss Novar triplet.-ED.]

The Zeiss Novar triplet.

SIR,-It has been my privilege and
pleasure to have been an ardent reader

of PRACTICAL MECHANICS since it first
commenced publication in October, 1933,
and I still await each issue with impatience.

Although, of necessity, some items have

The first " Practical Mechanics" cover.

EADE S' APPRECIATION
through the, years beer
duplicated, I think
the variety and stan-
dard of the articles are
of the highest quality.

I still have a large
number of the back
issues and upon look-
ing through them, the
other day found I
still have No. r of the
1st Vol., so I thought
perhaps you might
like a photograph of
it.

Many thanks for
past pleasures, and
my good wishes for
the future. --CHARLES
A. WanswoRrn (Bed-
ford). Mr. Womack's outboard hydroplane.

SIR,-I have for a long time wished to
write to express my appreciation of

your periodical PRACTICAL MECHANICS.
I have read the magazine now for quite

a few years and have found many very
interesting and, most of all, " practical '
topics.

One, for instance, which I thought I
must write and tell you about, was " Build-
Ainpgri,54anl OutboardI9. Hydroplane," published in

I built this craft according to the details
laid out by M. L. Beach, and have, after
fitting a 15 h.p. " Anzani " outboard on the

transom, had more thrills from this " speed
machine " than anything erne I have owned.
Forty m.p.h. on water is much more thrilling
than 90 m.p.h. in any sports car. I only
wish there were more facilities in order to
encourage this sport

Thank you for making such expensive
hobbies and sports come within reach of the
average enthusiast, and I hope you will
continue to keep. up your high standard.

Above is a photograph of my hydroplane
on a lake, showing the type of thrill I
mean.-A. D. WOMACK (Yorks).

[Congratulations !--ED.]
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WONDERFUL. MONEY -SAVING OPPO
READERS OF PRACTICAL

FULL LENGTH
FULL SIZE!

ALL THESE GREAT
TITLES!

Recent and forthcoming selections-
at only 4s. to members-include :

AFFABLE
SAVAGES

by Francis Huxley
Published at 25s.

4!- TO MEMBERS

ONCE ROUND
THE SUN

by Ronald Fraser
Published at 16s.

4/- TO MEMBERS

ATOM HARVEST
by Leonard Bertin
Published at 20s.

41- TO MEMBERS
*

THE PAST
IN PIECES
by P. E. Cleator
Published at 21s.

4/- TO MEMBERS
*

MAN UNLIMITED
by Heinz Gartmann

Published at 18s.
4/- TO MEMBERS

Now's the time to join the

RTUN1TY FOR
MECHANICS!

Fipe Offer!.Setenittrel

In addition to the selections listed above,
Scientific Book Club members have
received books by these great authors :
Dr. J. Bronowski, Prof. J. B. S. Haldane,
Ritchie Calder, Sir Harold Spencer
Jones, Dr. Julian Huxley, Leonard
Cotterell, Kenneth Walker.

Book Club
121 CHARING CROSS RD., LONDON, W.C.2

A FIRST-CLASS SCIENTIFIC

BOOK EVERY MONTH FOR

ONLY V-

Each month, the Scientific Book Club
brings to its members the fascinating story
of the march of modern science, told in
thoroughly dependable books by the
front -rank scientific writers of our time-vivid, vital, constructive
contributions to Man's unceasing struggle to solve the problems of the
Universe. And although the ordinary editions of these books are sold
to the general public at 12/6, 15/- or 21 /-, THE PRICE TO MEMBERS
OF THE SCIENTIFIC BOOK CLUB IS ONLY 4/-. Remember,
too, that Scientific Book Club selections are full-length and unabridged.
They are printed on good quality paper, well -bound, with an attractive
picture jacket. These are, we say with certainty, books that you will be
glad to read, proud to own. The Scientific
Book Club brings these great books to
you each month ; helping you to build Legible modern type is used for all

Scientific Book Club selections. Theup, at remarkably low cost, a first-class pages are designed with ample margins
and every book is carefully planned forcollection of scientific books. Now is comfortable reading. The Scientific Book
Club's selections have been widely praisedthe time to join ! for the high standard of their production.

PYREX
WEI? anew

You can obtain a splendid
PYREX GIFT SET (five attrac-
tive pieces) free if you enrol a
friend in the Club. Send your
friend's name and address with
Ss. (4s. plus Is. for postage) for
the first book, mentioning this
offer, and your Pyrex Gift Set
will be sent to you.

r

EXCELLENT PRODUCTION

FILL IN THIS ENROLMENT FORM TODAY

To the Scientific Book Club, 121 Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2.
I wish to join the Scientific Book Club and agree to purchase the selected book issued each month

to members at a cost of 4s. (postage Is.). I agree to continue my membership for a minimum of six
books and thereafter until I cancel.

You may enrol through your usual bookseller if he is a member of the Booksellers' Association.

will pay for selections on receipt. Prac. Mech. Nov. 58

Or if you wish to save time, postage and postal -order costs, you may
send an advance subscription. Six months 30s. ; twelve months 60s.

Name

Address

1 enclose 30s., 60s (strike out amount not applicable).
°Place in the space above, as required.

BLOCK LETTERS, PLEASE

The Scientific Book
Club is owned and
s.ontrolled by Foy/es,
the world - famous
booksellers.

Overseas enrolments should be accompanied by an advance subscription.
Prices as for inland (except South Africa, Australia. New Zealand).
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low price.
easy classification
in anupright
I 5in. and
design is modern
serve a dual
or Record
ready for
and Ins., 5/-.

RECORD
Amazing offer.
cabinet in
tarrying handle.
and auto changers,

COLLARO
CHANGERS,
Type R.C.457
complete
P.P. and Ins..

PORTABLE
Brand new.
sions 7in.
watts output.
Volume and

PORTABLE
Brand new.
for portable
4in. A.C.
EZ80 as rectifier.

STEREOPHONIC
(12 months
stereophonic
circuit.
Mains isolated.
Incorporating
volume and
Knobs, 3/6

WrfT
V:: "e

It

position.
the legs

purpose
Player

staining,

two-tone

with
5/6.

Latest
x 21in.

Incorporating
tone

By
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only.

guarantee).
record

Dimensions

balance
per

delighted
record

is reed
and

PLAYER
Latest

Space

incorporating
studio

controls.

famous

2

Each
ECL82

set

i

11,i

lq,

fronted
filing.

The
are detachable

and it
being

stand.
French

contemporary
colour

available
etc.

4 -SPEED
L7.19.6.

crystal

AMPLIFIER
design

x Sin.

AMPLIFIER
players.

valves
Volume

players.
3in.
amplifier

triode
controls.
extra.

e

Ja_

bad
sore

to be
cabinet

It
overall

is space
ideal

Complete,
polishing,

CABINET,
scheme.

Store

auto

with
A.G.

EL84
P. &

manufacturer.
Dimensions

EL84
and

AMPLIFIER,
Beautifully

x

pentode

P.P.

RECORD
, CABINET,

U. 15.0

No more piles of records-
for them and an eye-

to you. We are
able to offer this attractive

at such a remarkably
and wood partitioned for
will take 200-300 records

size is 24in. x 24in. x
if you so wish. The

saving because it will
also as a T.V., Radio
sand papered finish,

painting, etc. P.P.

39/6
style, rexine covered
Hinged, clipped lid,

for all modern amplifiers
soiled. Carr. Ins., 4/6.

AUTO

and manual control,
p.u. and sapphire stylus.

MARK D.I., 59/6
printed circuit. Dimen-

only. Mains isolated. 2-3
high gain output valves.

P., 3/6.

MARK D.4, 69/6
Especially built
Cin. x 3/.iin. x

as high gain output valve.
tone controls. P. & P., /.

L7.19.6
made for portable

Latest design with printed
5/in. x 9f in. A.C. only.

gives 3-4 watt output.
valves. Full Tone

Complete and ready to fit.
and Ins., 4/6.

" ELECTRIC CONVECTOR
HEATER, 99/6
Start to prepare for Winter now,
Draughty corners no longer neces-

SUPER CHASSIS, 99/6
5 valve superhet chassis .
including 8in. P.M. .

Speaker and valves. Four .(Th
0

...
..,-

'i

..
TERMS

AVAILABLE

-- ---
A.C/D.C. switched
Size 26in. I8in.

sary. Electric Convector Heaters
will give you a steady, ..omfortable
heat. Don't forget -luxurious
warmth at an economical price.
They can be used in any part of the
house where there is a plug.
for I or 2 kW. Illuminated grille.
7!,,in. deep. Ins. Carr., 10/6.

control knobs (tone, vol-.1,,

ume, tuning, ye/change ,:...., r.1 '
switch). Four w/bands -4....4
with position for gram lie.dp-
1po. and extension "''
speaker. A.C. Ins. Carr. i,.
5/6.

I If ,_

, D
x x

EXTENSION
..efi.-7----._'''''.7-

SOLO SOLDERING
TOOL, 12/6

4011111,- ,,
110 v. or 6 v. (special adaptor .44... " ./
for 200/240 v., 10/- extra).

.1.404.4111Automatic solder feed, inclu-
ding a 20ft. reel of ERSIN ., - , , .,,..... I/iNg'
60/40 solder and spare parts, ,
It is a tool for electronic
soldering or car wiring. Revolutionary in design.
Instantly ready for use and cannot burn. In light metal
case with full instructions for use. Post, 2/9.

.

SPEAKERS, 29/9
Fitted 8in. P.M. speaker
W.D. or Goodmans of the
highest quality. Standard
matching to any receiver
(2-5 ohms). Switch and flex included.
able at this price. Money back
satisfied. Ins. Carr. 3/6.
If your hobbies take you into
garage you need not miss your
grammes. Fit one of our speakers
Bin. P.M. SPEAKERS, 8/9.

former fitted, 10/,
C in. P.M. SPEAKER, 12/6.

r'

di

Unrepeat-
if not completely

the workshop or
favourite pro -

With O.P. Trans -

Postage 2/9.

K

MAINS TRANSFORMERS, 15/9. 350-0-350 v. 250 MAINS TRANS., 3/9. 350-0-350 v. BO mA., 4 v.,
mA., 6 v. at 5 amp. 6 v. at 5 amp. 4 v. at 4 amp., 22 v. at 4 v. heaters, 200-250 v. prim. Post, 2/3.
6 amp., extra winding for 2 v. or 4 v. tubes. Prim.MAINS TRANS., 5/9. 280-0-280 v. 80 mA.. 6 v.,3 9502500- v., cycles. . ., /.l P P20 4 v. heaters. 200-250 v. prim. Post, 2/3.MAINS POWER TRANS., 12/9. 350-0-350 v., 250
mA., 6 v. heater at 5 amp., 4 v. centre tapped. Drop MAINS TRANS., 12/9. 425 v. 300 mA. single
thow,11/19ype. Prim. 200-250 v. (4;in. x Sin. x 5in.). secondary. 6.3 at 12 amp. 6.3 v. at 0.6 amp..
P 200-250 v. screened primary. P.P., 3/6. 0
SOUND AND I7in. T.V. CHASSIS, TUBE H.I I)
VISION STRIP, 25/6
Superhet. Tested 1.F.s 10.5 Mc/s
sound, 15 MO vision. Eight
valve bases (6-6F Is and 2-6D2s
not included). Size 8!,in. x Sin.
x 4, in .high. P.P., 2/6. ThePAK,
Turret Tuner plugs directly
into this chassis. State channel
required.

AND SPEAKER, EI9.19.6
I7in. Rectangular Tube on

4 00

7 '''''
modified chassis. Supplied as
single channel chassis covering ... i
B.B.C. channels 1-5, or in- liiiii'
corporating Turret Tuner which ,..116..r1Altrt.
can be added as an extra, at Ilititallr
our special price to chassis
purchasers. 50/-, giving choice -11-t.....nri -....--,,
of any 2 channels (B.B.C. and

r-,..
41111160

' 1`....-."

(Dept.
621/3,

ROMFORD
ROAD,

MANOR

ER

ILF. 6001/3.

SOUND AND
VISION STRIP, 10/6
Superhet. Complete vision
strip. Less valves. Not
tested, drawings free. Postage,
2/6.

1.T.A.). Extra channels can be
supplied at 7/6 each. Chassis size I 2in. x 14!. in. x 11 in., less valves. Similar
chassis were used by well known companies because of their stability
and reliability. With tube and speaker, E19.19.6. With all valveS,
E25.19.6. Complete and working with Turret Tuner, E28.9.6. 12 months
guarantee on the tube. 3 months guarantee on the valves and chassis.
Ins. Carr. (incl. tube). 25 -.

1958
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FREE

1

FASCINATING HOBBY made
Simple 1-Successful

by means) of
this BOON

816
SAMUEL JONES & CO.,LTD.

06ai:pt(4/4fra,,talaathfrelleisot- miuteXo

Lampshade making can give endless fun,

beautify your home and delight your
friends. There are 83 practical and easy -to -

follow illustrations and ideas to show you
how to do it.

Published by C. Arthur Pearson Ltd., Tower House,
Southampton Street, Strand, London, or obtainable from :

SAMUEL JONES & CO., LTD.

BUTTERFLY BRAND

CArwitAb
111lIT

PAPER.
t 11401.LL4114
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FIELD THEORY OF THE UNIVERSE
SIR,-In August's edition of PRACTICAL

MECHANICS I read with interest an
article about the possibility of the earth's
being hollow. Two experiments are men-
tioned apparently claiming to demonstrate
the feasibility of the theory, but the results
obtained are at variance with the premises
of the very theory they are claimed to prove
(or partly prove)! It is said that space
inside the hollow sphere is non-Euclidean,
and obeys a law which .is quadratic*, well
the point is simply this: how can a pair
of plumb bobs down a deep shaft prove
anything regarding the hollow earth theory?
It is said that the distance between the
ends of the cords at the bottom of the
shaft is greater than at the top, thus backing
the theory. But how was the width
measured? Would not any material
measuring rod correspondingly expand as
it approached the earth's centre, or, if you
like, contract by the hollow earth assump-
tion? It would be analogous to the
Michelson-Morley experiment. The most
reasonable explanation of the increased
spacing of the plumb line is a variation
in the density of the surrounding earth.
The other experiment can be disposed of
in the same way. Actually it matters not
an iota whether one uses mechanical,
optical, electrical or any other " straight "
line device, for any pulse or stress is modified
by that space in question. This can be
demonstrated by a simple hypothetical
experiment.

Get a steel girder, say, 2 miles in length
and accurately suspend it over a lake of calm
water. If the ends of this straight girder
were above the water whilst the centre just
touched the water, as
exaggeratedly drawn
at A, that would
prove the earth is the
usual solid sphere. But
supposing B h a p-
pened, i.e., the centre
is above. the water
and the ends dip in. Would that in all

logic prove the hollow
earth theory? The
answer is no because
what would occur, as
the rational interpreta-
tion of the theory

Water demands is this : the
beam would contact

simultaneously along the entire length due
to the nature of the
space presupposed (C).

To sum up. Whilst
I agree it is an inter-
esting exercise in
geometry (pure), as
an applied geometri-
cal theory it is pure
rubbish!

You do not mention
specifically what law this non-Euclidean
space inside the sphere (hollow) obeys, but

B

A

water

Density here + 2 x+ /

x
Density here=/

p
Constant density space

outside sphere.

it appears to be quadratic. Perhaps you
could correct me here if I have made a
wrong assumption.

Am I right in saying that at a distance
x from the surface, the density at the
" point " Q (corresponding to P outside) is
x'+ 2X + I ?-J. H. PLATT (Scotland).
* Density inside = x= + 2x + I, where

x = distance above surface.

SIR,-With reference to the reprint
article "Is the Earth Hollow? " in your

excellent August issue, a few objections to
this theory come readily to mind. Although
the article states that the ship passing out
of sight over the horizon can be explained,
how can it be explained (assuming a con-
cave surface) that the man in the crow's
nest can see land, or another vessel, before
those on deck? Also, I cannot imagine
how we could have darkness if the sun
were " inside," as surely a light inside a
spheroid must be seen from any and all
points and at all times, inside the spheroid.

Regarding the experiments in the U.S.A.
(I) The " straight and level " line could
have been taken at a very gradual depression
in the earth's surface (still assuming general
convexity); there may be several, or even
many such places. (2) The " plumb lines "
could have been affected by some local
gravitational peculiarity. I seem to remember
reading of one place in North America
where it is difficult to stand upright owing
to the peculiar gravitational pull. My own
theory regarding the perpendicular arrival of
cosmic rays is that these are so dense as
to be affected by the earth's gravitational
pull.

Finally, photographs taken by high flying
jet planes and published in the " National
Geographical Magazine " (U.S.A.) show an
apparent convex earth surface.-W. F.
CORNES (Staffs).

Model Lighthouse

SIR,-I made the model lighthouse below
from a milk churn, a glass globe

obtained from a cemetery attendant. a kettle

lid for a ventilator and a 25 -watt 250 -volt
lamp set in a lampholder type flasher unit.
-E. G. SMITH (Glasgow).

Black Gloss Finish
SSIR.-With regard to the request of Mr.

J. D. MacLean of Inverness for
information of a black gloss lacquer, I
would suggest he tries some black Brushing
Belco, made by I.C.L. Paints Division,
Slough, Bucks. This is a cellulose enamel,
used by myself for quite a number of years.
The brush marks remove themselves to give
a perfectly smooth finish.

He would, no doubt, be advised to use a
black Rexine and stick this on with some
-good type of waterproof glue or rubber
solution.-R. P. BAYLIE (Aldershot).

OPCM-Reeeivai
All the books below are published by Geo.

Newnes, Ltd., Tower House, Southampton
Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.

" Automation in Production Engineering,"
by J. A. Oates, A.M.I.P.E., M.Inst.Met.,
C.Inst.W. 326 pages. 45s. net.
HERE is a book that deals with automa-

tion in small as well as large machine
shops in a thoroughly practical manner. It
has been divided into two main sections: first
the use of machines for carrying out
automatically a series of operations on a
component, and, secondly, single machines
capable of automatically machining a com-
ponent from data supplied by punched cards
and tape, and magnetic tape. The book
contains chapters on automatic loading and
unloading installations; copying lathes; gear
hobbing; and the automatic gauging and
correction of machines. Various types of
transfer machines are also dealt with, includ-
ing examples of typical installations. This
book contains over 30o illustrations.

" Radiation Hazards and Protection," by
D. E. Barnes and Denis Taylor. 178
pages. 3os. net.
THIS book deals fully with the nature

of the possible hazards for people
working with radioactive materials and
describes steps which can be taken to
safeguard personnel against them. This is
a vitally important subject which the
authors have covered in a concise and
authoritative form. Chapters include:
Nature and Properties of Radiations; Effects
of Radiation on the Human System;
Naturally Occurring Radiations; Measure-
ment of Radiation; Personal Protection;
Surface Contamination; Air Sampling; Waste
Disposal; Transport of Radioactive Material
and Other Legal Aspects, etc., etc. The book
also contains eight photographic plates and

t illustrations.

Handbook of The Atomic Energy
Industry," Consulting Editor Sidney
Jefferson, B.Sc., A.C.G.I. 270 pages.
35S. net.
YOUNG people who are planning a

career in modern science will find this
book particularly appealing. It provides a
background of information for all who are
concerned wtih the atomic energy industry.
Atomic Energy is no longer a field restricted
to physicists. There are so many ramifica-
tions of this new source -of energy that it
is entering into everyone's daily life to an
extent that increases week by week. This
concise, authoritative and up-to-date book
covers every important aspect. It includes
details of atomic energy authorities through-
out the world, and describes educational
requirements and training facilities in Great
Britain. There are 19 sections including
Development of Nuclear Energy; Atomic
Structure; Nuclear Fuels; Nuclear Power
for Aircraft; Nuclear Power for Marine
Propulsion; Nuclear Research Machines;
Radio Isotopes; Radioactive Waste Disposal.
The book also contains numerous informa-
tive tables and diagrams as well as many
formula'.

7-NEWNES ENGINEER'S MANUAL
By F. J. CAMM

Vital facts and figures for all mechanical
engineers, designers, draughtsmen, etc.

35/-. 36/3d. by post.

from Geo. Newnes, Ltd.
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A Review
of New Tools, Equipment, ete.

The Surpans Spanner
THIS spanner is of revolutionary design,

as can be seen from the photograph.
The conventional open-ended spanner
engages only on two parallel faces of the

The Surpans Spanner in use.

nut and the main impact is on two corners.
The new spanner is designed to grip in the
centre of the flats and will grip four faces
at once instead of only two. It will be
found particularly useful on nuts which
have had their corners rounded due to the
misuse of ordinary spanners.

Sizes 3/16in. to 9/i6in. B.S.F. and bin.
to lin. Whitworth are available and prices
range from 2s. Id. to 5s. id. according to size.

The makers are Brades Nash Tyzack,
Ltd., Oldbury, Birmingham, and the
spanners are available from ironmongers,
cycle and motor accessory dealers and tool
merchants.

Stanley Tools Catalogue
FROM the well-known firm of Stanley

Works (Great Britain) Ltd., Sheffield,
we have received a catalogue giving details
of Stanley tools for the hobbyist. Included
are planes of various types, spokeshaves,
routers, bit braces, hand and breast drills,
masonry drills, hammers, screwdrivers, etc.,
etc. Also available from this firm and
described in the catalogue are two tool kits.
They are called " The Craftsman " and
" Do -It -Yourself," and are both packed in a
case designed to hang on the workshop wall.

In addition to illustrations of the tools.
specifications and prices, the catalogue con-
tains some excellent advice on the assembly
of the tools and their use. The catalogue
is available free from Stanley Works (G.B.)
Ltd., Rutland Road, Sheffield.

Handicrafts Catalogue
ACATALOGUE listing a wide range of

handicraft materials, including basketry
and canework, stool frames, upholstery,
raffia work, lampshade making, felt work,
soft toy making, leatherwork, rug making,
marquetry, flower making, gummed paper
crafts and jewellery making of various types,
is available from Northern Handicrafts
Limited, Perseverance Mill, Burnley Road,
Padiham, Lancs. In addition to the
materials for these and many other handi-
crafts, tools, books, adhesives, materials for
finishing, etc., are supplied.

Every well known handicraft is included
and also a number that are not so popular.
Kits for the beginner in many fields are
featured and the terms and conditions for
supply and payment are plainly set out.

14in. Vernier Scribing Gauge
-PROM Optical -Mechanical

(Instruments) Ltd., 17,
Station Road, Egham, Surrey,
we have received details of an
instrument which offers a new
method of marking out from
pre -machined edges. The t4in.
Vernier Scribing Gauge obvi-
ates the use of surface and
angle plates and height gauges;
it can be used on an ordinary
table or workbench. On a
large workpiece it is possible
to drill small holes where re-
quired up to the capacity of the
instrument, dowel and re -locate from the
pins up to any dimension, progressively.

This scribing gauge can be used to mark
out from o.5in. to min. from an edge and is
sturdily constructed having a long " easy to
read " Vernier with micrometer adjusting

MULTIPURPOSE HEATING ELEMENT
AS can be seen from the photo-

graph, the Flexiheat heating
strip consists of a length of mains
lead, an adapter and the actual p.v.c.
covered heating element which is 42ft.
long. It may be used to make an
electric blanket, for heating an airing
cupboard, a carpet, a garage, green-
house, etc., or for lagging water pipes.
Instructions for its use are given. The
element is for A.C. mains. Retail
price is los. 6d., the makers are Flexi-
heat, 2, The Oxebode, Gloucester.
Telescope Kits

Readers will be pleased to note that
the Seren Astronomical Supplies, of
Wharehouse Road, Stebbing, Dun -
mow, Essex, supply a kit for making
the recent P.M. telescope. The kit
consists of : mirrors, eyepieces, focus-
ing mounts, spiders, etc. They will
supply free details on receipt of a s.a.e.

(Left).-The Flexiheat heating strip.

The min. Vernier
Scribing gauge.

screw. Readings below o.5in. from the edge
can be undertaken by use of paired rollers
or slip gauges.

They will be on sale shortly and the price
will be approximately £r8.

Kits for Telescope Mirror Grinding
THE articles we published some time ago

on grinding a telescope mirror caused
wide interest and many readers have asked
us for a reliable source of supply for all the
materials. Grinding and polishing kits for
mirrors up to 8in. dia. are available from
L. J. Mays & Co., 20, Clover Road,
Timperley, Altrincham, Cheshire, at 25s. plus
2s. 6d. postage and we advise readers to
contact them.

Foam Draught Excluder
MARKETED under the trade name

" Cling " this draught excluder con-
sists of urethane plastic foam in strip form
mounted on a self-adhesive base. It is
available in two thicknesses, " Cling " which
is 5mm. thick white foam costing 3s. 6d.
for a loft. coil and " Cling Minor " which
is 3mm. grey foam, priced at 2S. 6d. per
161ft. coil. There are many other uses
to which this product can be put, i.e., pre-
venting rugs from slipping, eliminating
rattles in the car, protecting walls and furni-
ture and for keeping out dust. The makers
are Racasan Ltd., Ellesmere Port, Cheshire.
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FOR SALE
HOUSE SERVICE METERS, credit

and prepayment ; available
from stock Universal Electrical,
221, City Road, London, E.C.1.
COMPRERSORS FOR SALE. -Twin

Piston with tank, 21 c.f.p.m.,
£4. Single Cyl., £2. All types
Motors. S.A.E. for list. Wheelhouse,
13, Bell Road. Hounslow (HOU 3501.)
10Z., 2/3oz and loz. hand -operated,
2 Bench -Type Thermoplastic Injec-
tion Moulding Machines for Hobbies
and Industry. Dohm Ltd., 167.
Victoria Street. London. S.W.1.

HALF PRICE ELECTRIC DRILL KITS.
Lambswool Bonnet. Rubber Backing Pad,
12 Sanding Discs, Grinding Wheel, Buffing
Wheel, Wire Brush Wheel and Wheel
Arbor, 18/. (usually 36/-1.

BARKERS, 70, West street, Leeds, 1.

" .LISTRO TELP.SCOPE MAKING."
Standard Ramsden Push -in

Eyepieces, fin., fin., fin, focus, 35/-;
s.a.e. list. Object Glasses from 10/6:
Eyepieces from 15/6; Newtonian
Mirrors, Focusing Mounts. Tripods,
also complete Terrestrial Telescopes
and Microscopes. W. Burnet, Grand
Sluice, Boston, Lincs.
21.IN. REFRACTOR .ALTG. STAND.

£20; also Mirrors. Object
Glasses and Accessories. G. Mackett
& Co.. Mfg. Opticians and Engineers.
51. Millers Road, Brighton.
I)OBLE STEAM CARS -the basis

for modern design -described in
detail. Modern steam power unit
for light car -switch on to start.
steam launches, stationary power.
Magazine, illustrated lists of draw-
ings, castings, etc., 4/-. " Light
Steam Power," Kirk Michael, Isle of
Man, U.K.

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS AND
MANUFACTURERS CLEARANCE
GEIGER COUNTERS COMPLETE
WITH BATTERIES -28 10 0 ea.
VACUUM PUMPS -EDWARDS As
new £4 10 0 ea.
BALL RACES. -I" x 1" bore, C a
3416' bore, r x r bore, 116 ea. x I.
bore. 21- ea. 21' x 1" bore. 816 ea.
NEWALL INDICATOR CLOCK
GAUGES.-M4m new. 354- ea.
CROMPTON PARKINSON. -24 v.

D.C. Motors. Suitable factory
trucks, invalid carriage. etc. £6 ea.
VARIABLE SPEED MOTOR. -146
h.p., 115 v. 5060 cycles. 2.8 amp. with
Graham var. spd. gearbox, output
0;168 r.p.m., £6.10.0 ea. Gearbox alone
worth £10.
PRATT &WITNIN tap relief grinder.
£25.0.0.
GEARBOXES. -Ratio 10-1. ball race
mountings, 1" dia. spindle. 10'- ea.
IIVDROMETERS.-ACID. 3/- ea.
MIN MOTORS. -41 v. reversible,
totally enclosed, 54- ea.
NIFE CELLS. --3C x 21" a 1" unused.
5!- ea., 481- per doz.
12 v. D.C. MOTORS. -3,800 r.p.m..
1,16 h.p., 22(6 ea.
PRISMS. -Magnifying, 13'16" sq.
mounted on adjustable frame, 2 filters.
5/- ea.
I.T.A. AERIALS. -New and boxed.
3 element, 22/8: 5 element. 27(6.
Co -ax cable 6d. yd., air spaced, 9d.
per yd.
TANNOY MICROPHONES. - With
switch and lead 7/6 ea.
MALNS POWER PACKS. -250 v. 80
milliamps, or stabilized 150 v. 80 milli -
amp. 30/- ea.
MORSE KEYS. -Small 21- medium
3!-. larger 316. Bilrzers 3!- ;mt.
TECALMIT GREASE NIPPLES. -
4.1. ea., 31. doz., 201- per 100.
MOTORS. -28 v. geared 21" a it' dia..
12/8 ea.. less gears 10'- eat
VIBRATORS OAK. -12 v. 9 -pin. 5'- ea.
TORCH BULBS. -Ever Ready 2.5 v.
and 3.5 v. 16'- per 100. 9i- per 50.
METERS. -Moving Coil. 21" dia.. 50microamp 22.10.0. 100 microamp
22.5.0. 100 milliamp 12/6, 25 v. 2" dia,.
basic movement, 5 milliamp, 716. 0-50
amp. A.C. 4 dia. 25/-.
PORTABLE COMPRESSOR.COMPRESSOR UNITS.
-12 v. D.C. 25.10.0.
HEADPHONES. -Moving Iron. low
impedance, 61- : high 91- ; balanced
armature, low, 10/- ; high, 151- ;
moving coil, low only. 101- per pair.
COMPASS. -P8 A.M. 4' jewelled bear-
ings, ideal for boats, scouting, etc. Un-
used, 251- ea. Used 154- ea.
HUGGETTS LIMITED

214, FAWSON,S ROAD, WEST
CROYDON, SURREY.

FOR SALE (Continued)
HOW TO USE EX-GOV. LENSES

and Prisms. Nos. 1 and 2, 2/6
ea.; Vertical Enlarger Plans for
35mm. to 2fin. sq.. 3/6 ea.; Optical
Condensers and Achromatic Lens to
suit, 33/-. Lists s.a.e. H. W.
English. Rayleigh Road, Hutton,
Essex.

AUTO PLASTICS
(Oldham) LTD.

Green Street, Oldham, Lancs.
CORROSION REPAIR

SPECIALISTS
Fibreglass and PolyesterResin Stockists
Used exclusively in Our Own Body
Shop. Repair Kits 111 and 191- Post
Free. All Materials Sold Separately.
Instructions and Price List sent on
request.

CADMIUM - PLATED AIRCRAFT
BOLTS, 2 B.A. to fin. B.S.F.,

various lengths, nuts. Fibre, Dural
Washers, £1 lots, cwt.. 3/6 part
carr. Large stocks Alloy Bolts, Nuts.
etc. Northern Surplus Equipment,
Arnside, Westmorland.

AINS FROM 12v. CAR BATTERY.
1V -C American Dynamotor Unit, runs
200.'250 AC/DC radios, televisions,
tape recorders, etc., from 12v. car
battery, continuous duty, perfect,
cost £25, 60/-; s.a.e. full details.
Scientific Products, Cleveleys, Lancs.

CIRCULAR GLASS DISCS for
grinding Astronomical Mirrors.

Smoothed and edged, per pair with
abrasive BO, 180, 280. 320, 400. 600.
superfine finish Pitch.
Wax, fine Rougeer. 6in. xSwedishlin., 22/15/-
8in. x lin.. £3/15/-; 8in. x I fin.,
£5/15/-. post paid. H. Gibbs, '15,
Portmanmoor Road, Cardiff, S. Wales.
ALUMINIUM LAUNCH or Yacht

Hulls, 20in. 31, 16in. 2/6. post-
age 1,1. Clockwork Motors, 3/9 and
4'6; Electric Motors, 4 6, 5/-. 6/10
upwards; postage 9d. Clyde Train
and Ship Plans. lists 3d. Glassford's.
89, Cambridge Street, Glasgow, C.3.
',FAIL ORDER NEW TOOLS. -SetI H.S. Drills. No. 1-60, 47/- Heavy
Table Vice, 21in. jaw, 13/6; H.S. End
Mill, fin., No. I M.T., '7/6; H.S.
Small Milling Cutters, 6 different,
10:'- ; Drill Chucks, 1in., No. 1 M.T.,
11/6 ; No. 2 M.T., 11/6 : Burnerd
Independent Chucks, 4in., 72/- ;
41in., 75/- ; 6in., £6 ; Micro-
meters, lin., 10/- ; lin.-2in.. 14/6 ;
Spring Dividers. 5/n., 7/6: Spring
Inside Calipers, 6in., 6/- ; Precision
Drill Chucks, lin. No. 1 M.T., 34/ -
No. 2, 35/- ; Dies, 13,E 16in. 40 T.P.1,
5 32in. 3/16in.. 7/32in., fin.; 3/4 each;
Taps, 40 T.P.I. 5/32in.. 3/16in..
7 32in., fin., 2/- each ; H.S. Ain.
Reamer. 10/- ; Wood Saw, 6in. hole.
fin., 10/- ; Dial Gauge, 2in. diam..
.005in., £2/16,'6. 1/- extra post under
20/- orders. S. Grimshaw, 7. Hall
Street, Manchester, 18. tWarehouse:
Gorton Lane.)
VLASTIC. catapult, models. etc..
-I-4 3/16in. round, 9d. yard. post 3d.
C. Blundell, 472. Alcester Road South.
Birmingham, 14.
%FIXED WOOD SCREWS to 11in..

2/- per gross. post 1 : over
11in., 4/- per gross, post 2/ -
post on 1- gross each. 2'3. 2,000
items list free. K. R. Winston Dept.
M.P.S.j New Mills. Stockport.
DALL BEARING Saw Spindle Units
" with 3in. Vee pulley, hold down
bolts. etc.. 50/-; Circular Saw
Blades. 12in.. 9in., 6in. dia.; Wobble
Saws: Grooving Cutters: Pulleys and
Vee Belts; quick change Motor
Mounts, one motor will serve many.
Below.
BROOK ELECTRIC MOTORS on

deferred terms: low deposit: 6
months to pay. B.C.M.B. Ltd.,
Rugeley, Staffs.
IIIECRAGEL. the green,

"-
ready -

shredded, low -melt plastic for
easier and speedier plaster casting.
Sample 11b. 8/9, post free. Add to
your income now. Dale's. 2. Boundary
Road, London, E.13.
A IR RECEIVERS. 22in. x 5in.,

2001b., £1. Pillar Drill. £15.
1-1 h.p. Motors. 32, Windermere
Avenue, N.3.

ELECTRICAL

EXTRACTION
FANS, 6in., silent

shaded pole, no interference.
A.C. only, price 20/-, post 2/- ; also
New 1/20th h.p. Universal 230v.
Geared Motors, 10-1 reduction. suit-
able for food mixers, price 22/6. post
2/-; 1/6th h.p. Motors. all types,
£2/10,-. Wheelhouse, 13, Bell Road,
Hounslow.
"STANFORD" ELECTRIC WELDER,

200/250 a.c complete with
heavy welding transformer, welding
torch. earthing cable, goggles, car-
bons, case, instructions. Absolutely
as new and perfect, £4 ; carriage
paid. Will send c.o.d. McGrath.
83, Green Drive, Cleveleys, near
Blackpool.
XIODEL ELECTRIC MOTORS,
.1-V2- amazingly powerful. " Mini
Mo." 9 6 ; Maxi Mo." 131, post
free 41 to 9 v., x /fin , weight
11 oz. Dept. 4Q). " Highland.-
Alkrington Green, Middleton, Man-
chester. 3d. stamp full details.
CONVERT your ordinary Wash -

boiler to electric. G.E.C. Circu-
lar Washboiler Elements, 200-250 volt.
2Kw., 91in. diameter one hole fix-
ing, 22/6 each, plus 1/9 p. and p.
London Warehouse, 165, Queens
Road, Peckham, S.E.15.

BRAND NEW
BROOK ELECTRIC MOTORS

Single Phase, 1 h.p. 1,500 r.p.m. E7.10 0
4 h.p. 1,500 r.p.m. E9.12.6

h.p. 3,000 r.p.m. £9.12.6
h.p. 1,500 r.p.m. El 1. 0.0
h.p. 3,000 r.p.m. LI I. 0.0

Fully guaranteed by makers, approval
against cash Carriage paid mainland. State

voltage.
P. BLOOD & CO.

ARCH STREET, RUGELEY, STAFFS.

Xf AINS RADIO IN YOUR CAR.-
A3 -I- Complete Unit runs 200/250
AC/DC radio, television, tape re-
corders, etc., from 12v. Battery,
perfect. cost £25, 80/-. Stamp full
details, Scientific Products, Cleveleys,
Lancs.

rLUORESCENT LIGHTING FIT-
TINGS for workshop and home.

Complete range from 5ft. to 18in.
(also circular) at lowest prices any-
where. S.A.E. for illustrated leaflets
and list of Control Gear Kits.
Callers welcome. We are Fluores-
cent Lighting Specialists: E. Brill,
Dept. C.. 125A, Northcote Rd.,
London, S.W.11. (Battersea 8960.)

THERMOSTATS
Suitable for electric heaters or convectors.
15 amps. at 250 volts A.C. Heavy brass
base. Set for 35' C. but can be adjusted
to operate from 50' to 5' Centigrade.
Sample 5/- or Six for 201-, post free. Worth
25/- each.

H. MIDDLETON,
639, Abbeydale Road, Sheffield, 7.

A LL TYPES OF ELECTRICAL
4-11. GOODS at extremely competi-
tive prices, e.g., 5 amp. Twin Cable.
35/- 100 yards; Lampholders, 7/- doz.:
5ft. Battens, 49,'-; quality and imme-
diate despatch guaranteed. Request
list. Jaylow Supplies. 93, Fairholt
Road, London, N.16. (Telephone:
Stamford Hill 4384.)
LIMITED NUMBER B.T.H. 1/6 h.p.

100/250v. A.C./D.C. Motors with
detachable 8/1 worm reduction gears
fitted with 31in. Vee pulley. 79/6;
fraction mfng. cost. Other Motor,
Fan and Compressor bargains; s.a.e.
list. Bellangers, 306. Holloway Road.
London, N.7. (North 4117.)

THE ELECTRIC GUIDE (12th
edn.), 113; Electric Hints and

Gadgets 14th edn.), 1/3, from B.P.M.
Publications, Ringwood, Hants.

BOOKS
IrrHE HANDYMAN'S ELECTRIC IN-

STRUCTOR, 1/9; The House
Maintenance Guide, 2/3; The TV &
Radio Guide, 2/3. Real book values
from B.P.M. Publications, Ringwood.
Hants.

WOODWORKING
K,",,,AWBENCHES. 8in. to 30in., from

£9 ; Motorised, £13 ; PetrolPortable. £44. Planers, Bandsaws,
Lathes, Saw Spindle and Planer
Assemblies, Logging and Firewood
Machines. Chain Saws. Engines,
Motors : deferred terms. Send 1/9
for handbook -catalogue and bargain
offers. List free. Beverley Products,
Sturton-le-Steeple, 20, Notts.

S.G.S. Woodworking Machinery. -
Saw Bench Units; " Empire "

(for saws to 12in.). £3/6/-: " Royal "
(16in.), £5/31-; ' Empress " 120in.).
25/151-, " Monarch "
£11/18/6: tin. Drill Chucks, 14/-
extra. Planer Units fitted with high-
speed ball bearings; 41in. £4/15/-.
6in. £6/15/-, 8in. £8/10/-. WoodTurning Combination Lathes: 181in..
24in. or 301n. centres from £9/19/6.
Obtainable from ironmongers, tool
shops, etc.. or write direct to: S.G.S.
Engineers, Dept. 14, Old Costessey,
Norwich, Norfolk.

`WOODWORKING MACHINES. All
cast-iron constructed. Complete

Saw Benches, 7in., £4115!- ; Bin.,
£5/10/- ; 10in.. complete motorised,
£30. Planers, 5in. £12 : Bowl Turn-
ing Heads, £4; with Bin. Saw Tables.
£7/10/-. Lathes, £7/10/- ; Combina-
tion Lathes. £10/10,'-. Motors.
Pulleys. Belts.. etc. 12 months'
written and money refunded guaran-
tee. 4d. stamp for illustrated book-
let. James Inns (Engineers),
Marshall St Nottingham.

SPINDLER & CAZALET for S.G.S.
Planers and Woodworking

Lathes. Circular Saw Blades, rip
tooth or crosscut, 5in. 13/6, 6in. 15/,
Tin. 18/-, 8in. 20/-, 9in. 23/-, lQin.
27/6, 12in. 33/6; ate centre hole
size, please. Band Saw Blade for
cutting wood. 4. k or 1 in. wide, all
joins butt welded up to 5ft. 6/9,
6ft. 7/6. 7ft. 8/3, 8ft. 9,'-, 9ft. 9/9.
All orders by return, post free.
Picador Vee Belts and Pulleys.
Send for lists to Spindler & Cazalet,
53, Palmerston Road, Boscombe,
Bournemouth.

CIRCULAR SAW BLADES, new,
4in. x lin. hole 6,'6. 5in. x tin

7/-, 6in. x fin. 9/-; postage 6d. each
extra; rip or cross cut. CoUldreys,
13 Ester Road. London, E.11.

WATCHMAKERS
I EARN to be a Watch and Clock

4 Repairer in your spare time and
earn extra money at home. We can
supply everything you need at
unbeatable prices, including instruc-
tional books. Swiss watchmakers'
tools, watches, watch and clock
movements, lathes. cleaning machines,
all spare parts for watches and
clocks, etc. We also have a fine
selection of musical box movements
and kits. Send 9d. P.O. for bumper
bargain catalogue. The Watch-
makers Supply Company (Dept.
P.M.), Carterton. Oxford.

WATCH PARTS
For all makes of watches, tools, instruc-
tional books, etc. Special Kits for be-
ginners. Send sd. for " Super Bargain
Catalogue." T. G. LOADER (Dept. B).
Watchmakers Mail Order Sery lee.
Milestone Road, Carterton. Oxford.

WATCH REPAIR SERVICE, un-
rivalled for reliability and

speed, coupled with reasonable
charges. Part jobs welcomed.
Material supplied. Hereford Watch
Co., 13. St. Owen Street. Hereford.

SITUATIONS VACANT
A M.I.MECH.E., A.M.Brit.I.R.E.,
CR City and Guilds. etc., on " No
Pass --No Fee " terms. Over 95% suc-
cesses. For details of Exams and
courses in all branches of Engineer-
ing, Building, etc., write for 144 -page
Handbook -Free. B.I.E.T. (Dept.
967B), 29. Wright's Lane. 'London.
W.S.

(Continued on next page)
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HOBBIES

SEREN

ASTRONOMICAL SUPPLIES
Warehouse Road,

Stebbing, Dunmow, Essex
EQUIPMENT for ASTRONOMERS
Mirrors, eyepieces, focusing mounts,
.;piders, etc. Do -It -Yourself kits.

S.A.E. for free details.

yLLUSTRATED CATALOGUE No. 13.
X Containing over 450 Items of
Government Surplus and Model
Radio Control Equipment, 2/2, re-
funded on purchase of goods ; 2(6
overseas sea -mail. Arthur Sallis
Radio Control Ltd., Department
P.M., 93, North Road, Brighton.
A STRONOMICAL TELESCOPES.-

ix- Grinding, Polishing Kit. suit-
able up to 8in. mirror. Silicon Car-
bide: Grade 80, 1lb. : 180. 280, Jib- ;

320, 400, 600. jib. : Optical Rouge.
2oz. ; Swedish Pitch. llb. ; 25/- each,
plus 2/6 postage. S.A.E. for price list
separate items. L. J. Mays & Co..
20. Clover Road. Timperley, Altrin-
cham, Cheshire.

TOOLS

LET US HELP
you with your Toot requirements.
We can supply all types of good
quality Tools, etc., also the full range
of Accessories for your Electric Drill,
at very reasonable prices.
Write for our Free Lists to :-

ALDORA SUPPLY CO. (Dept. 2,)
45, York Road, Ilford, Essex

POWER TOOLS.-We stock the lot.
Cash or terms. H.D. Co. Ltd.,

58, Commerce Rd.. Wood Green.
London, N.22.

BARGAINS !
DRILL ACCESSORIES pr
C/Saw Blades1 5" for Wolf. B & D 21/- 816
Rip or CICut1 6" for Bridges ... 21'- 10/6
3' Grinding & Wire Wheels,

Calico Buff, Arbor ... ... 18/6 10/6
5" Sanding Pad & 12 Discs,

Lambswool Bonnet, Arbor ... 20:- 112-
IN WALLETS, E Round shanks

4 TIC Masonry Drills 3/16,9132" 401- 16/-
5 Wood Boring Bits, r-i" 15/- 8/8
6 Wood Centre Bits. 1--1." ... 19/6 11/3
5 Twist Drills. l'-i" 113/6 1313

P. & P. 116. FREE BARGAIN LISTS FROM :
THE TOOL SERVICE CO. (Dept. P.1),
ae, Arlington Road, Surbiton, Surrey.

1VAMESTAMPS.-Your name in tin.
letters, 1/- per letter. Price list

for Sets of Letters and Figures,
Branding Irons, Stencils ; quotations
for Nameplates, Dies. Moulds Metal
Labels, Small Forgings, Small Turn-
ings. John C. Swallow I Engravers).
(P.M. Dept.). Garden Street, Shef-
field, 1.

R.F. E.H.T. COIL 19/6.
7-10KV R.F. frequency approx. 10 ktcs
Uses 6V6 or P61 as ocs : suitable for ULTRA
model V600, W700 & others. Size 41" x 2"
dia. Base 4" x 41". Circuit drawing avail-
able. Postage 2/6.

GANG CONDENSERS 1/9.
Salvage, guaranteed. Standard size two
gang. .0005. All tested and guaranteed.
Peat & packing 1/3.

DUKE & CO. (Dept. Hat)
621'3, Romford Road, Manor Park, E.12.

ILF 6001/3.

FIBREGLASS

PLASTIC UNITS
Experimental Glass Fibre Unit, 14/9.
Plastic Metal for Gear Casting, Plastic Dies,
etc., 14/3. Porcelain -hard Cold Setting
Finish for food preparation surfaces, baths,
washing machines, etc., 16/9 pt in white,
cream, black, sky blue, red, clear and
aluminium. S.A.E. for information list,
price list, etc. SILVER DEE PLASTICS
(Dept. 3), Hartington, Staveley, Chester-

field, Derbyshire.

EDUCATIONAL
FREE ! Brochure giving details

of Home Study Training in
Radio, Television, and all branches
of Electronics. Courses for the
hobby enthusiast or for those aiming
at the A.M.Brit.I.R.E., City and
Guilds. R.T.E.B.. and other profes-
sional examinations. Train with the
college operated by Britain's largest
Electronics organisation. Moderate
fees. Write to E.M.I. Institutes.
Dept. P5128, London, W.4.,
LEARN IT AS YOU DO IT-we

provide practical equipment
combined with instruction in Radio,
Television, Electricity, Mechanics.
Chemistry, Photography. etc. Write
for full details to E.M.I. Institutes.
Dept. PM47, London, W.4.
EASY MATHEMATICS COURSE for

Radici/T.V.. Write: Tutorials,
200. Buchanan Street. Glasgow, C.1.

MISCELLANEOUS
AQUALUNG and Compressor Equip-

ment. Ballraces and Mis-
cellaneous Items. Lists 2d. Pryce
157. Malden Road. Cheam.

FORTUNES- in FORMULAS," 900-
page American book of formulas

American technical hobby and other
books covering every interest. Stamp
for lists. Herga Ltd. (Dept. P2).
Hastings

PERSONS WANTED TO
MAKE UP HANDY BAGS
AT HOME IN SPARE TIME,
SEND S.A.E. FOR DETAILS
TO :-DEPT. N/M, BENTOM
SUPPLY, 10a, SHELLEY
ROAD,WORTHING, SUSSEX

BUILD YOUR OWN Refrigerator.
Everything to make Built-in or

Cabinet Refrigerator. S.A.E. for
Sealed Unit List and Schematic
Diagram, or 1/- (refundable) for 32 -
page catalogue, including details of
free 4 cu. ft. Cabinet Diagram offer.
Hire purchase available. Wheelhouse,
13. Bell Road, Hounslow. (Phone:
HOU 3501.)

IDEAS and GADGETS
(Elect. and Mech.)

Assessed for practical use and value.
Models made, drgs. prepared. Design-
ing and development undertaken.

Write for estimate to :
10, OMEGA RD., WOKING,

SURREY

HOW TO PAY FOR a BETTER
HOLIDAY? Start a Freemans

spare time agency now! Generous
Commission on all goods purchased by
your friends and relations from the
400 -page full -colour catalogue. All
goods on approval ; all expenses
paid ; it costs you nothing. Write
to -day to Freemans (London, S.W.9).
Ltd.. Dept. 339. 139/141, Clapham
Road, London, S.W.9.

FREE HEAT! How to make simple
smoke -free burners, which have

given reliable service for years,
using waste oil at negligible cost.
Electricity not required. Is. 6d.
Light Steam Power, Kirk Michael,
Isle of Man, U.K.

HAN DICRAFTS

MUSICAL
BOX MOVEMENTS

ONLY 13/- POST FREE.

Kits from 2I/- complete with movement.
Please send 3d. stamp, or call for new FREE

illustrated brochure. Trade supplied.

THE SWISSCROSS Co. (Dept. V),

202, Tulse Hill, London, S.W.2.

'.:TAKE JEWELLERY, make money ;
-I-Y-11 wonderful catalogue ; send 1/-.
Arts and Crafts. Dept. P.M., Hebden
Bridge, Yorks.

T ARQUETRY VENEERS, 12 assor-
,-v-i- ted veneers 5/-, post free ; send
3d. for list. Frank Coles (Veneers),
76, Rivington Street, E.C.2.

PHOTOGRAPHY
PHOTO -ENLARGER Castings and

Bellows for 35mm., 2 jin. x 2/in.,
2)in. x 35/- per set: s.a.e. for
details. V. J. Cottle, 84a, Chaplin
Road, Easton, Bristol, 5.

GLASGOW. If buying, selling, or
exchanging modern Cameras,

Enlargers. Equipment, Tape Re-
corders, etc., for the best deal, call
or write to Victor Morris, 406, Argyle
St.. Glasgow, C.2. (Central 8958.)
BELLOWS, Camera, Enlarger, Pro-

cess. Industrial Collapsible
Machine Guards. Beers, 4, St.
Cuthbert's Road, Derby. (Tel.:
41263.)

CHEMISTRY

FREE OFFER TO
PRACTICAL MECHANICS READERS
A s.a.e. will bring YOU our Students Chemical
apparatus list and your first order over 25/ -
will bring you FREE OF ALL CHARGE a
magnificent LENS. Send today : VIKLAB,
288, Station Road, Harrow, Middlesex.

PATENTS
PATENTS. Qualified service.

Advice. C. L. Browne, 114,
Greenhayes Ave., Banstead, Surrey.

! A GOOD IDEA !
CAN MANE MONEY FOR YOU

LET US ASSIST YOU
PROFESSIONALLY TO SELL YOUR

INVENTION.
WRITE FOR FULL DETAILS.

PATENT, DEVELOPMENT &
MARKETING CONSULTANTS
16 Gore Court Rd., Sittingbourne, Kent.

HOME BOAT BUILDING
BUILD YOUR OWN two -berth

Cabin Cruiser. Kits supplied,
also for Runabouts, Dinghies, Canoes,
Water Skis. Illustrated brochure on
request. Wyvern Boats (Wessex)
Ltd., 10F, North Street, Milbourne
Port, Sherborne, Dorset.

AMAZING 11:71. 3/6

The " Target " FINE
FLAME Gas Blowpipe
(self -blowing) for all
small and delicate sol-
dering and brazing jobs
essential to model making.
Fine intense flame easily
melts small copper rivets.
Soldering and small brazing
jobs done in no time. PRICE
3[8 each. POST 4d.
The " Targetr FIERCE FLA ME Gas
Blowpipe (self -blowing). For soldering
and brazing LARGER Jobs.
Gives a fierce roaring 4 -inch
flame. Guaranteed to melt

in. copper tube. PRICE
4/- each. POST 6d.
Copy of " Secrets of Brazing
& Soldering " Free.
P. WREN MANUFAC-

TURING CO.
Vs ollaston, Wellingborough.

CHEMISTRY APPARATUS
Send 3d. stamp for

COMPLETE PRICE LIST

BECK

Booklets:' Experi-
ments" 1/2
"Formulas"

112

Home
Chemistry "
new ed., 2/10

Post Pa d.

Dept. A)
STREET

Stoke Newington, London, N.16

(Scientific
60 HIGH

GOVERNMENT
SURPLUS BARGAINS
TRIPODS. Unused. 38' long, only 5 lb.
wt. Immensely strong. Carrying sling.
Brass cap easily adapted to camera,
etc., etc. Each 1216. post 216.
LOW VOLTAGE MOTORS with
REDUCTION GEAR, approx. 4/1
(24-45-90) 6-12 v. D.C., 1 amp., ea. 15/,
post 1/9.
MOTOR ONLY as above (dimensions
3' x 2' x 2') ea. 716. post 1/6.
BATTERY CHARGING TRANS-
FORMERS, 11 v. & 17 v. A.C. (for 6 &
12 v. charging at 1 amp.), ea, 17/6, post
1/9.
RECTIFIERS to suit above, ea.. 91-.
post 8d.
(These transformers & rectifiers will
run the above low voltage motors.)
TEST METERS. Moving Coil. 011.5 v.,
013 v., 0/60 m.Amps. 1 0/5,000 ohms. In
beautiful case 4' x 4' x 21' with selector
terminals and switch. Wonderful
Bargain. 15/-, post lig.
POCKET VOLTMETERS. Moving
Coil 0(15 v.. 01250 v. 15/, post. 1/6.
MOTORS. 2001250 v. A.C./D.C. POOP,
approx. 80 watts. High speed. I' shaft.
(Converted ex R.A.F. motor generator-
power about equal to sewing machine
motor.) Useful addition to workshop.
ea. 301-, post 29.
Send 3d. stamps for list of other Motors,
Transformers, Pumps. Lamp.: Switches,
etc.. etc.

MILLIGANS
24, Harford Street, Liverpool, 3

Money Ba Guarantee.

FREE
CORRESPONDENCE

COURSES
IN STEAM

TWO COURSES : (1) A simplified Course for
the practical man in need of basic informa-
tion about steam and steam applications :
(2) An Advanced Course for those with a
background of technical training. There is
no charge or obligation. Details on request
to :

SPIRAX-SARCO LTD.
(TECHNICAL DEPT.) Cheltenham, Glos.

'POP' RIVETERS
(Lazy Tongs)

Easy to operate.
Widely used for
Motor Body Re-
pairs. Ideal for

Sheet Metal Work, Plastics, Hard-
board, etc. Universal Collet takes ' POP '
Rivets, 1/8', 5:32', 3116' and .2" dia., 24.11.0.

'POP' RIVETS 1111062111.

In constant use by Repairers. Three Assort.
ments available :
MTL : 1,000 Rivets-All diameters -33/4.
MTP : 1,000 Rivets -1/8" & 5/32' dia.-29/4.
MOTORISTS' RANGE : 200 Rivets -118" &
5:32' dia-12/8.

RIVETING SYSTEMS LTD.
Jordan Street. Knott Mill, Manchester 15

THE
-DERMIC" -

OILER

510
Post Free

Use a " DERMIC " Oiler for clean and
accurate lubrication of models, clocks.
watches, sewing machines, typewriters,
movie cameras and projectors and any
delicate instruments or mechanism.
Get one from your local Model or Tool
Dealer or send direct to the actual
manufacturers.
S. & B. PRODUCTIONS
Orton Buildings, Portland Road,
South Norwood, London, S.E.25.

Phone LIV 4943

BUILD YOUR OWN
CANOE

Printed illustrated instructions I '6

TYNE FOLDING BOATS LTD.
206 Amyand Park Road, St. Margaret's, Twickenham, Middx.
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Including Indicator Lamp
T HAVE a 25o watt electric heating mantle

working off the 240 volt mains. I wish
to include an indicator lamp in a circuit of
the 6 volt flashlight type. What is the
simplest way of doing this ?-/I. R. (Ayr).

THE simplest method would be to con-
nect 6ft. of 26 s.w.g. nickel -chrome

resistance wire in series with the appliance,
and to connect the six -volt low -current
bulb across this resistance wire. The wire
could be wrapped round a strip of mica.

Battery Charger
T RECENTLY built a battery charger, it
-L is a so volt 4 amp, and 20 volt 4 amp.
type. Would you kindly tell me what value
choke and condenser I should use with
same to obtain the highest efficiency ?-
B. Little (Bristol, 5).
IT is not necessary to use a choke coil
1- or a condenser in a battery charger,
assuming that the rectifier is a full wave one.
Presumably you intend to use a transformer
and metal rectifier. In this case we advise
you to connect a variable resistance between
'the rectifier and battery. The resistance
should be capable of carrying the required
current continuously without overheating,
and should have a value of approximately
o.5 ohm for the to volt output and t ohm
for the 20 volt output.

Easing Threads
T HAVE a war -time pair of Kershaw
-I- 6 X 3o prism binoculars, the lenses of
which need cleaning. The flanges surround-
ing the lower lenses, however, are rusted
in and I am afraid to force them. The
body of the glasses appears to be held
together by four round -headed screws; can
I carefully undo these and so take the
glasses apart and clean them ?-G. F.
Parsons (Somerset).

YOU may be able to loosen the flanges
by carefully depositing about three

drops of paraffin around each and allowing
this to soak in. If this does not loosen them
add more drops and go all around each,
rapping each joint thoroughly. It appears
to us that the screws you mention hold the
body together and we think that the only
way to clean the lenses will be to unscrew
them. Deposit drops of oil into the screw
threads and in half -an -hour or so try to
unscrew. On failure to remove the lenses
we suggest that you visit your local optical
repair agent.

Pipe Fittings Tests
T HAVE recently been testing pipe fittings
1- at too p.s.i. air under water, i.e., filling
the fitting with air and submerging it in a
tank of water. Another method I use is
a hydraulic test, i.e., pumping water into
the fitting to a pressure of 30o p.s.i. I
find that sometimes a fitting that will pass
the hydraulic test will not pass the too p.s.i.
air under water test.

Could you please explain this to me as
I have been told the two tests should give
the same results? -Thos J. H. Pate (Leeds).

THEORETICALLY the two tests should
give the same results and especially

as you, in the hydraulic test, use a pressure
three times as great as that for the air test.
It seems to us that if in the air test all you
get is an air bubble escaping at long intervals
you can only just be missing getting water
in an hydraulic test. The two media are
very different in structure and their
molecules are of different size. Air is
elastic and that is probably the cause of
escape. Apart from all this, we cannot see
any cause for different behaviour of the two.

..An Electro Magnet
WOULD you please supply me with

details of the construction of an
electro magnet which would enable me to
perform the conjuring trick where an

Du QUERY SERVICE E
RULES 0

A stamped, addressed envelope, a sixpenny, 9crossed postal order, and the query coupon from 0 the current issue which appears on the inside of 
 back cover, must be enclosed with every letter 

containing a query, Every query and drawing
 which is sent must bear the name and address of 
 the reader. Send your queries to the Editor, rj
 PRACTICAL MECHANICS, Geo.Newnes, Lcd., I-1

Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand,
London, W.C.2. 0

ri=011EOCIDULAJLLILILLIJOEICEDI B
aluminium disc or ring is levitated into mid-
air from the surface of a table when an
electro magnet placed under the table is
switched on ?-M. Parrish (London).

WE suggest that you use about 1Ub. of
32 s.w.g. enamelled copper wire

wound on a straight core built of laminated
Stalloy stampings about o.ot4in, thick to
about tin. square cross sectional area and
about sin. long This should be fed from a
240 volt 5o cycle A.G. supply.

Eyepiece Construction
I WISH to make an eyepiece of in. focal

length for my astro-telescope. Please
tell me how to do it and where I may obtain
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the necessary lenses. - G. F. Clephane
(Maidstone).
PRESUMABLY it is an eyepiece of the

Huyghenian type that you wish to
make. This is as simple a form as can be
found and it is to all intents and purposes
achromatic although neither of the two
lenses of which it is composed is in itself
achromatic.

The two lenses should have foci of
fF X t'E X 2

fF fE
= Equivalent focus.

Where f is the focus, F the focus of the
field lens and E the focus of the eye lens.
And F should have a focus of three times
the length of E. Therefore, if we assume
that the focus of F is .48in. and E .t6in.
the condition is met and you have an
equivalent f of .25in, nearly, as a matter
of fact, .24in. instead of .25in. The lenses
will be both piano convexed. They will
be mounted with both their convexed
surfaces towards the object glass and be
separated a distance of: .48in. - .t6in. =
.32in. There should be a stop or
diaphragm midway between them and the
aperture of this stop should be about lin.
The diameters of the lenses should be: for
F, about 5/16in. and for E, about 3/16in.
Buy the lenses from a reputable firm and
check on the foci before using them.

Telescope Object Glass
T WISH to construct a telescope and can

obtain a double -convex lens, 4in. dia.
X 33in. focus, for the O.G. Is there any
way by which I can adapt the lens to an
achromatic type ? If it is too difficult,
could you tell me from what manufacturers
I could obtain an achromatic objective of
about the same specification, and the cost ?
-V. R. Thorpe (London).
IF the focus of your object glass is to be

no more than 3oin. then it will be of no
use to let the aperture be as much as 4in.;
'lin. will give better and clearer definition.

There is no way in which you can make
it achromatic, except by buying an achro-
matic O.G. You would be well advised to
buy an achromatic of as long a focus as

THE P.M. BLUE -PRINT SERVICE
I2FT. ALL -WOOD CANOE. New Series. No. I.

10 -WATT MOTOR. New Series. No. 2, 4s.
COMPRESSED -AIR MODEL AERO ENGINE.

New Series. No. 3, Ss. 6d."
AIR RESERVOIR FOR COMPRESSED -AIR

AERO ENGINE. New Series. No. 3a, Is. 6d.
" SPORTS " PEDAL CAR. New Series. No. 4,

Ss. 6d.
F. J. CAMM'S FLASH STEAM PLANT. New

Series. No. 5, Ss. 6d.
SYNCHRONOUS ELECTRIC CLOCK. New

Series. No. 6, Ss. 6d.'
ELECTRIC DOOR -CHIME. No. 7, 4s.

ASTRONOMICAL TELESCOPE. New Series.
Refractor. Object glass Sin. diam.

Magnification x 80.
No. 8 (2 sheets), 7s. 6d..

CANVAS CANOE. New Series. No. 9, 4s.*
DIASCOPE. New Series. No. 10, 4s.0
EPISCOPE. New Series. No. I I, 41..

PANTOGRAPH. New Series. No. 12, 211.*

-2.1. SS'S-

COMPRESSED-AIR PAINT SPRAYING
PLANT. New Series. No. 13, 8s.'

MASTER BATTERY CLOCK.
Blue -prints (2 sheets), 4s.

Art board dial for above clock, Is. 6d.

OUTBOARD SPEEDBOAT.
I Is. per set of three sheets.

LIGHTWEIGHT MODEL MONOPLANE.
Full-size blue -print, 4s.

P.M. TRAILER CARAVAN
Complete set, I Is.

P.M. BATTERY SLAVE CLOCK, 2s. 6d.
"PRACTICAL TELEVISION " RECEIVER.

(3 sheets), I Is.
P.M. CABIN HIGHWING MONOPLANE

Is. 6d..
P.M. TAPE RECORDER.

(2 sheets), Ss. 6d.
The above blue -prints are obtainable, post free,
from Messrs. George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House,

Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.
An denotes constructional details are available free

with the blue -prints.issz1.1.-
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possible. Let it be a standard size, say, 3o
or 4oin. focus and 2in. to Sin. aperture.
Messrs. Broadhurst, Clarkson & Co., Ltd.,
63, Farringdon Road, London, E.C.I, would
supply you, or you could try one of our
advertisers such as H. W. English, Rayleigh
Road, Hutton, Brentwood, Essex.

It is a fact that on any given focal length,
non -achromatic, you see less by increasing
the aperture than you do by reducing it.
This is due to spherical aberration coupled
with chromatic aberration.

Multivibrator Control Box Circuit
TN your January, 1956, issue of " Practical
L Mechanics " the article on " Radio
Controlled Models " gave a circuit for a
multivibrator control box using a 6SN7-GT

/OKt)

3000

8
8

H.T+
60-90 V

L J Keying
Relay
(s,000 is)

.1S2

S
Valve is

-/OCC90

MCI (Linear

mona

L.T+V

LT-

H.7:-

Circuit details

valve. The writer also suggested the use
of a 3A5 valve. Could you please supply
me with a circuit diagram which includes
valve -pin numbers for this type of control
box ? Also, would an H.T. supply of
120 v. be adequate for reliable operation ?-
Brian Dollin (London).

[The series of articles on " Radio -
controlled Modeis" is incorporated in our

NEWNES PRACTICAL MECHANICS

book " Radio -controlled Models" which
costs 53s. 6d. by post.-ED1

THE circuit given here is only a sugges-
tion for a multivibrator control box

using a 3A5 or DCC90 type of valve. We
have not tested it, but it follows conven-
tional practice and should be satisfactory.
If the pulse rate is too low then change

 Cr and C2 from 0.1 µF to 0.05 or 0.02 it.F.
(these should be rated at 25o volts working
to be on the safe side). The iMIt, poten-
tiometer controls the Mark/Space ratio. Do
not use more H.T. voltage than necessary
to give good relay action as this simply
increases H.T. current consumption and
serves no useful purpose. The 3,000 St

resistor in series with the relay may be
omitted but serves to balance the action
of the two halves of the multivibrator.

Sundial Details
T WISH to make a sundial of the type
I- shown in the sketch. It consists
essentially of an inclined scale ring and an
upright blade which casts a shadow on the
inside of the scale ring.

Can you give me any information regard-
ing the inclination of the scale
ring, inclination of the blade and
any other general information
regarding the construction and
orientation of the parts ?-E.
Mason (Ashford).

THE information which you
require is essentially the

vertically fixed angle of the blade
edge. This is known as the
" gnomon " and its angle will
depend upon the degree of
latitude of the place where the
sundial is to be set up. It is
assumed that the scale ring will
be fixed with its gnomon at
Ashford or near there and as
the latitude at Ashford is a little
north of 51 deg. this will be the
angle with the horizontal which
the gnomon must make. The
scale ring will be at right angles
to this. Make the angle of the
gnomon 51 deg., to' o", or
51 1/6 degrees.

Then there is another matter
to get correct readings for time, the
orientation of the sundial must point due
north and south, i.e., the line of 12.0 and
6 o'clock must do so. The most simple way
to get this correct will be by time signal, set -
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ting your watch, say, for the 8 a.m. signal and
then at 12.0 noon, when the sun is shining,
move the sundial around so that the shadow
of the gnomon reads noon. It can be done
at night or when there is no sunlight, with
a compass held against the side of the
gnomon and making correct allowance for
compass or magnetic deviation. But this
method is likely to prove less accurate so
it would be better to set the sundial by
time signal for 12.0- and check the readings
by other hours.

Waterproofing Concrete Floor
T HAVE a prefabricated garage made of
-L wood and asbestos and erected on a
concrete base ; the garage is 12ft. X Sft.
When first erected I had trouble with water
seeping under the walls. I have now sealed
the outside and inside with Ruberoid
cement but am still troubled with a large
damp patch which now appears to come
up through the floor. Can you suggest
how I might overcome this ? Is there some
process by which I can treat the floor ?
The thickness of the floor is 4in. to 5in.-
H. Faulkner (Surrey).

South

Hour markings
inside ring

Support

Blade For casting
shadow on inside
7,1' scale ring'

Scale
ring

Base

Mr. E. Mason's Sundial
TO prevent the concrete of your garage

from becoming damp sweep the floor
clean and apply two coats of Cementone
Flow. Hardener and a coat of waterproofer.
Treat the whole floor area.

Information
Sought

Readers are invited to supply the required
information to answer the following queries.

Printing Photographs on Canvas
T WISH to find a sensitising solution which

will enable me to print photographs on
canvas. This must work with artificial light
via an enlarger.

Can you suggest a formula or tell me
where such a solution may be purchased?-
F. J. HOFFMAN (Dublin).

Ink for Plastics: Plastic Solvent for
Etching

CAN you give me any information regard-
ing the ingredients of an ink that will

take on celluloid or modern plastics, or the
name of a firm supplying such an ink?

Or could you name or give the ingredients
of any plastic solvent that could be em-
ployed as an etching medium, as acid is
employed in process block making?-W.
MONTAGU (Newcastle).

Remote Control Camera
T WISH to operate my camera by remote
I control using a solenoid mechanism
powered by a hearing aid battery; and I
will be grateful if you can tell me how to
make such a mechanism-particularly the
solenoid-and what materials to use.-
J. MATTHEWS (Manchester).
Pianola Conversion
T HAVE a " Weber " pianola piano which
1 I would like to convert to be driven
by an electric motor (to replace the bellows).
Would a motor ,driving a, suction fan,
blower or pump be necessary?-G. H.
SIDDLE (Bradford).

Projection Screen from an Old Map
T HAVE an old 6ft. X 9ft. Ordnance
I Survey map (linen backed) and in excel-
lent condition. Could you tell me whether
the back can be treated or coated to serve
as a projection screen?-M. J. FEEST
(Aldershot).

Air -blown Accordion
T WOULD like to convert the treble sideI of a piano accordion into an air -blown

instrument without the use of the bellows.
My idea is to discard the bass side and

bellows of my instrument and mount the
treble keyboard and reed blocks on a stand.
I require something similar to the
" Qrgana."

The air blower must be electrically
operated, as silent as possible and, if it can
be done, I would like some degree of
volume control. What do you suggest?-
N. HODGKINS (Walsall).

Transfers
PLEASE advise me how to make painted

transfer numerals from paper to paint
work.

Failing this, could you suggest any litera-
ture covering the subject?-D. G. FRANCIS
(Kenton). -

Mercury U-tube Barometer
COULD anyone furnish me with particu-

lars of the correct height of mercury
and weights of glass balances of the long
type mercury U-tube barometer; also the
setting up to correct working order of the
aneroid diaphragm barometer.-W. M.
ROBERTS (Wrexham).



A " FERROUS " ARC WELDING AND
BRAZING SET will complete your work-
shop equipment. For joining and re-
inforcing from approx. 26 s.w.g. up to any
thickness Mild Steel. Wrought or Malle-
able Iron. Type F.M.65 Heavy Duty com-
plete with all equipment 1901240 v. single
ph. 10115 amp. (or domestic power supply)
delivered free, ex stock, g25

(Cash or C.O.D.)
H.P. Terms. Illus. leaflet-Manufacturers.
Ferrous Transformers (MEC), Ltd.,
Church Rd., Croydon, Surrey. CRO 8351/3

Save on Repairs
Reduced Prices

Plus

More Materials Post

KIT I 12/6 21 -

KIT 11 251- 2/3

KIT III 30)- 2/6

KITS FOR CARS,

ETC. £5.10 £9.10
carriage paid

with

GLASS
FIBRE
These kits
carry a com-
prehensive
range of
materials, with
full instruc-
tions to suit

all forms of car body repairs and model
making. "Glass Reinforced Plastics"
New Illustrated Booklet, 2/6 Post Free.

WESTPOLE MOTORS LTD,
89, BRAMLEY RD., LONDON, N.14. PAL 8531

LI;J V11/31:EaNtik
FIREPROOF GARAGES

From with
£33.10.0 FREE

delivery

STEEL FRAMED-EXTENDIBLE
LOWEST MONTHLY TERMS

of any manufacturer including
FREE " Peace -of -Mind
Instalments Insurance.
Write NOW for:-

FREE COLOUR CATALOGUE
BOWSER, MONKS & WHITEHOUSE LTD.
(Dept.PM16), Spring Gardens, DONCASTER

You Can Become a

HANDICRAFTS
TEACHER

Experience not essential
Men who enjoy making things in wood
or metal can turn their hobby into a
permanent and interesting career.
Short hours, long holidays and security
in a job you would really enjoy can
be yours if you become a Handicrafts
Teacher. Let us send you details
of the easiest and quickest way to get
the necessary qualification.

We definitely guarantee
" NO PASS-NO FEE "

If you would like to know about our
unique method of preparing you for
one of these appointments write
to -day, and we will send you an
informative 144 -page Handbook-FREE
and without obligation. Mark your
letter " Handicrafts Teacher."

BIET
BRITISH INSTITUTE
OF ENGINEERING

TECHNOLOGY
591, College House,

29-31 Wright's Lane, London, W.B.

AUTOMATIC (TIME) SWITCHES
New and reconditioned 15 day clock-

work and electric switches
from 35/..

Send S.A.E. for illustrated details to :-
DONOHOE (TIMERS)

1 & 2 UPPER NORFOLK ST., NORTH
SHIELDS, NORTHUMBERLAND

training
THE WAY TO SUCCESS

The great and growing demand of today is for TRAINED
men. Thousands more are needed, but there is no worth-
while place for the untrained.

Through I.C.S. Home Study you gain the specialised
knowledge that marks you out for promotion, for
SUCCESS ! I.C.S. teaches you in your own time-
expertly, quickly and easily. It is the world's largest
and most successful correspondence school, offering
courses for almost every branch of trade, industry
and the professions. No books to buy.

ADVERTISING &
SALESMANSHIP
Account Executives
Mail Order
Copy Writers'
Advertisement Managers
Commercial Travellers'
Sales Management
EXAMS : Joint Inter.

A.A. & I.P.A. Finals.
Inc. Sales Mngrs. Ass.
United Corn. Travel.
Association

ARCHITECTURE &
BUILDING
Drawing and Designing
Quantity Surveying
Builders and Surveyors'

Clerks'
Bricklaying
Carpentry & Joinery
Construction
Heating and Ventilating
EXAMS Roy. Inst. of Br.

Archts. Inst. of Quant.
Surveyors. Roy. Inst. of
Chartered Surveyors.
Inst. of Builders. Inst.
of Mun. Engrs. (Bldg.
Inspectors'). Inst. of
Clerk of Works.

COMMERCIAL ART
Elementary Art Training
Poster Work
Sketching

COMMERCIAL
TRAINING
Book-keeping and Accoun-

tancy
Costing and Auditing
Company and Private Secre-

tarial
EXAMS Chartd. Inst.

Secs. Corp. of Secs.
Ass. of Cert. & Corp.
Accts. Inst. of Cost &
Works Accts. Inst. of
Book-keepers

ELECTRONIC
ENGINEERING
Industrial Electronics
Electronic Computers
I-

CIVIL ENGINEERING
Highway Engineering
Surveying and Mapping
Structural and Concrete

Engineering
EXAMS : Inst. of Civil

Engineers. Inst. of Mun.
Engrs. Inst. of Struc-
tural Engrs.

DRAUGHTSMANSHIP
(State which Branch)
Architectural
Drawing Office Practice &

Machine Design
Structural Drawing
Maths & Machine Drawing
Woodworking Drawing

ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING
Illumination and Heating
Electricians'
EXAMS : Society of En-

gineers. C. & G. Cert.
in Elec. Eng. Practice.
C. & G. Cert. in Elec.
Installations. C. & G.
Cert. in Ilium. Engg.

FARMING &
HORTICULTURE

Arable Farming
Pig & Poultry Keeping
Livestock Farming
Farm Machinery (Mainten-

ance)
Flower, Vegetable & Fruit

Gardening
Rock & Shrub Gardening
EXAMS : R.H.S. General

FIRE ENGINEERING
EXAMS : Inst. of Fire

Engineers. Fire Service
Promotion.

GENERAL CERTIFICATE
OF EDUCATION
Principal Subjects at Ordin-

ary or Advanced Level
Engineering joint Board Pre-

liminary

MANAGEMENT
Foremanship
Industrial Management
Business Management
Methods Engineering
EXAMS : British Inst. of

Mngemt. Intermediate,
Final and Certificate of
Foremanship.

MECHANICAL
ENGINEERING
Subjects include :
Welding, Fitting. Turning,

Erecting, jig & Tool De-
sign, Production, Draughts-
manship, Mathematics, In-
spection, Diesel Engines,
Diesel Electric Loco-
motives, Refrigeration

EXAMS : Inst. of Mech.
Engineers. Inst. of Pro-
duction Engineers.
Society of Engineers.

MOTOR ENGINEERING
Diesel Transport Engines
Motor Body Rebuilding
Owner Drivers'
Running and Maintenance

PHOTOGRAPHY
A basic Course including

Colour Work
RADIO AND TELE-
VISION ENGINEERING
Service Engineers'
Television Servicing and En-

gineering
Practical Radio with Equip-

ment
Radio Service & Sales
EXAMS : Br. Inst. of

Radio Engrs. C. & G.
Radio Servicing Cert.

P.M.G.'s Cert.
(Marine) in Wireless Te-
legraphy. C. & G. Tele-
coms. Engineering. C. &
G. Radio Amateurs'.

WRITING FOR PROFIT
Free Lance journalism
Short Story Writing

LEARN - AS - YOU - BUILD PRACTICAL
RADIO COURSE

Build your own 4 -valve T.R.F. and 5 -valve superhet
radio receiver ; Signal Generator and High -quality

Multi -tester.

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Dept. I69D, International Buildings, Kingsway, London, W.C.2

Please send me free booklet on Age

Nome Occupation
(USE BLOCK LETTERS)

Address

11,58

Addresses for Overseas Readers
Australia 140, Elizabeth Street, Sydney. Eire : Dawson House, IS, Dawson
Street, Dublin. India : Lakshmi Bldg., Sir Pherozsha Mehta Rd., Fort Bombay.
New Zealand : 182, Wakefield Street, Wellington. N. Ireland : 26, Howard
Street, Belfast. South Africa : P.O. Box 19, Cape Town.

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
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LEARN A LANGUAGE
THIS WINTER

By the Pelman Method
'T'HE problem of learning a Foreign
A Language in half the usual
time has been solved. The Pelman
method enables you to learn French,
German, Italian and Spanish without
translation.

By the Pelman system you learn
French in French, German in German,
Spanish in Spanish, and Italian in
Italian. English is not used at all.
Yet the method is so simple that even
a child can follow it.

Grammatical complexities are elim-
inated. You pick up the grammar
almost unconsciously as you go
along. There are no classes to attend.
The whole of the instruction is given
through the post.

'Send for the Free Book
The Pelman method of learning lan-

guages is explained in four little books,
one for each language :

FRENCH SPANISH
GERMAN ITALIAN

(Also Courses in Afrikaans and Urdu)
You can have a copy of any one of

these books, together with a specimen
lesson, gratis and post free, by writing
for it to -day. WELbeck 1411

POST THIS FREE COUPON TO-DAY-

Pelman Languages Institute,
130, Norfolk Mansions, Wigmore St.,

London, W.I.
Please send details of Pelman method
of learning :

French, German, Spanish, Italian
(Cross out three of these)

Name

Address

PELMAN (OVERSEAS) INSTITUTES:
Delhi,Melbourne,Durban,Paris,Amsterdam

UNRIVALLED IN ITS CLASS
Thi,,,Ep.1.1.2iiaiLe x21071 conAredret-1

ible to back gear and screwcutting. Let
us quote you. We specialise in this
lathe and can still offer best credit
terms. All accessories from stock.
Descriptive pamphlet & lists, etc., S.A.E.
3/8in. HIGH-SPEED SENSITIVE

POWER BENCH DRILLING
MACHINE

Price 28/10/- net, or 101- Deposit and
six monthly payments of EL carriage
and packing extra. (S.A.E.) for specific-
ation and descriptive pamphlet.
DRILLS : DRILLS : DRILLS
Sets of Drills and Auger Bits In Wallets
and Cases. Competitive prices. Send
for details. S.A.E.

WANSTEAD SUPPLY CO.
82 SNAKES LANE, WOODFORD

GREEN, ESSEX

SERIES III

N UC LEAVE PRESS

CROPS

RIVETS

PUNCHES
Ask your Tool Dealer or send for
details to :-

Sole Manufacturers.

FITZNER LTD.
197-199, KINGS ROAD,

KINGSTON -ON -THAMES

nReCt.fltAtE
ABARDHITTMO

Yeble
AIR PISTOLS

4:Aza Ruin ACCESSORIES
if..SI Write for tatolottie WESLEY a SCOTT Ltd.

110d, WEAMAN ST. BIRMINGHAM 4, ENS AND
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BATTERY ,
CHARGERS
Input 200,250 volts
A.C., 50 cycles.
Output 10 amps..
22 volts D.C. Con-
trolled by two 4 -
position switches
for fine and coarse
control which en-
ables 6 to 24 volts
batteries to be
charged. Made by
G.E.C. Brand new
with 0/12 ammeter.
Fused A.C. and
D.C. £17 10s., car-
riage, 151-.

ROTARY CONVERTER. Input 12 volts
D.C. Output 230 volts A.C. 50 cycles 135
watts. In fitted case with variable resist-
ance, 0/300 voltmeter, mains switch. The
ideal job for television where A.C. mains
are not available. Perfect condition. £10.
carriage 151-.
NIFE BATTERIES. Practically indes-
tructible. 1.2 volts. 75 amps. Alkaline
filled. Any voltage Can be built up. Brand
New. 25/- each, carriage 5/-.
NIFE BATTERIES. 1.2 volts. 3 amps.
21in. x 31in. x lin. overall, 5/- each, 48 -
doz. Post 2/-.

VENT AXIA " EXTRACTION FANS.
230 volts A.C. 6in. blades. Ideal for ven-
tilating kitchens, etc. Easy to fix. Silent
running. 130/, post 3/-.
XPELAIR EXTRACTION FANS. 711n.
blades with baffle outlet. 490/-, carriage 7/6.
MEGGER. Circuit Testing Ohmeter.
2 scales 0/1000 0 and 100,200K 0 inf. with test
Prods. Brand New. £4.17.8. Post 3/-.

WEE MEGGER " 500 volts in leather
case. Brand New. £12.10.0. Post 31-.
HEATING ELEMENTS. Flat enclosed
type 230 volts 500 watts. " Bray Chromalox."
10in. x liin. 7/6. Post 1'6.
VACUUM PUMP
Brand New 7 cu. ft. per min.
10 lbs. per sq. in. at 1,200
r.p.m. Rotary Vane type 35' -
each, post 3!-.
SOLENOIDS. 12 volts D.C.
with a 3110. lever, very
powerful. Ideal for Model
Railways. etc.,- 5/- each.
post 1/6.
ROOM THERMOSTAT. Ad-
justable 45 to 75 deg. Fahr.
250 Volts 10 amp. A.C. Ideal
for greenhouses, etc., 35/-,
Post 2/-.
INSPECTION LAMP. Fits on forehead.
leaving hands free. battery case clips on
belt. 7/6, post 1/6. Takes E.R. Battery
No. 1215, 2/9. Post 9d.

se BULKHEAD FIT.
TING. 91n. diem., flat
tripod type, suitable
for lamps up to 100
watts, complete with
pushbar switch lamp -
holder. Ideal for farm
buildings, garages.
greenhouses, etc.,
Brand new. 171. Post
2/6.

TELEPHONES SOUND POWERED. No
batteries required. Just connect with twin
flex for clear speech, can be used as a room -
to -room telephone, extension speaker, baby
alarm, etc. Crystal clear reception. Trans-
mitter Receiver Units, 416 each. Twin Flex,
41d. yard. Post V,
GEARED MO-
TOR for the
model maker,
small and verypowerful. 4
r.p.m. at 12 v.
D.C. or 8 r.p.m.
at 24 v. D.C. 351,
post 2/6. Works
from 230 v. A.C. mains with transformer
and rectifier. 12 v., 25,-. or 24 v. 40/- extra.
TELEPHONE SETS. MODERN DESK
TYPE. 59.17.6 per pair, complete.

METERS GUARANTEED
F.S.D. Size Type Price

50 Microamps 21in. MCTR 70!-
501-., .

250 .. 311u. MC/FR
500 2in. MC!FR 27/6

1 Millamps 2in. MC:FS 27,6
1 .. 2tin. MC/'FR 35'-
5 .. 21n. MC; FR 17, 6

30 21in. MC/FR 12/6
100 ... ' 21in. MC/FR 12/6
200 ., 21in. MC../FR 121
300. 211n. MC/FR 12/65 Amperes 2in. MCIFS 271

15 21n. MC/FR
,,

10/6
25 21in. MI/FR D.C. 7/6
30-0-30 ., 2in. MC/FR 15/6
50.0-b0 2in. 12/20 Volts 2in. MC ,FS. 10,6
40 2in. MC2FS 10/6

300 ,. A.C. 211n. MIER 25',TERMINAL BLOCKS. 2 -way fully pro-
tected No. 5C/430, 4/. doz., 50 for 15/- ; 3 -
way. 6/- doz. ; 50 for 22,5. Post 1/6.

CROSSPOINTER
METER with 2 separate
100 microamp move-
ments. Brand New, 22/6.
Post 2/-. .

HEADPHONES. High
resistance 4,000 ohms.
Type CHR. 12/6 pr. Post
1'6.
HEADPHONES. High
resistance, very sensitive.Balanced Armature. Type DHR, 17/6 pr.Post 1/6.

L. WILKINSON (CROYDON) LTD.
19, Lansdowne Road, Croyd.vsn.
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Z-,- SET No. 535T
" PRICE 35/.

Here is an entirely new conception of cycle
lighting. The ultra lightweight headlamp of
this model weighs only 54 ozs.- perhaps riot
quite as light as a feather- but it's the perfect
answer for the keen clubman who wants light
without weight. This compact set will give
years of reliable lighting at any speed. Finished
in chromium plate throughout.

CYCLE
DYNAMO
LIGHTING
SETS

H. MILLER & CO. LTD
ASTON BROOK STREET BIRMINGHAM 6

THOSE
MARVELLOUS
DRILLS
THAT WHIP
THROUGH;
BRICK -

Code No. 134

From your local ironmonger or tool
dealer or post free from the
manufacturers.

Send for leaflet " P.M."

JOHN M. PERKINS & SMITH LTD., Braunston, Rugby.

MAKE MONEY-malting casts

with VINAMOLD
A grand spare -time occupation

WITHOUT any previous experience you can mass-
produce any object from a chessman to a candlestick,
statuette or model ship, in plaster, resin, concrete, etc.

. with " VINAMOLD " the flexible mould that gives
the BEST results. Easy to work, can be used over and
over again. Needs NO special equipment, provides a
profitable and enjoyable spare -time occupation with
minimum outlay.

Write for full details and instructions. Also avail-
able Illustrated booklet describing " VINAMOLD."
methods of heating and melting, preparation of models
and moulds, etc. Price 1/6 post free, from :-

VINATEX LTD. (Dept. P.M.3), CARSHALTON, SURREY
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Extrt. Special Cash. Grinding
Wheels Otter. 6,7" dia.. 1/4', 112', 3/4'
thick, 1'2' or 3/4' hole, 10/. the three.
Postage 2/-. Value over 30/-. 8 for Et
post paid. Ass. grits for tool and cutter
grinding, also 5" dia. dish wheels, 1/2"
hole, 4/9 each.

H.S. Reamers clearance, No. 1 M.T.
shank, sizes, 7?32", 3/8', 7/6 pair.Fine Ground Thread Taps for
instrument work, 114'-7W dia., 8 ass.,
66, Actual value around £4.

H.S. Taper Pin Reamers, sizes 4, 5
aistr7, 12/- for 3.

1,000 H.S. Inserted Blade Expand-
ing Reamers, 17/32", 19/32", 15/- each :

21/32,23/32". 18/- each : 23/32,25/32%
17/6 each ; 25/32"-27/32", 18/6 each :
27/32,31/32'. 18/6 each : 15/16,1 1/16',
20/- each ; 1 1/16"-13/18". 27/6 each.

200 Cast Steel Circular Saws for
wood. 4' dia.. 7/8 each ; 6' dia.. 12' -
each : 8'. 16/6 each ; 10", 22,6 each :
12', 22/6 each. Please state size of hole
required and 1f rip or cross cut teeth.

300 Lengths Precision Ground
Silver Steel, 36' long. 516" dia. 41-
9/16" dia., 10/- ; 5/8" dia., 12/6 Per 3'
length.

3,000 High Speed Routing Cutters.
straight shank, two lip, as used for cut-
ting slots in wood, sizes 3'8", clear 4/ -
each.

10,000 II.S. Super Quality Tool Bits.
14" square, 2 1/2" long, 15/- doz. 5,16"
square, 3' long, 20/. doz. 3/8" square.
3' long. 251- doz. 7/16' square, 3 1/2"
long. 301- doz. Ground finish.

5,000 High Speed Slitting Saws and
Slotting Cutters, 2 1/4" dia.. 5/8' bore.
0.045'. 0.051', 0.057", 0.064" thick. 319
each. 2 3/4" dia.. 1" bore, 0.036". 0.048'
0.051', 0.056", 0.064", 0.072', 0.080" thick,
3/9 each. 3' dia , 1" bore. 3,64'. 5'64"
thick. 6/- each. 31!2' dia., 1" bore. 3164'.
9/64', 5/32'. 11/64' thick. 7/6 each. 4'
dia., 1' bore, 5/64'. 7/64'. 7132' thick. 816
each. 5" dia., 1" bore. 5/64" thick. 12/8
each. 3/16" thick, 1216.

500 Whitworth Screwing Tackle
Sets with bright polished steel die -
stock, dies 2 1/4' dia.. cutting 9/16', 5/8".
314", 7/8' 1' Whit., 50/- per set. Also
B.S.F. ditto, 50/- per set. Only a third
of real value.

1,000 High Speed Side and Face
Cutters, 2 112' dia., 1" hole, 114', 3/8".
1!2' thick, 15/- each. 3' dia. 1" hole,
1,2-. 5/8' thick. 20/- each. 3 '1/2' dia.,
1' hole, 3/8". 314' thick, 251- each. 4' dia.,
1' hole, 7/8', 1' thick, £2 each 5' dia..
1 114' hole, 1/2', 3/4' thick, 50/- each.

All items brand new. £1 orders post
paid, except overseas.

1,000 H.S. Long Straight Shank
Twist Drills approx. 1/16' and 3/32"
dia. both 4 314' long, 216 Pair. Approx.
3116" and 3/8' dia., 6" and 7' long, 5/ -
the two. 9/64" dia., 11' long, 3/6 each.
Approx. 13/64' dia., 10" long, 4/6 each.

200 H.S. Spot Facing Cutters, 1

1/4" dia.. I/4" dia. detachable pilot. No.
2 M.T. shank. An essential tool for
facing bolt holes on castings. Worth
45/-. Gift 12/6 each.

500 Sets Hex. Die Nuts. Sizes 1/4",
5/16% 3/8', 7/16" and 112" Whit. B.S.F.
American Car thread or 26 brass thread.
These sets are in a neat case. Present
day value over 301- per set, to clear 151 -
per set any thread. Two sets 28/6. four
sets. 55/, Also 5/8" and 3;4' in Whit.
and B.S.F. only, 5/8". 5/. each ; 3/4',
61- each, 10/- per pair.

1,000 H.S. Morse Taper Shank End
Mills. No. 1 shank 1/4' 5/-, 318', 6/-, 1/2".
6'6. also No. 2 shank, 9/16'. 10/, 5/8'.
11/- 3/4'. 12/-. 7/8". 121-. 1'. 15/-. Also
straight skaak H.S. 5/16', 316, 3/8', 4/-.
112', 51, 7/8'. 10/.,

2,1241 Small H.S. Twist Drills.
approx. 1)32" 3/32". 41- doz. Approx.
1116"-1/4", 7/6 per doz. Approx. 9/32'-
15,32", six for 101,

3,000 Circular Split Dies. 1' dia.
cutting 1/4'. 5/16', 3/8', 7/16"' 1/8" Whit.
B.S.F., also brass thread, 26 thread all
sizes and American N.F. 12/- per set of
5 sizes. 2 sets 22/8, 4 sets 42,'6. Taps
to suit. 12/6 per set, either taper or
second or plug. 1" dia. stocks 6/- each.

1,000 Hand Reamers, 5116', 3/8 each,
5/8', 4/9 each.

7,000 Pratt & Whitney circular
split dies, superior quality precision
ground cutting edges, 13/16" dia. suitable
for machine or hand use. Sizes : 2. 4.
5, 6, B.A., 8/8 per set, 13 16' die stock.
3'6 each.

5,000 Ball Races, 111" bore. 3/8' o.d.,
1/8" thick, 41- pair 1/4' bore, 3/4' o.d..
7132' thick, 41- pair ; 6 mm. bore, 19
mm. o.d. 6 mm. thick. 4'. pair ; 9 nun
bore, 26 mm. o.d.. 8 mm. thick, 4/- pair
3/8' bore, 7/8* o.d., 7/32' thick. 51- pair
3/16' bore. va- o.d. 5/32' thick. 4/- pair

2,000 Files 4* -0" good assortment
10/- doz., also toolmakers' needle files
ass.. 12/6 doz. 3" sq. saw files. 10/8 doz.

Metal Marking Punches sizes 3/32',
1/8' and 1/4' ,figures. 8/6 per set, letters
25/- per set, any size. 1/2" figures, 15/ -
set.

2.000 Straight Shank End Mills,
size 1/8', 5/32', 3/18', 7/32', 1/4", 5116',
list price 30/- set, 15/- set, also 3/8',
7/16-, 1/2' ditto, 12/6 set.

1,2' d
500

ia.
H.S. 90°

.
Countersinks, body

Gift 5' each.

J. BURKE
192, Saslow Road, Totley,

Sheffield.
Inspection Rear 36, Fitzwilllam St.,
Sheffield.
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WHAT I THINK wliminnummininiminimmilimmimmumumnimmiumimmumummuminummiumiumiummum By F. J. C.

The Tests for to Year Old Cars
IT is perhaps a tribute to our manu-

facturers that the tests for to year old
motor cars and motor cycles do not also

include bicycles. There are hundreds of
thousands of bicycles on the roads to -day
long past a decade of use, which are in fine
condition and quite roadworthy. It is also
true to say that the keen club cyclist covers
as many miles in the course of a year as
the average motorist or motor cyclist. This
does not necessarily mean that bicycles are
made better than cars or motor cycles, but

 merely that ,they are looked after better-
the whole of their mechanism is get -at -able
and defects are obvious, whereas in motor
vehicles they are not, and it is a major
messy job to go over the various sources
of trouble. Bicycles, of course, are much

idea has been in existence in Australia for
some years. where the police carry out the
tests, and not private garages. Should the
Minister so act I would advise him to see
that the tests are carried out by testers
unconnected with the trade, the Cyclists'
Touring Club or the N.C.U. In view, how-
ever, of the enormous voting power which
cyclists possess I doubt whether the Minister
will be so ill-advised. Indeed, he seems
to be having second thoughts about the tests
for motor cycles and cars for the appointed
day for them has been postponed twice
already. My guess is that they will not be
introduced at all! And a good thing too,
for statistics show that in only 2 per cent.
of cases involving accidents has it been
proved that the cause was the age of the
vehicles concerned.

Blenheim-the glorious park which is open all the year round. It has wonderful views over
the lake and palace. The park was designed by Capability Brown (18th Cent.).

lighter and not subject to the same stresses
as power -propelled vehicles. Bicycle bear-
ings have an incredibly long life and it is
very rarely indeed that one has to change
them. When a change is necessary, the
bearings " speak " to the rider. There is
that " cronk " when power is applied to the
pedals, and that irritating click when the
chain wheel and sprockets are worn. When
that occurs on my bicycles I renew the lot,
for when one is audibly made aware of wear
it is obvious that wear has also taken place
in slower moving parts, such as the head
bearing. It is a waste of money to put new
chains on worn sprockets. It is a wonder
that there has not been the usual outcry
by motorists clamouring for bicycles to be
tested also, but there is little or no evidence
that accidents to cyclists have been caused
by unroadworthy machines. Our Minister
of Transport, who believes in making regula-
dons rather than roads, however, may intro-
duce a regulation roping in cycles for tests,
since it is intended to lower the period for
tests from to years to, say, five years. The

My reason for informing the Minister
that he should ignore any representations
made by the C.T.C. is that its head office
does not represent the opinion necessarily of
the majority of its members. The policy is
made in the office and the members blindly
support it, perhaps with the helpless feel-
ing that it would be useless to attend an
annual general meeting and get a resolution
carried because under C.T.C. constitution
the council is not bound to adopt such a
resolution. A second reason is that the
C.T.C. has consistently blamed motorists for
accidents, urged legislation against them, but
has consistently opposed any regulations
which applied to cycling.

For years, for example, they opposed rear
lights and reflectors and any legislation
making them compulsory. They con-
veniently forget, however, that they were
the most vociferous in their demands for
compulsory rear lighting on horse-drawn
vehicles. Such legislation, of course,
followed. When the tables were turned on
them, however, they vigorously opposed

them, as they have opposed everything in
the way of legislation concerning cyclists.

Of course, the C.T.C. has to justify its
existence in return for the membership fee.
It must, from time to time, erect Aunt
Sallies, in order to impress the members.
They do still, of course, retain the right
to erect " steep hill " notices even though
by modern standards of braking such hills
are no longer considered steep. We must
also remember that these paid advocates who
mouth their criticisms on every other road
user except cyclists are in the same
position as a counsel who defends a criminal
without necessarily believing in his inno-
cence.

When Were the Clubs Founded?
AREADER asks me when the various

clubs claiming to be national institu-
tions were founded. The N.C.U. and the
C.T.C. were both founded in 1878, the
latter as the Bicycle Touring Club. It
changed its title in 1882. The R.R.A. was
founded in 1888, on the suggestion of A. J.
Wilson. The Women's R.R.A. started to
function in October, 1934, and the Road
Times Trials Council in 1937. It took
the place of the Road Racing Council. The
British League of Racing Cyclists was
founded in 1942. The oldest cycling club,
which does not function as a cycling club,
was founded in 1870. The members all
assume Dickensian characters. The club
is really a humorous skit on cycling, and
purely a knife -and -fork club. The growth of
the club movement is well exemplified by
the following figures:

There was only one club in 187o; in
1871/2 there were four; in 1873/4 there were
seven; 1875, nine; 1876, 31; 1877, 38; 1878,
40; 1879, 55; 188o, 213. To -day there are
approximately 3,500 R.T.T.C./N.C.U. clubs,
exclusive of B.L.R.C.

The White Swan, Twickenham.
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Knowing How- to Malid
These Simple Calculations Will Add Interest

THE CYCLIST November, 1958

MATHEM TICS
Explained

by

C. J. J.

CYCLE gears are always expressed in
inches in this country and at first sight
this system appears completely illogi-

cal, as the figures mean nothing at all, apart
from acting as a means of comparison. The
system, however, is a relic from the days of
the old Ordinary or " penny-farthing." Then
a gear of 54in. indicated a front, or driving,
wheel of 54in. diameter (Fig. 1). ..

When the safety bicycle and the chain
drive were introduced the same system was
carried over and to explain this simply, assume
27in. wheels and a 2 : / drive, i.e., 46 -tooth
chainwheel and a 23 -tooth driving sprocket.
The gear is still 54in., this being obtained by
modifying the new wheel diameter by the
ratio between chainwheel and sprocket,
, 27 46i.e., -x - or 27 X 2 = 54in. See Fig. r.

i 23
From the foregoing there emerges a standard

formular for calculating cycle gears; this is
wheel diameter X number of teeth on chain -
wheel divided by number of teeth on rear
sprocket. A typical calculation would be for a
machine equipped with 27in. wheels, 48 -
tooth chainwheel and i8 -tooth rear sprocket,

. 27 48Va., -- X
8

--,--r 72in.
1 1

Ending Sprocket Size
It may be required to fit a certain gear for

some specific reason, i.e., a 72in. restricted
gear time trial and a different version of the
formula given above can be used to find the size
of sprocket required. Here the wheel diameter

2 : 1 Gear ratio

Fig. 1. -How the present system of expressing cycle gears
originated.

is multiplied by the number of teeth
in the chainwheel and divided by the

27 48gear required in inches, e.g., =t8 teeth
I 72

for the rear sprocket.
Gears do not always work out so con-

veniently, however. Try another calculation
and assume that it is required to change the
above gear to 64in. The method of working

64 4

27 48 8ias has been shown s : - < = =i 2(3.25.

The nearest to this, of course, is a sprocket
of 20 teeth. Using this sprocket; the gear

27 48 2obtained is : -x -=34 = 64.8m.
I 20 5

To get nearer than this try changing, the
size of the chainwheel. Use another version
of the same formula and multiply the number
of teeth on the rear sprocket by the gear
required in inches and divide by the wheel

20 64 1,28odiameter. This is : I 27
x =

27
=47.4 or a

to Your Cycling
47 -tooth Chainwheel. This will give a gear of
27 x 47=1,269 -63.45in.-just a little nearer
I 20 20
than 64.8in.

The answers to all these problems can, of
course, be obtained from a set of gear tables
with much less trouble, but it is interesting to
know how they are wori-ed out.

N

7 Cranks

Cranks

Fig. 2. -With 7in. cranks the feet travel in a
larger circle than with 6iin. cranks and therefore
travel further for the same amount of forward

distance travelled.

Distance Travelled
Remember that the gear size in inches

represents the diameter of a directly driven
single large wheel. To relate this measure-
ment to distance travelled, the circumference

must be found. This is obtained
by multiplying the wheel diameter
or gear of the bicycle by .7r or 3 1/7.
Assume a gear of loin. Multiplying

70 22_this by 3 1/7,-
r

x -=viz.,220in.
This is the distance travelled by the
bicycle in one revolution of the
cranks or two strokes of the pedals.
If this distance is divided into one
mile, the number of revolutions of
the chainwheel or half the number
of pedal strokes is the result. The
calculation is as follows :
1,76° X 3 X 12- 288 revolutions per

220
mile or 576 pedal strokes.
Calculating Speed

Once the number of chainwheel revolutions
per mile is known it is simple to calculate
speed. Count the revolutions until one mile is
covered, noting the time before starting and
after travelling the required distance. If the
journey takes three minutes, your speed is
20 miles per hour, if it takes three and a half
minutes you are travelling at 17 miles per
hour and four minutes would mean a speed of
15 miles per hour. These, of course, are
standards on which a quick approximation
of speed can be based, but a time in between
the round figures mentioned can be worked
out by the following method : change the
time into seconds and divide it into 3,600
(the number of seconds in an hour). For
example, if the time recorded was 3 min.

600)39 sec., the calculation would be 3 which
219

equals 16.44 miles per hour.

On the Continent
The Continental countries use a different

system and one which has much more mean-
ing. In the Continental system the gear
represents the distance the cycle will travel
in metres for one revolution of the pedals -
there is no need to multiply by :r as in the
English system.

To convert an English rear to the
Continental system, multiply by 8 and divide
by too, i.e., to change, a gear of 72in. to
its Continental equivalent, the following

72 8

o
calculation is required : -x =5.76 (theto
machine will travel 5.76 metres for one revolu-
tion oethe cranks.

Conversely, to convert a Continental gear to
English, multiply it by too and divide by 8.
For instance, a gear 4.97 multiplied by too=
497 and divided by 8 = 62.1 in.

Crank Length
In none of the foregoing calculations has

the length of crank been taken into considera-
tion. A little thought and a glance at Fig. 2,
will show that a 65in. gear with 64in. cranks
is not the same as a 65in. gear with 7in. cranks.
What really counts is the ratio between the
distance travelled in a circular path by the
feet and the distance travelled in a straight
line by the bicycle. It will be clear from the
sketch that the longer crank, in effect, lowers
the gear, or, if it suits the rider's physique,
makes it easier for him to turn the gear. A
65in. gear with 61in. cranks is as hard to
turn as loin. with 7in. cranks.

Servicing Your Hub Brake
ONE cause of an inefficient hub brake is

oil on the linings and this can be
caused by the oil drainage hole being choked
with dirt. In this case new linings will
be required and when they are fitted make
sure that the drainage hole is cleaned out.

Worn linings will also have the same effect
of inefficient brake action, and again the only
solution is replacement. Sometimes, how-
ever, the fault is only incorrect adjustment.
In this case, the adjusting nuts should be
tightened until it can be felt that the linings
are just touching the brake drum and then
slackened off until they just clear.

Sometimes it may be noticed that the
brake is jerky in its action and this can only
be caused by a hub drum which has been
pulled out of truth. This, probably occurred
when the wheel was being built or when
it was trued and normally only necessitates
retruing with a spoke key.

The source of squealing in a hub brake
is usually in the lining itself and may be
due either to a loose rivet or the front edge
of the lining not being tapered off, causing
the lining to vibrate. In the first case the
head of the rivets in the lining should be
supported on a piece of rod in the vice
and the projecting tail of the rivet 'burred
over with a hammer and punch. In the
second case the lining must be removed
and then replaced correctly. One other
cause of a squealing brake is a brake arm
clip which has wcrked loose; here, of course,
the remedy is obvious.

Finally, knocking or clicking noises may
be caused either by loose hub shgll rivets or
a scored brake drum surface. The remedy
here is to replace the hub shell.
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range

of Hi-Fi

units

and

cabinets!
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- Imagine the pleasure of having this magnificent Hi-Fi equipment in its
beautiful contemporary style furniture for your home .. . and experiencing an
entirely new realism in sound reproduction. Yet the Emistructor Ili-Fi will
save you money and give you all the extra fun and satisfaction of building it
yourself-and being able to service and maintain it afterwards. Special
instruction manuals guide you at each stage and teach you all about the
equipment in simple terms as you build. No skill or experience is needed-only
a few simple tools.

Emistructor equipment is made to the highest quality standards and is a
product of E.M.I. Institutes Ltd.-part of a Company world famous for sound
recording and reproducing equipment.

There is a wide variety of equipment and cabinets at different price levels
to suit individual tastes and requirements. The range varies from a complete
HI-FI installation with separate speaker enclosures to a simple all -in -one
compact system for those with more modest requirements. All equipment is
suitable for stereo or non -stereo reproduction of records. Full details and
complete specifications will be sent with our free Brochure.

EMISTRUCTOR
Dept. H F.144, 43. Grove Park Road. London, W.4

Associated with one of the World's largest recording organisations comprising-
"MI MASTER'S VOICE" CAPITOL COLUMBIA MGM etc.
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THE PEOPLES
ARC -WELDER

ee..flatv. U

EIS-Ia.&
Complete with
giaccessories
shown.Ready
Ice Plugg-
ing into
10.00p sodcat
maser. arc.
vainsinfinire
variable COntral
af welding cu
ent by hand -
wheel. up
to any thickness
with single or multi-
:* runs &dawn "o .05.1S6ker cr....Jose ens oru
22. sheet For the [Res 45&;6g. S.'".." "r." C.V."Elec.fru*, 10,T1.9 eacr, Supplied
tiOt0';'t '64eicier Ern, c,e,ncias& ,:n9,reer. 0 ST

NEST OF DRAWERS
Overall size 7" wide x 5" deep
x 11" high. 12 drawers. each
measuring 3" wide x 41" deep
x 11" high. Useful storage for
the engineer, motorist and
householder for nuts, bolts
and small components. Green
enamelled. £1. P. & P. 3'-..

TRANSFORMERS
ALL 220/250 V. A.C.

INPUT
CONTINUOUS RATING.

EACH £5.19.0.
OUTPUTS:
12 V. 40 Amps
6-12-18-24-30 V. 12 Amps.
5 V. 80 Amps.
18 V. 30 Amps.
110-120 V. 4 Amps.
55 V. 12 Amps.
3.5-8-14-15-16V.15Amps.
6.3 V. 15 Amps. or 12.6 V. 9 Amps.

) 12 V. HAND
' DRILLS

With 5" chuck and length of flex AC/DC,
takes 15 amps, works from car battery or
transformer, weight 7 lbs.
24 volt Hand Drill available. takes 9 amps,
AC/DC, weight 71 lbs.. £5.4.0 each. P. & P.
213.

HARMSWORTH, TOWNLEY & CO.
Jordan Street, Knott Mill, Manchester, 15

The " Grasshopper Mind " )74-,
YOU know the people with " Grass-

hopper Minds " as well as you
know yourself. Their minds nibble
at everything and master nothing.

At home in the evening they tune
in the radio or television-tire of it-
then glance through a magazine-
can't get interested. Finally, unable to
concentrate on anything, they either
go to the pictures or fall asleep in the
chair. At their work they always take
up the easiest job first, put it down
when it gets hard and start something
else. Jump from one thing to another
all the time.

There are thousands of these people
with Grasshopper Minds ' in the
world. In fact, they are the very
people who do the world's most
tiresome tasks-and get but a pittance
for their work. They do the world's
clerical work, and the routine drudg-
ery. Day after day, year after year-
endlessly-they hang on to the jobs
that are smallest salaried, longest
houred, least interesting, and poorest
futured !

What is Holding You Back ?
If you have a ' Grasshopper

Mind ' you know that this is true.
And you know why it is true. Even
the blazing sun can't burn a hole in a
piece of tissue paper unless its rays
are focused and concentrated on one
spot. A mind that balks at sticking
to one thing for more than a few
minutes surely cannot be depended
upon to get you anywhere in your
years of life !

Remember-Everything you do is

preceded by your attitude of mind.

What Can You Do About It ?
Take up Pelmanism now ! A

course of Pelmanism brings out the
mind's latent powers and develops
them to the highest point of efficiency.
It banishes such weaknesses and
defects as Mind Wandering, Inferior-
ity and Indecision, which interfere
with the effective working powers of
the mind, and in their place develops
strong, positive, vital qualities, such
as Optimism, Concentration and
Reliability, all qualities of the utmost
value in any walk of life.

Send for Free Book
The Pelman Course is simple and

interesting, and takes up very little
time ; you can enrol on the most
convenient terms. The Course is
fully described in " The Science of
Success," which will be sent you,
gratis and post free, on application to :

PELMAN INSTITUTE,
130, Norfolk Mansions,

Wigmore Street, London, W.I.
WELbeek 1411

-POST THIS FREE COUPON TO -DAY

Pelman Institute,
130, Norfolk Mansions, Wigmore

Street, London, W.I.
" The Science of Success," please.

Name

Address

PELMAN (0 WERSEAS)/NSTITUTES, DELHI:
10. Alipore Road. MELBOURNE: 396. Flinders
Lane. DURBAN : Natal Bank Chambers (P.O.
Box 1409). PARIS : 176, Boulevard Haussmann,
AMSTERDAM : Erinsengracht 1021.

BATTERY CHARGER PANELS.

 Metal panel 1.21" x 19" containing 20-40a.
2' scale moving iron meters. 2-16 position
rotary switches. Current carrying cap. 6 a.
1 mains, rotary on/off switch, and 2 heavy
duty var. resistances, 6 a., 2 ohms. Switches
and resistances mounted on rear of panel
with control knobs on front of panel. Weight
17 lb.-too heavy for post. Offered at very
low price of 12;6 ea., carr. & pkg. forward

RESISTANCES BOXES.

Admiralty patt. as used on compass control
equip. Contains 1 fixed resistance tapped at
200, 400, 600 ohms and 1 slider resistance at
450 ohms, about 1 a. Complete with large
terminal block. In steel case 5" x 6' x 20'
long. Pr. 65, cars. 5:6. Ideal for bat. charger
regulators. Ditto, but double unit as shown,
9,6, carr. forward.

ARTHUR SALLIS (gal& LTD.
ta, North ltd., Brighton. Tel. : 25803
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SOLID LEATHER
ARMY

DEMO/ RIDERS

ONAY 25t-
POST ETC. 3, -
New. Send 251-.
plus 3'- post and

,handle on 7 days free approval. Instant
refund if you do not find them worth 16.6.0
at least. Full chrome leather of the finest
quality, calf length. Soles and heels of
finest HEAVY LEATHER, sewn, pegged
and riveted. By best makers in the country.
every pair bearing makers. name Willa
cannot be published. Unissued. Ideal
Motorcyclists. Outdoor Workers. Riding,
Fishing. etc. Ideal Jackboot. Sizes 5 to 8,
10 to 13. R.A.F. KAPOK Flying Suits.
sizes 32 to 40 21/-. post 2,6. 42 to 46 5 - extra.

©EADQUARTER and

WU WA I 2,41 7 71111EREg 011UECOPSOU/

102C00 8RAIVONEW

EX-W.D. WHITE
STRING VESTS
Tremendous pur-
chase of genuine
Ministry issue
makes this fan-
tastically slashed
Price possible. Ac- \
tually cost the Ministry a guinea each-
Our price two for 9/11., post. 2'-. Used in
icy cold Korean mountain regions by Com-
mandos these vests specifically made to
retain body heat give you superb comfort
in most bitter conditions. Made for Ministry
by Country's leading manufacturers. A
hygienic end hardwearing garment that
can qAckly he washed and dried. The last-
ing qualities will amaze you. Four vests
2U-. POST FREE. State chest. Money ref.
Lists. Coot Si ear. Clothing.

11.1

0_1111.1
ENERAL SUPPLIES LTD.

(DEPT. PMC 37), 196-200, COLDHARBOUR LANE, LOUGHBOROUGH
JUNCTION, LONDON, S.E.S. Open all Saturday. 1 p.m. Wednesday.

THE ULTRA LENS AIDS PRODUCTION
This unequalled Whether you are manufacturing, buying or selling,
electric magnifier there are occasions when you have to submit
is of the most some objects to a very close scrutiny. At
modern desigr

indispensable.
these times the ULTRA LENS becomes

and has proved
its extreme Triple tenses ensure distortion -free
and sustained magnification and eliminate the
usefulness to necessity for adjustment of

trial firms
tless indu

en-
s-asrZefocus. The focus is

gaged on minute T h e ULTRA
examination of sur-

-..,,,,salways perfect.
LENS achieves

ceivable object. S
a six -fold

fication
magni-

faces of every con-

iSA,
Please ask your local Tool in a
Shop, jeweller, Optician, Scientific 0 brill-

iany-Instruments, Stamp -Dealer, or lit fitleld
which is

shadowless.Write for full particulars to

THE ULTRA LENS COMPANY
17c, Oxendon Street, London, S.W.1 Tel TRAfalear 2055

MAINS BLOWER. 203/250 v. A.C./D.C., I amp., 5.000 r.p.m., consists of the motor
with attached enclosed fan, and funnel intake liin. dia.. side outlet lin. x
Plinth base 5in. X 41in., finish black crackle and die cast aluminium, size overall
Bin. long. 41in. wide, 5in. high, weight 71 lb., a very superior blower, offered at a
fraction of original cost, new, unused, 25!-. Post 316.
ZAMBONI PILES, dry voltaic type, consists of 3 piles, each 6in. long by lin. dia..
in high insulation mount to give 1,500 -volts, taken from new unused infra -red
equipment, 5/, post 1/6, also variable focus eyepieces and Wratten filter backed
objectives, taken from same equipment, 51- set, post 1/6.
HUGHES MOTORS, shunt wound, 12 v. 11 -amp.,
speed 5,000 r.p.m.. reversing, size 34in. long,
1 lin. die., 1 in. shaft, weight 20 no., a very superior
motor designed for anti -radar equipment, new
unused 10/, post 1/6. 25 per doz., carriage paid.
ditto fitted reduction gear, giving a final drive
(I in. shaft) of either 320 or 160 r.p.m., state which
required. 12'6 post 1/9 ; £6 per doz., carriage paid.
K TYPE CYLINDER LOCKS, deadlocking and
thiefproof, has 7 concentric tumblers instead of
the usual 5 in line, interchangeable fitting with ordinary cylinder locks, latchbolt
reversible, for right or left hand doors (no need to specify), complete with 2 keys, all
fittings and instruction booklet, new, boxed, 51, post 1/6 ; 4 for 20:-. post paid.
RANGEFINDERS by Barr and Stroud, 1 -metre base coincidence type, a hand held
instrument giving the distance of any object, from 500 to 20,000 yds, (12 miles). The
lax variable focusing right eyepiece provides two images of the object viewed,
one from the right objective ; the other from the left. When these two images are
brought into coincidence by a thumb wheel control. the distance in yards can imme-
diately be read in the left eyepiece. Fitted two filters and other refinements. A very
superior high quality instrument. original cost £180, our price in new or near new
condition, supplied in stout fibre cases £5, carriage 100 m. 7/6, 200 m. 10/-, 300 m. 12,6.
N.I. 20/,
SIGHTING TELESCOPES by Ross, Taylor -Hobson, etc., these high quality
instruments contain four 40 mm. dia. achromats. 2 of 3 in. focal length, 2 of 31 in.
focal length, also a 18 mm, dia, image erector achromat, 4 screw fine adjustment
cross graticule, length 16 in., weight 7 lbs., new and boxed, 35/, post 3,3.
GUNSIGHT TELESCOPES, has 4 lens high grade optical system with cross
graticule, approx. 2.x. all brass, 13 in. long, 1 in. die., makes an ideal rifle sight, or
astro telescope star marker, perfect condition, in metal cases, 20/-, post 1/9.
TELEPHONE SETS, consists of two combined microphones and receivers, which
when wired up by ordinary twin flex, provides perfect 2 -way communication, excel-
lent results at 1 mile range have been reported. self -energised. no battery required,
set complete, new unused 7/6, post 1/3 ; suitable twin 14'36 p.v.c. up to 300 ft. lengths
at id. per ft. supplied, postage each ft. flex 3d, extra,
CHARGING SETS, only 46 lbs. weight, easily carried, 4 -stroke air-cooled, runs for
18 hours from 1 gall. petrol, D.C. output 12-18 v. at 80 watts, complete with exhaust
and silencer, starter cord. etc.. size 1411n. x 141in. x 71in., completely works recon-
ditioned and now as new. supplied in stout wood cases, our price aim:, carriage,
(inland only) 100 m. 1216, 200 m. 1616. 300 tn. 201,
GRAMOPHONE MOTORS by famous maker, 200'250 v. or 1001130 v. A.C.,mains,
I in. long. 5'32 in. dia. shaft, speed 1,350 r.p.m.. size 21 in. x 2 in. x 11 in., weight 18 oz.,
fitted rubber bushed mounting bracket, recent manufacture and brand new, 15/-,
MIA 1/6.
OIL TEMP. GAUGES, 21 in. square flush mounting, graduated 0/120 deg. "C",
basically a very fine quality moving coil milliammeter, new in sealed cartons, 3'6,
post 1/6.

Many other Bargain. .end stamped, addressed envelope for

MIDLAND INSTRUMENT CO., Moorpool Circle, Birmingham, 17
TEL.: HAR 1308

THE CYCLIST

Designed for Service
TWO -for The NEW

MULTIPURPOSE ' 8 '

wilmerlen
Saw Bench

WITH RISE AND FALL
AND CANTING TABLE

Table lift by Rack and Pinion.
Iron Table 20" 16". 21" Deep
Micro adjustment on Rip Fence.
DEPT. I

CECIL W. TYZACK
Tools and Machinery

79 & 81 KINGSLAND RI)., SHOREDITCH, E.2
Telephone: SHOlEDITCH 7126

November, 1958

PRICE

£24
On Terms : Deposit £5
8 monthly payments of
£2.13.6.

STAND MODEL

£48. 10. 0 3 Phase. On
Terms : Deposit £9.14.0
8 monthly payments £5.9.3.

WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING FOR THE
HOME HANDYMAN

Timber-Mouldings-Dowels-Hardboard-Plywood - Fittings
Legs-Kidney Shapes

READY TO ASSEMBLE SETS ,I1ANDICRArT
Baby's Cot-Baby's Play Pen-Feeding Chair-Stools
-Workbox-Bedside Cabinet-Dinner Wagon-
Record Cabinet-Picnic Set-Coffee Tables-Tele-
vision Table-Standard and Table Lamps.
WE SUPPLY AND SEND OUR GOODS

ANYWHERE BY MAIL OR RAIL
" DO IT YOURSELF"

WITH HANDICRAFTS MATERIALS
Send now for HANDICRAFT ANNUAL, contains
many things to make and many things to all
materials available by post.

SEND I/6 plus Sd. postage to
HANDICRAFTS LTD., P.M. Dept.,

PETERBOROUGH

-
5014 NAN001,005

Yr... soot

The New
FASCINATING AND EXTREMELY PROFITABLE HOBBY !

FOR THE MECHANICALLY MINDED, PRACTICAL MAN !

WIRECRAFT
This is an ideal present for the practical -man -
about -the -house. Many attractive _rid useful
articles can be made at a fraction of the cost of

ready-made ones.

It's interesting ... simple and the finished product adds to
your home decor-and your pocket

Priced at z9,tii (if ordered direct 31- p. & p. extra) a WIRECRAFT
kit contains in addition to an instruction leaflet, sufficient wire
and materials to make three attractive articles. Replacement
wire and paint is available at very low cost. Numerous designs

from which to choose. Trade enquiries welcome.

& C. R. WOOD (WIRECRAFT)
302 Hull Road, Anlaby Common, Hull, Yorks.

Tele. Hull 53333



STEEL SHELVING
72 in. HIGH
34 in. WIDE
12 in. DEEP
 Brand new-Manu-

factured in our own
works.

 Shelves adjistable
every inch.

 Heavy gauge shelves
will carry 400 lbs.
each.

 Stove enamelled
dark green.

 6 shelves per bay-
Extra shelves 8/- each.

 Also available in white
at £5 per bay.

 Quantity discounts.

Delivered free £3 15s.
Ready for erection.

N. C. BROWN LTD.

Green Lane Wing

H EYWOOD LA NCS
- the manufacturers!

ALLGTHER SIZES avail-
able at equally keen
prices.
Deliveries Free to England,

!cotknd and Wale:.

Telephone :
Heywood 69018
(3 lines)

Follow the FLUXITE way to Easy Soldering

No. 6. REHEATING AND CHARGING
THE BIT

Re -heat bit until a green flame shows around it. Dip
solder stick in FLUXITE and hold it to the tinned
face of the bit until a fair sized globule is formed.

FLUXITE is the household word for a flux that is famous
throughout the world for its absolute reliability. In factory,
workshop and in the home FLUXITE has become indispensable.
It has no equal. It has been the choice of Government works,
leading manufacturers, engineers and mechanics for over 40 years.

SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERINi)

Fluxite Limited, Bermondsey Street, London, S.E.1.
G.M 56

The Bestfrend "ZEPHYR" (M)
Motor and Accessories

designed by engineers with a
of experience in motor construe

An anti -vibration stand for
above motor. Horizontal or
vertical mounting. Supplied in
breakdown form for home con-
structors. 8i" x 2i x 2'. Three
point suspension.
Steel, Cadmium plated. 716

Post Free

FANS
4 Bladed Metal diam. 5/ -
BAKELITE 3 Blades 8' diam

7/6 Post Free

A silent, shaded pole motor,
A.C. only, 200/250 volts,
2,600 R.P.M., 25 watts. 3i" x
21". Precision built and
specially suitable where abso-
lute silence is essential. Con-
tinuously rated and designed
for use in construction of table
and extractor fans, projector
cooling units, fan heaters, cup-
board airing devices, etc. An
extremely high-class product,

quarter of a century 3716tion.
Post Free

The Bestfrend Electrical Co. Ltd.
BANSTEAD SURREY

Tel.: BURGH HEATH 1432

to -day
the

'old hand'
has a

THIRD
HAND

In days of old when knights were bow:ed-
over, how useful the Mole Wrench would have
been. Known today to thousands over the
world as their ' third hand,' the Mole Wrench
locks on to the job -in -hand and remains
locked, tightly with both hands free-a ' third
hand ' that also serves as super -pliers, clamp,
hand vice and so on. Fitted with the quick
release lever it is available in two sizes, 7in.
for 12/6 and 10in. for 15/-, from Ironmongers,
Motor and Motor Cycle Accessory Dealers.
You'I' be glad you bough!

Ask for a genuine Mole Wrench-
Look for the name on it

If in any difficulty wote to
M. MOLE & SON LTD., BIRMINGHAM, 3

Published about the 30th of each month by GEORGE NEWNES LIMITED, Tower House, Southampton
Street, Strand, London, W.C.2, and Printed in England by W. Speaight & Sons, Exmoor Street, London, W.10.
Sole Agents for Australia and New Zealand-Gordon & Gotch (A/sia). Ltd. Sole Agents for South Africa
and Rhodesia-Central News Agency Ltd. Subscription Rate (including postage) : For one year, Inland 20s.,

Overseas 18s. 64., Canada 18s. 6d.

Practical Mechanics " Advice Bureau. COL PON
This coupon is available until November 29th, 1958, and must be
attached to all letters containing queries, together with 6d. Postal
Order. A stamped addressed envelope must also be enclosed.

Practical Mechanics. November. 1958.



One of the following Courses taken quietly at
home in your spare time can be the means of
securing substantial well -paid promotion in your
present calling, or entry into a more congenial
career with better prospects.

ENGINEERING, RADIO, AERO, ETC.
Aero. Draughtsmanship
Jig & Tool Design
Press Tool & Die Design
Sheet Metalwork
Automobile Repairs
Garage Management
Works M'gmnt. & Admin.
Practical Foremanship
Ratefixing & Estimating
Time & Motion Study
Engineering Inspection
Metallurgy
Refrigeration
Welding (all branches) Generators & Motors
Maintenance Engineering Generation & Supply
Steam Engine Technology Aircraft Mainten. Licences
I.C. Engine Technology Aerodynamics
Diesel Engine Technology Electrical Design

Ordnance Survey Dr'ship.

Elec. Draughtsmanship
Machine $$

Automobile
Structural 9!
R/F Concrete
Structural Engineering
Mathematics (all stages)
Radio Technology
Telecommunications
Wiring & Installation
Television
Radio Servicing
Gen. Elec. Engineering

BUILDING AND STRUCTURAL
L.I.O.B. A.I.A.S.
A.M.I.P.H.E. A.A.L.P.A.
Building Construction
Costs & Accounts
Surveying & Levelling
Clerk of Works
Quantity Surveying

A.R.S.H. M.R.S.H.
A.F. S. A.R.I.C.S.
Builders' Quantities
Carpentry & Joinery
Building Inspector
Building Draughtsmanship
Heating and Ventilating

GENERAL, LOCAL GOVERNMENT, ETC.
Gen. Cert. of Education
Book-keeping (all stages)
College of Preceptors
Woodwork Teacher
Metalwork Teacher
Housing Manager (A.I.Hsg.)

Common. Prelim. Exam.
A.C.I.S., A.C.C.S.
A.C.W.A. (Costing)
School Attendance Officer
Health Inspector
Civil Service Exams.

BECOME A DRAUGHTSMAN-LEARN AT HOME
AND EARN BIG MONEY

Men and Youths urgently wanted for well paid positions as
Draughtsmen, Inspectors, etc., in Aero, Jig and Tool,
Press Tool, Electrical, echanical and other Branches of

Engineering. Practical experience is
unnecessary for those who are willing
to learn-our Guaranteed " Home
Study " courses will get you in.
Those already engaged in the General
Drawing Office should study some
specialised Branch such as Jig and
Tool or Press Tool Work and so con-
siderably increase their scope and
earning capacity.

OVER SEVENTY YEARS OF* CONTINUOUS SUCCESS *

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING
(In association with CHAMBERS COLLEGE-Founded 1885)

(Dept. 29)

148, HOLBORN, LONDON, E.C.I
SOUTH AFRICA : E.C.S.A., P.O. BOX NO. 8417, JOHANNESBURG

AUSTRALIA : P.O. BOX NO. 4570, MELBOURNE

Free Guide SUCCESS IN ENGINEERING
132 -PAGE BOOK FREE!
SEND FOR YOUR COPY

This remarkable FREE GUIDE explains :
* Openings, prospects, salaries, etc., in Draughts-

manship and in all other branches of Engineering
and Building.

* How to obtain money -making technical qualifications
through special RAPID FULLY -GUARANTEED
COURSES.

MANY/NTERTST/NC COURSES

TO SELECT FROM!
A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.I.M.I.,
A.M.Brit.I.R.E., A.M.I.P.E.,
A.M.I.C.E., A.M.I.Struct.E.,
A.M.I.Mun.E., M.R.S.H.,
A.M.I.E.D., A.F.R.Ae.S.,
London B.Sc., Degrees.

Fully guaranteed postal courses for
all the above and many other
examinations and careers. Fully
described in the New Free Guide.

THE ACID TEST OF TUTORIAL EFFICIENCY
SUCCESS-OR NO FEE

We definitely guarantee that if you fail to pass the examination for
which you are preparing under our guidance, or if you are not
satisfied in every way with our tutorial service-then your Tuition
Fee will be returned in full and without question. This is surely
the acid test of tutorial efficiency.

If you have ambition you must investigate the Tutorial
and Employment services we offer. Founded in 1885,
our success record is unapproachable.

ALL TEXTBOOKS ARE SUPPLIED FREE
PROMPT TUTORIAL SERVICE GUARANTEED
NO AGENTS OR TRAVELLERS EMPLOYED

r

OUNDED 1885 - FOREMOST TODAY

Free Coupon
To: NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING
(Dept. 29), 148 -ISO, Holborn, London, E.C.i

Please Forward your Free Guide to
NAME
ADDRESS

...

END Of
TN 1 5 COUPON

NO WAND 8E;4/fa557;r0
SUCCESS

slitftgasegge

My general interest is in : (r) ENGINEERING
(2) AERO (3) RADIO (4) BUILDING
(5) MUNICIPAL WORK
The subject of examination in which I sin especially interested is

(Place a cross against
the branches in which
you are interested.)

To be filled in where you already have a special preference.
(2d. stamp only required if unsealed envelope used.)


